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Tiivistelmä 
 
Tässä työssä on kartoitettu Afrikan mantereella Pohjois-Afrikan ’Maghreb’-
valtioiden ja Etelä-Afrikan Tasavallan väliin sijoittuvissa maissa sijaitsevat ener-
giavarat ja energian tuotannon rakentamispotentiaalit. Energiatilanteen analy-
soimiseksi manner on jaettu kuuteen osaan ja maakohtaiset energiasektorit on 
jaettu seuraaviin alasektoreihin: vesivoima, öljy ja maakaasu, kaivostoiminta, 
maatalous, uusiutuvat energiavarat. Työn ensimmäinen osa koostuu energiaa 
käsittelevästä tiiviistä maakohtaisesta tiedosta. Työn analyyttinen osa perustuu 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

A large land mass as the Continent of Africa à la a sleeping giant awaiting 

awakening, draws the attention of engineers, the business world as well, to 

the extent of project openings for the exploitation of natural resources there. 

An answer lies in a measure of the gap between the present state of indus-

trialization depicted by the total installed power capacity and the future state 

shown by a tally of the power potentials from each major energy segment. 

The speciality of this work is that it offers vital data useful to a project planner, 

on 41 countries of the Continent, cutting down on energy that would other-

wise be spent in scanning the literature for hours on end, given the wide va-

riety of sources available.  

 

This, the first part of the envisaged Africa Energy Report Series, aims to as-

sess the status of energy supply of each state south of the ‘Maghreb’ states, 

and up to the borders of Republic of South Africa (RSA), the resources for 

the same, and promises held for the future for the development of energy 

flows. This is to provide in a single text an overview of the entire Sub-

Saharan region of Africa that will be the source of ideas and a launching pad 

for more concentrated works related to future development of any chosen 

sector of the region and available energy forms therein. This can at best be 

only the tip of the iceberg of Sub-Saharan power potential at a glance.  

It is to be noted that the words ‘country’ and ‘state’ are used interchangeably 

throughout the text. As regards the work content, the first part of the work 

which is the Land Facts Section, carries the following details, not exceeding 

800 words, countrywise : 

General information about the country 

- Infrastructure (mainly with regard to the energy infrastructure) 

- Mining industry 

- Hydroelectric power 

- Agriculture 

- Oil & Gas (O & G) 

- Renewable Energy Resources (RES). 
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At the end, there appears the Land Review for each country, which is a pithy 

pointer to the project scenario therein. The Sudans are treated under a sin-

gle heading ‘SUDAN’ given the volatility of the situation with regard to the 

borders there. CABINDA, ever in peril of being overlooked due to its fledgling 

size and geographical separation from mainland Angola, yet a province of 

import owing to its mineral-, oil wealth quite disproportionate to its size, has 

been specially marked out in the maps of this work. 

 

The next part, the Analytical Part, arrives at maps of the energy belts for 

each energy sector / sub-sector, based upon data from the Land Facts Sec-

tion, and from fresh references as well. After this, the report takes on a quan-

titative form with the regionwise assessment of power potentials for each en-

ergy sector / sub-sector, countrywise, using formulas hammered out for the 

energy forms, and a tally of the absolute power potentials that results in the 

total power potential for each country. The Scale-up Factor (SCF) is then ar-

rived at as the ratio of densities of installed-, and potential power capacities, 

which are parameters relating a state’s power content to its land area. All 

values are tabulated regionwise and a discourse focussed upon regionwise / 

countrywise project engineering potentials follows.  

 

Results of earlier works on the state of energy usage as well as energy re-

sources’ estimations by local/international organizations are drawn upon 

wherever possible / applicable.  Eg. World Energy Council (WEC)’s  energy 

survey/345/ is referred to with regard to (wrt) East Africa’s peat resources.  

International Energy Agency (IEA)’s treatise on global energy outlook/393/ is 

drawn upon wrt Southern Africa’s coal as also gas flarings. UNEP’s study on 

renewable energy sources (RES)/417/ is used wrt Southern Africa as well as 

UNCTAD’s commercial report/442/ for that region.  FAO’s publication on for-

est resources/470//574/ are sourced wrt estimations in that powers sector.    

It must be noted, however much the interest or need to launch into an ex-

haustive literature survey of precursor works on the subject, such an effort 

has been limited by availability of relevant texts. It was thus decided to han-

dle the matter in a limited sort of way; OECD/IEA’s energy statistics/576/ 

were compared with own referred/calculated values as the case may be and 
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these are tabulated for coal, peat (ref. Table 6. of Sec. 3.3.7).  Marked diver-

gences in the values are marked  ‘x’ therein.   
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2  LAND FACTS - Infrastructure & Resources 

 
2.1 THE HORN OF AFRICA 

 
2.1.1  SUDAN 

 

South Sudan. An area greater than France gained independence following a  

 referendum (2011). In a volatile situation, the borders are changing by the  

day. Abye, an oil rich enclave as also areas in S. Kardogan Province are 

claimed by either Sudan. Tribal wars of a chronic nature plague the large 

Jonglei Province (E). Administrative machinery is practically non-existent. 

South Sudan’s first major paved road came into being (2012) from Juba to 

Nimule town on the Uganda border. About ⅔d of the populace stays isolated 

six months of the year due to floods. Paved roads to connect South Sudan’s 

towns could cost $7 billion. Oil potential is substantial; there is more cattle 

than the 12M people; there is enough farmland to feed a major part of Sub-  

Saharan Africa; minerals, timber are aplenty. /1//11/.  

Infrastructure . The installed power capacity (2008) is as : 1268MW /2/. 

Three-fourths is consumed in the capital region; rural district network is  in-

sufficient. Two interconnected grids are the Blue Nile Grid and the Western 

Grid. The unconnected regions operate with diesel generators. With the civil 

war abating, foreign direct investment (FDI) gets in and the  National Elec-

tricity Corporation (Corp.) of Sudan (NEC), which is the  power utility, plans 

to revamp distribution by 2015. The Electricity Law and Investment Law 

(2001) encourage private investment in generation / distribution / transmis-

sion. SUDATEL is the telecom company. Rail / road network is under reha-

bilitation with Arab and Chinese aid: the highway linking Merowe to Khar-

toum, is to suffer some 1500km of expansions with extensions to Libya /3/.  

Agriculture . Mostly plain lands flush with water imply great agricultural po-

tential : over 200 times the Nile River’s total annual inflow characterizes half 

of Sudan’s land area as underground water reserves. Surface reserves are 

in the form of rivers and lakes. The south and central parts are lashed by 

heavy rains, and the total seasonal water inflow into the Nile totals 3.3G m3.  
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The Kenana Sugar Works is one of the biggest integrated factories in the 

world, with 300000t/a of molasses, white sugar, sugar cubes’ production. 

The goal is to produce briquettes / animal fodder from sugar cane waste as 

also realize the enormous potential for manufacture of synthetic alcohol. The 

government plans to increase exports from the sugar sector, and five plants 

are undergoing modernization. 

The Mesowa Dam makes a 174km long lake above the Nile’s four cataracts, 

irrigating some 14164ha. Fishing industry’s development is eagerly awaited 

(present output exceeds 1000 t/a). South Sudan is a very fertile but flat coun-

try susceptible to water stagnation during the rains (May – Oct.). Dinkas, the 

leading tribe there are averse to work in general, and it is left to the Ethiopi-

ans and Ugandans to till the virgin land. /4/. 

The Khartoum Refinery Expansion Project, handled by PRC, produced also 

a waste water treatment system that irrigates and has enabled the plantation 

of some 100000 numbers (nos.) trees in this desert. 1.05M ha of Sudan is 

under forest cover, and is endowed with good animal resources for red meat 

exports. 10% of Sudan /5/ accounts for pasture land. 

Hydroelectric Power. The Roseires Dam on the Blue Nile, at 1800 MW, is the 

largest /4/. The Merwe Dam’s (on the Nile, a PRC project), output is 1250 

MW, and 500 kV lines reach Dougola (N), Khartoum (S), Port Sudan (E). 

Another powerhouse on the Nile is the 1200 MW Hamadab Dam; all to link in 

due course to the National Grid /6/. 

Oil & Gas. This sector is under the Ministry of Energy and Mining, as well as 

the Ministry (Min.) of Finance and Planning. The Sudan National Petroleum 

Corp. (SUDAPET), holds a minor share due to lack of technical and financial 

resources /7/. Hereforth are some relevant data /6/ : Crude oil production 

(2010) = 514300 bbl/d; Oil reserves (1.1.2011) = 5G bbl; 

Consumption (2010) = 98000 bbl/d; Refining capacity (2008) = 122000 bbl/d. 

Oil deposits are mainly in Muglad and Melud Basins (S). Potential is also 

seen in NW, Blue Nile Basin, Red Sea areas. The 1600km Greater Nile oil 

pipeline from the massive Heglig (S) fields to the export terminal in Port Su-

dan, via Nuba Mts., and Khartoum, and the 1380km Petrodar line from Melut 

are in service. Refinery modernizations / expansions are hot on the list, and 
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the latest in the line is Port Sudan’s refinery (2011) with the aid of Petronas 

to enhance Sudan’s export capacity of the refined as well as the crude prod-

uct, which account for over 75% of exports, and mostly to India, PRC, Japan, 

South Korea /8/. 

Mining. Sudan is reputed with great mineral resources - still unexplored. The 

Government ‘s (Govt.’s) Ariab Gold Mine at Hessai, is some 500 km NE of 

Khartoum. Also, the Red Sea hills produced Au @8½ t/a (2003), and 1M 

ounces are estimated to remain . Underdeveloped Cu, Fe-ore deposits. 

Chromite production is 10000 t/a, with 1M t reserves. A copper deposit with 

resource of 8½M t of 4% Cu exists /9/. The General Corp. of Geological Re-

search published the first geological digital map of Sudan (2004); also a 

seismographic network was pressed into service and a Geological Infor-

mation Center with laboratories have become active /10/.   

General. The official languages are Arabic and English. The global recession 

was slow to hit Africa on account of its financial isolation from the wider capi-

tal markets, thus FDI has stayed steady, albeit still slow in the  case of Su-

dan. The Min. of Investments is the overseer in this regard.  Sudan has 

shown clear intention of clearing its foreign debt /11/. Old rivalry  between 

the Muslim north and the Christian south has crippled progress.   

 

Land Review. The potential for development is limitless give Sudan’s  water 

wealth for harnessing power. Oil revenue is a positive factor able to  propel 

growth. Agriculture and mines sectors are huge and awaiting  realization of 

their full potential. Renewable energy sources that can propel  rural Sudan’s 

electrification are endless. 
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2.1.2 ETHIOPIA 
 

Infrastructure. Successively good economic growth has resulted in invest-

ments in the energy sector. The agency handling electricity is Ethiopian Light 

& Power Authority (EEPCO). Telecommunications stays a state monopoly, 

stifling mobiles’ development. Ethiopian Airlines has 38 domestic airfields. 

The oil-rich Ogaden has just 30km of paved roads /22/. 

 

Agriculture. Ethiopia has several high mountains, and the Blue Nile rises 

(NW), flows in great semi-circles before entering Sudan, and its chief reser-

voir, Lake Tana (NW). This plateau bordering the Sudan is fertile. Awash R., 

(Ethiopia’s only navigable river) drains the central part of the plateau. Cotton 

is cultivated (NW border, NC, SC areas). The main source of livelihood is 

subsistence farming. Wheat, barley, oats in the cooler plateaus and sorghum, 

millet, maize in the warmer savannas. Chief item of export is coffee. 17% of 

the land stays cultivated (2007). Natural water resources are scarce, and 

food security is endeavoured via bio-fuels’ cultivation; jatropha trees are ide-

al due to their hardiness. 15000ha land cultivation deal with Ardent Gp. (US) 

/12/. Also castor bean for bio-diesel and sugarcane for ethanol production, 

and Brazilian engineers are known to make bio-diesel from coffee crop as 

well /13/. If half of overall leased areas for castor, jatropha get cultivated, 995 

M liters’ biodiesel surplus is achieved (2020) /14/. The Metehara Sugar Mill, 

250km E of Addis Ababa, to make 12½ l/a ethanol (2012), from 100 km2 

plantation, can cut the food import bill. The fuel import bill hit a high of 11G 

birr (2007-08). Jatropha, castor grow in marginal soil conditions and super 

high yield of oil / ha, vis-à-vis soya bean /15/. But deforestation of highlands 

occurs as forest based energy is exploited. The Gilbe Dam’s Italian contrac-

tor Contruttori’s argument that water retention volume for L. Turkanaya 

(Kenya) been miscalculated by protestors and that water level would drop by 

only 50cm, and not 5m, as claimed by protestors, will enable year round ag-

ricultural growth for the first time /16/. Land redistribution and registration un-

der the Responsible and Innovative Land Administration Programme (under 

the auspices of Finland, Sweden, UK) underway since 2011, is to be over by 

mid-2016. It is intended to protect small farmers’ land rights without bestow-

ing ownership rights, enabling compensation by the state in the wake of 
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population transfers due to investment in farming lands by foreigners for food 

crops, factories as well as dams’ constructions. Farmers’ motivation has 

plussed in the process, as seen by more forest plantings throughout the 

country /27/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. 85% of existing power capacity is hydel; the total hydel po-

tential is 30000 MW and only 3% been exploited so far. The largest facility, 

Tekeze on the Nile, 300 MW, that is 75km long, 3½ km wide, built by PRC, 

brings up the total generating capacity to 1170 MW /17/. Deals with Turkey, 

Kenya, PRC, that include Gilbe Project (1800 MW) on River Ono, are flying 

high. Grand Renaissance Dam (6000 MW), on the Blue Nile in the north, in-

auguration set for 2017, will surpass all hydel works in every respect /575/.  

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Ethiopia is pinning its hopes on its geother-

mal power potential, as against the present energy capacity of 800 MW : 18 

sites been identified in Ethiopian section of Rift Valley and in Danahil De-

pression on Djibuti border. Up to 5000 MW estimate for geothermal power 

incl. development of 7½ MW Aluto-Langano Resource with the Japanese 

/18/. Allana Resources (CAN) is on a potash project near the Danahil re-

sources, implying geothermal development through mining companies. Geo-

thermal brines’ sampling from active hot springs is on and the Japanese are 

training Ethiopian engineers in geothermal technology /19/. Aluto-Langano is 

on the valley floor, 200km SE of the capital. Tmax(reservoir) = 350°C, and field 

potential 300 MW (30 yrs). Tendaho Fields, of Tmax(res), 350°C, near Djibouti 

offer something as well /20/. 

  

Oil & Gas. Natural gas reserves’ estimate in SE-lowlands = 110G m3 & total 

reserves (2009) = 25T m3 /21/. Explorations are underway in the Gambella 

region, near Sudan border. Petroleum refining is near L. Tana and in Aseb 

(E. Cen.). Half a dozen countries incl. Russia and Malaysia work the eastern 

gas fields, and the 350000 km2 Ogaden basin, with 76.45G m3 (2.7T ft3) gas 

reserves, 128Mbbl extractable condensates; Petronas is to build the Kaluba 

refinery. SINOPEC pulled out (2007) after attacks by Ogaden rebels /22/. 
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Mining. Mining activity is by licensed foreign firms. National Mining Corp. of 

Ethiopia’s gold find of 10000 t /23/. Au-production was 3.4t (2001), from the 

south, where Ni also found, and, from W. Central border, where also Pt. Ac-

cording to the Mines Minister, Au smuggling cost the exchequer 21M dol-

lars/a, in lost revenue. Tantalite production at 50 t/a from Kenticha Mine. 

Scattered throughout the land is Fe-ore. Cu is from Asmera (N). Coal re-

serves in 3 separate areas (61M t lignite) + additional reserves (W); total : 

236M tonnes of coal /26/. The state is levying 35% tax on all mining opera-

tions, retaining 2% interest in mining ventures /23/. Cement prodn. capacity 

(2009) = 288M t (from 8 plants), 6 works totalling 7.7M t/a., are to get com-

missioned (2011) /24/. Biomass energy is used to run this industry, based on 

interests of UNDP and UNEP. Sizeable potash, salt deposits extend inland 

from the Red Sea coast.  

 

General.  A federal republic and executive power is vested in the prime min-

ister. A financially conservative government that is liberalizing cautiously, 

thus loosening import controls, lending limits of banks, etc. FDI is still slow 

and foreign assistance covers budget deficits. Normal relations exist with the 

west; US donates USD 1 billion/a, and Ethiopian intelligence is proving to be 

valuable against Al Qaida operations in Somalia. Addis Ababa is the HQ of 

the African Union. The official language is Amharic; English is taught com-

monly in the schools /25/. 

 

Land Review. Agri-, hydel-, RES-sectors’ resources and scope for develop-

ment seem intertwined and offer unbound opportunities for investment at one 

go. Sizeable O&G reserves, once in the process of exploitation, can fuel 

overall development eg. infrastructure. Mining potential and consequent ex-

ports may also work towards that end, on a smaller scale. The cement indus-

try is already upbeat; only plant productivity has to be beefed up.  
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2.1.3 ERITREA 
 

Infrastructure. Eritrea Electricity Authority is the national utility organization. 

Higher voltage lines are being installed to better the grid transmission, distri-

bution efficiency. Better generators are being brought in, and grid expan-

sions leading to decommissioning of old diesel generators is on. The gov-

ernment is also trying to popularize LPG for domestic purposes. Electricity is 

from thermal sources (99%), and from solar / wind (1%). /28/ /29/. The 88 

MW oil-fired station outside Massawa Port, has been brought up to 134 MW 

by the Italians, which is more than double of the current national peak de-

mand, with new sub- stations and transmission lines in toe. The other main 

station is Beleza, 60 MW, on diesel (N of the capital, Asmara). Eritrea’s only 

known bilateral investment agreement is with Italy. The Free Trade Zone in 

Massawa, is still literally a ghost town. Italians are revamping the port, as al-

so causeways connecting the port and Taulud Island to the mainland. /30/. 

 

Agriculture. The Red Sea coastline is a long one (870 km), the southern part 

a 50km wide desert. The northern coastline adjoins a rugged mountain plat-

eau (900 – 2500m in height). The central plateau is fertile and produces sisal 

/ cotton / tobacco / sorghum / corn. 80% of the populace is engaged in sub-

sistence agriculture. Pearl fisheries in the Dahlak Archipelago. Agro-products 

that have accounted for bulk of the exports, are out to be outstripped by min-

ing output, once the Bisha Mine gets going. Woody fuel stocks’ increase is 

taking place through tree farming /31/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. 80% of the energy is from biomass and solar 

(used for drying purposes). Solar, wind, geothermal and mini-hydel re-

sources are under study. Eritrea Electricity Corporation (EEC) is the primary 

power authority consisting of a renewable energy center /28//29/. Desert 

conditions do with the cheaper, less efficient “thin –film cells” that use lesser 

amounts of Si- / Cd-telluride, and the First Solar Company (US), gets these 

produced in PRC /32/. Basing on earlier geothermal prospecting in the Alid 

Volcanic Area, and finds throughout the eastern lowlands along the Red Sea 

coast, the government is for the use of this resource for rural electrification 

/36/.  
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Mining. Great quantities of Zn, Cu, Ag, Au are up for exploitation : Nevsun 

Resources (CAN) is to develop the Bisha Mine, Eritrea’s first mine after co-

lonial era with yields as 1.06M oz (Ag), 336M kg (Cu), over 0.45G kg (Zn), y. 

2010 /33/. Sunridge Gold Corp.’s (CAN) Asmara project has deposits (2009) : 

0.56G kg (Cu), 1.137G kg (Zn), 31.2M oz (Ag), and 955000 oz (Au). Compa-

nies from PRC, RSA and Australia are also active here.  

  

Oil & Gas. The Ministry of Mines & Energy oversees the oil sector. Eritrea, 

so far a non-oil producer but suspected of having O & G deposits. Eritrea 

and Ethiopia’s joint refinery, Abab, was shut down (1997) due to high operat-

ing costs and petroleum imports were stepped up. A Sino-Eritrean venture, 

Defba Oil Share Company, exploits in N. Offshore Red Sea /34/. The Petro-

leum Corporation of Eritrea as well as TGS – NOPEC (Amr.) are tapping C. 

Offshore Red Sea, containing proven petroleum systems with source rocks 

and O & G condensates (2005). Hardman Resources of Australia is explor-

ing the Offshore Massawa Block of S. Red Sea. Surface oil seeps have been 

identified near Dahlak Island in 2004 /35/. 

 

General. Eritrea belonged to the ancient Ethiopian kingdom of Aksum. Ethio-

pia vs. Egypt / Italy for the control of Eritrea has been the area’s bane since 

the 1850’s. Post-Emperor Haile Selassie (1974), insurgency against Ethiopia 

was sometimes backed by Cuba, USSR. The insurgents captured Asmara 

and the ports (1991). The latest disturbance in the area was with Djibouti 

(2008). These struggles had left little time for handling the land’s natural re-

sources. The state has a firm hold on the economy and true market economy 

is still a far cry making it difficult for multinational companies to do business. 

The threat from domestic insurrection nowadays is perceived to be low /31/.  

 

Land Review. Enormous potential for enrichment given the mineral wealth 

and O & G potential packed in a land of small size. Power sector is moving 

ahead to better times, with focus on RES as well as conventional sources. 

The governmental system would certainly improvise in its functioning along 

with potential for change in business scenario, so as not to stifle economic 

growth.  
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2.1.4 DJIBOUTI 
  

Infrastructure. Djibouti’s installed power capacity todate is 116 MW (thermal 

sources) /37/38/. The Ethiopia Electric Power Corpn.’s (EEPC) power ex-

ports to Djibouti have resumed from Ethiopia’s largest hydel facility, Gilgel 

Gibe, after its main tunnel’s collapse shortly after inauguration in January of 

2010 /39/. A 300 MW thermal power station is to come up 15km S of Djibouti 

/38/. Infrastructure development in the country has been mainly undertaken 

by UAE, eg. Dubai’s DP World’s airport project. Djibouti’s foreign exchange 

earnings are from transit taxes, harbour fees. Djibouti Port is under the Dubai 

Port Authority Management (till 2020). It is strategically placed to function as 

a free trade zone in the Horn of Africa. Imports / exports of land-locked Ethi-

opia account for 85% of port activity, this being the only significant port for 

Ethiopia. The Dry Port of Djibouti (b. 2000), is 2km. from the main port. The 

1000 km Addis – Djibouti rail line is undergoing modernization with EU fund-

ing (Italy the main player, with Kuwait in tow).  

 

Oil & Gas. No resources as such. The oil terminal at Doraleh Port /39/, 11 

km E of the present port, with a 1km causeway was built by DP World (2006), 

with the US Navy a key driver in the project. No upstream activity in the form 

of exploration / production either. The downstream sector is active : Exxon 

Mobil, Shell, handle refining at the Djibouti port and storage capacity therein 

is 1.26M bbl. The waters of the Gulf of Aden are at a high risk of piracy. 

 

Mining. Resources : Au, salt, granite, limestone. The Lake Assal salt works 

of cap. 4M t/a, will make Djibouti one of the five largest salt producers in the 

world (2012). The lake is considered to have the ideal raw material with op-

timal environmental factors eg. high rates of evaporation, pure brine feed 

from the sea, etc /41/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Land area = 23000km2, slightly smaller than 

US’s Massachusetts State. Forest land accounts for 0.3%, and arable land, 

0.04%. Electricite de Djibouti, the national electricity utility, is replacing die-

sel-powered pumps with wind, solar sources /42/. Geothermal energy is con-

sidered a viable alternative to hydroelectricity that is subject to vagaries of 
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weather, throughout the continent. Djibouti’s geothermal potential is put at 

800 MW. Lake Assal’s water supply is sea water ex-Ghoubbet el Kharab (an 

extension of the Gulf of Aden), and for a lesser part, from highly mineralized 

hot springs of meteoric origin with depths’ temps. 150 - 170°C /43/. This re-

gion’s 30MW geothermal plant project is by the Geothermal Development 

Association (US). Medium to high enthalpy fluids from the geothermal well 

power this station, and spent fuels return to the reservoir. It is a source of 

power for the capital’s desalination process /44/. Some 18 nos. geothermal 

sites in the Ethiopian part of the Rift Valley, and in the Danahil Depression 

on the Djibouti – Ethiopia border have been identified; Djibouti has signed up 

with Iceland for a 50MW geothermal plant near Dantean furnace of L. Assal 

(MSL - 157m, which is the country’s lowest point). The project is by the Rey-

kjavik Energy Invest (REI) - a business arm of RE (the world’s leading au-

thority on geo-thermal energy processing technology; capacity may be nearly 

tripled /45/.  

 

Irradiation is @6 kWh / m2 / d over nearly the whole land /37/. Wind potential 

is 50MW, at Goubet, at the entrance to the Gulf of Tadjourah /38/. 

 

General. Independence from France (1977) after a colonial century. Official 

languages are French and Arabic. Close links to France have been main-

tained. There is a French military base and the Americans have their only 

base in sub-Saharan Africa here. Djibouti’s is a multi-party democracy. 

French civil code and Islamic code regulate life, with the Supreme court - 

Cour Supreme as overseer /10/. Two-thirds of the country’s populace lives in 

the capital; the rest are nomadic herders.  Inflation has been contained with 

the Djiboutian Franc (DJF) being linked to the American dollar /46/. 

 

Land Review. A country that shows good synergy between its religion and 

government system. Djibouti is a mercantile transit point in the Horn of Africa, 

and its infrastructure is fast developing under the aegis of UAE, France and 

US. High-grade salt resources and extensive geothermal resources are un-

der development.   

2.1.5 SOMALIA 
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Infrastructure. Somalia’s installed power generation capacity, all diesel-fired, 

80 MW (2008). About 80 odd oil-fired thermal and diesel power plants were 

constructed with Finnish aid during 1980’s in the southern port of Chisimaio, 

and in Baidoa, the third largest city (SC) /47//48/. Ente Nazionala Energia 

Electrica (ENEE) is responsible for generation, transmission and distribution. 

The principal harbours are : Berbera, a deep sea and sheltered port, Bosaso, 

also a major port - both on the Gulf of Aden. Indian Ocean ports are Kismayo, 

Merca, Mogadishu - recently rehabilitated by the Transitional National Govt. 

(TNG), UN and Japan. Absence of security and bad maintenance are the is-

sues at Somali ports. 

 

Cellular phone services are in existence in the country. A TV station each in 

the Mogadishu, the capital and in Hargeisa, the erstwhile capital of British 

Somaliland. 

 

There is 22000kms. of roads, of which 12% primary roads. Rail infrastructure 

is not in existence. Road links to neighbouring countries also not present. A 

major trunk road link from Kismayo (S) via Mogadishu to the northern ports is 

on paper. Air links are in a better shape with four functional international air-

ports and many smaller airfields /49/. 

 

 Hydroelectricity. Hydel potential could be 120MW /60/. Plans for a hydroe-

lectric plant on the Juba River have been suspended by civil strife. 

 

Agriculture. Livestock is the mainstay of the Somali economy, constricted by 

inability to draw IMF funding due to the lack of financial infrastructure. Bana-

na plantations in the south use a modern irrigation system and farm machin-

ery. The small fishing industry (tuna fish, shark) in the north, has been badly 

affected by poaching. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Somalia is considered a prime location for 

harnessed wind power. Half of the land has v > 6 m.s-1, which is right for 

electricity generation; much of Somalia experiences v > 5 m.s-1; Puntland 

exhibits over 10 m.s-1 /55/. The Worldwide Corporation’s (US) plans (since 

2001), are valid for mapping out and developing ground water sources and 
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solar power. Average insolation is 5.7 kW.h / m2 / d /60/. Marine areas that 

include territorial waters and Exclusive Economic Zone, are vast, and call for 

seabed exploration technology to locate hydrothermal deposits. 

 

Oil & Gas. Petroleum gets imported. Proven NG-reserves (1.1.2010), 5.663G 

m3 /50/. TOTAL enjoys exploration rights granted by the TNG (2001) in off-

shore S. Somalia, and is involved in the downstream sector. Co-currently, 

companies belonging to PRC, UK, and RSA possess exploration contracts, 

but none has resumed work. TOTAL manages the Berbera Port Oil Terminal 

(in the relatively calm north) and supplies fuel to the airports at Berbera and 

Hargeisa /51/. The state-owned 10000 bbl/d  Iraqsoma Refinery built by Ira-

qis in the late 1970’s, at Jasiira, outside Mogadishu, has been operated, on 

an average, at about 20% of the rated capacity. The organization responsi-

ble for all petro-products’ distribution and retailing is the cooperative, Iskash 

/52/. The basins adjacent to Gulf of Aden and 35km S of Berbera (onshore) 

point to hydrocarbons’s accumulations /56/. Puntland’s 212000km2 is be-

lieved to have all the geological requisites for commercial-scale production 

/57/. Somali Coastal basin has potential as well /58/. Oil reserves’ estimate is 

110G bbl /59/. 

   

Mining. The 300000 t/a cement works at Berbera has been closed due to the 

civil war. The mining sector made only a small contribution to exports even in 

its best days during the Siad Barre ‘socialist’ regime (1969 – 1991). Im-

provements in the internal security situation could result in better mining pro-

spects with respect to hitherto unexplored resources of Fe-ore, Sn, U, baux-

ite and gypsum.  

 

General. Archaeological evidence indicates presence of Cushitic populace in 

the Horn of Africa by 100 AD, and known by ancient Arabs as the berberi. 

Present-day Somalia consists of sizeable ethnic groups of Bantu, Arab, Indi-

an Sub-Continental origin.  

 

British and Italian Somaliland merged to become a single entity, and an in-

dependent Somali state emerged (1960). The fall of Barre (1991), propelled 

a civil war and intervention by forces led by US. Inability to cope with the lo-
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cal forces led to American and UN forces’ withdrawal 4 years hence. Transi-

tional National Government (TNG) is in power till 2011. Somalia is a member 

of the Arab and Islamic Leagues. UN has a heavy presence here. Relations 

with Ethiopia, Eritrea are strained; better ties prevail with Kenya and Djibouti. 

All these states contain a minority Somali  population /49/, wherein the age-

old ‘Greater Somalia’ quest of Mogadishu that claimed large tracts of north 

Kenya as well as Ethiopia’s Ogaden region. The problems trace back to the 

Anglo-Italian Border Commission’s boundary demarcations between Protec-

torate of Kenya and Italian Somali-land in the 1920’s as well as the Anglo-

Ethiopian Treaty (1954) that by-passed the sentiments and aspirations of 

Somalis and gave room for machi-nations by the big powers in the successor 

states therein /61/.  

 

Economic growth registered a level of 2.6% (2009). Remittances from expat-

riates amounting to about $1 billion p.a., contribute to civil engineering activi-

ties /53/. 

 

Land Review. Pirates at sea and armed groups on land have broken Soma-

lia’s backbone /54/. Realization of the country’s mineral and O & G potential 

is still ages away. Non-conventional energy sector of the economy is a 

shade better placed by way of project planning, and is awaiting funding as 

also sub-sectors of agro-industry. Ports’ and the 3300-km coastlines’ 

development, along with road networks extensions to the neighbouring 

states should propel integration into the Horn, and usher in a new era for this 

unfortunate land. 
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2.2 CENTRAL AFRICA 
 

2.2.1 CAMEROON 
 

Infrastructure. Electric generation (2009) = 88% hydel, and the rest for the 

most part is thermal. The former source is under threat of drought; back-up 

reliance is on some 30 nos. ageing diesel stations. Pending realization of 

hydel projects, state thrust is on thermal using natural gas and rehabilitation 

of units (total output of 80 MW). The first NG-fired plant (2007) near Kribi on 

the Gulf of Guinea, cap. 150 MW. AES – Sonel manages electric generation 

and distribution after AES (US) purchased majority stake in Societe National 

d’Electricite de Cameroun (2001). This company, with Electricite de France 

(ADF), is planning the Chad – Cameroon interconnect project. Financial reg-

ulatory model for the electricity sector is World Bank’s (2009) and a new in-

stitutional framework opens the way for competition /62/. 

 

The government’s privatization program of state utilities (water / air / telecom) 

has faltered. Investments by the French are noted in the banking sector and 

French banks are operating, as also investments in telecom (Orange). 

 

Port and commercial hub is Douala, with mangrove swamps. A large expat-

riate populace of French and Lebanese function in O & G industry. Projects 

are on for new berths, container berth, log handling facility, entrance chan-

nels’ dredging, road / rail access, etc. Limbe deep sea project extending 

400m into the sea to get depths of 14m (commissioning in phases : 2015 / 

‘25 / ‘35). Kribi Sea Port expansion works (2013), 230 km S of Yaounde. 

Sundance Resources (Australia) is to build an Fe-ore port S of Kribi (2012) 

to serve the world’s largest hematite proj.: Mbalam. The port will also serve 

Gabon and Congo Republic (CR).  

 

The Lagos to Mombasa Trans-African Highway’s Nigeria-Cameroon stretch 

is to be done by both the states under a bilateral agreement (2009). Also the 

rail link : Mbalam to Lobali Port (2012). CAMRAIL is the privatized rail net-

work. 
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Oil & Gas. The sector is regulated by the Ministry of Mines & Energy. The 

national oil company - National Hydrocarbons Co. (SNH), reports directly to 

the president. It is to privatize. O & G reserves are offshore (Rio Basin of Ni-

ger Delta, that gives 95% of Cameroon’s oil, endangered by pirates.; Douala 

/ Kribi Campo Basin); onshore (Logone –Bimi Basin in N., Douala – Kribi 

Campo Basin in W).  

 

Crude oil reserves are at 200M bbl (maturing oil fields that would get deplet-

ed). Current production averages 80000 bbl/d, and refining capacity is c. 45% 

of that. NG-reserves at 110G m3 (2010) /63/. US is the leading investor in 

Cameroon, and bulk of it in the O & G sector, the 1000km Chad – Cameroon 

oil pipeline included. 

 

Hydroelectricity. Great hydel potential next only to DCR’s. Main stations are 

Songloulou (388 MW), Edea (263 MW), Lagdo (72 MW) - on R. Benoue, built 

by PRC /64/. The National Electricity Development Program involves new 

hydel projects to come on stream (2011): R.Ntem Dam (S); Lom Pangar Wa-

ter Reserve of 7G m3 & Dam, 24 MW (E); Natchigal Dam to reinforce the 

electric supply to the Aluminium smelter in Edea.  

 

Agriculture. Cameroon is about the size of California. The N. Plains experi-

ence 7 months of dry season; C & W Highlands where Yaounde is, have a 

cooler, shorter dry season; the S and coast are tropical forests. PRC is a 

leading importer of raw timber. French investment is seen in sugar factories. 

A new player in the field is the Cameroon-India JV wherein some 60000ha of 

‘sugarcane country’ in the East would generate 16 MWe and bring up Came-

roon’s total sugar production to nearly 200000 t/a /67/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Solar radiation averages annually 5.8 kWh / 

d / m2 & 4.9 kWh, depending on the region. Wind, with erratic speeds though, 

in S & littoral areas. The third largest biomass potential is seen here, in the 

sub-Sahara. But irrational usage has resulted in de-forestation all over the 

land.  
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Mining. Cobalt and nickel extraction is by the Americans in the east, with po-

tential to be a leader in Co–production. Cameroon is aiming to attract in-

vestment in its Al, Fe, U, Co, Ni mining in the future, with 30% of the country 

being up for fresh exploration (over and above the 40% explored during and 

after the 1980’s). Rutile’s 3M t reserves, bauxite’s 554M t potential, Fe-

deposit of 3M t on the CR-border, as also upto 4G t potential 25 km ex-

Djourn (S). /65/. 

 

General. Consists of former French Cameroun & southern part of British 

Cameroon. Independence came in 1960. Presently there is a strong central 

government dominated by a president. French is the main language. A low 

profile approach to foreign relations exists, and main trading partner and ally 

is the French Republic /66/. 

 

Land Review. Enormous hydel, timber, metallurgical and natural gas poten-

tial. Market domination is by the French and Americans. 
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2.2.2 CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC  
 

Infrastructure. Installed electric capacity (2008) = 0.02 GWe. 

Electricity production / consumption (2008) = 109 / 101.4 kWh. 

A limited transport and communication network is in existence : no railways 

and under 500km of paved roads. Poor telephone links; four radio stations 

and one TV station, and for internet services, a single company. Fuel sup-

plies are barged in via R. Oubangui or overhead through Cameroon. /68/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Possibility of oil / gas / coal along the Chad border. The 

volatile situation in both the Congos affects fuel supplies. /68/ 

 

Hydroelectric Power. The capital, Bangui, is served by two hydel generators 

and a thermal power plant. The Mbali river dam ( a joint-venture with DRC), 

permits year round hydel power generation and has been in action the past 2 

decades. Hydel Power Stations I & II, in Boali (SW) of 18.6 MW capacity, are 

the main sources of energy. The Grand Inga Scheme’s 39000 MW pro-

posal’s 6000-MW Northern Energy Highway would pass to Egypt through 

Congo, CAR, Sudan (completion : 2020 – 25) /69//70/. 

 

Agriculture. Most of the country is savannah at mostly +500m; sahel (N); de-

sert (NE). Two-thirds of CAR lies on R. Ubangi Basin, the remainder on R. 

Chari Basin. Thus the land is called Oubangui – Chari by the French. Also 

watered by R. Sangha (SW). CAR is prone to flooding from the rivers. Chief 

agro-areas are around Bossangoa (C) and Bambari (SC). Cotton, coffee, to-

bacco exports take place to the EU. Surplus food crops draw in a far greater 

income than exports. In the rural areas, food crops are transformed into lu-

crative sorghum, beer or hard liquor. River fish go towards domestic con-

sumption. Fish farming is in progress. One-third of land area is forest and 

dense forestation is prevalent on the DRC border. Most of the timber is 

shipped down the Zaire and Ubange rivers, and on the Congo rail to the At-

lantic. Heavy extraction of timber occurs without state constraints. The gov-

ernment encourages veneer and plywood production but competition is ex-

perienced from lower priced Asian and South American loggers as transport 

and labour costs are high in CAR. /68/. 
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Mining. Axmin Inc. (CAN) is exploring for gold. Pre-feasibility studies by RSA 

and UK envisage the processing of 3M tore p.a., with a production estimate of 

6.2 tAu p.a. - reported as 200000 troy ounces. Inspite of Uranium-discovery in 

Bakouma (E), exploitation is not materializing due to high start-up costs and 

transport problems. Areva (Fr.) is active in the field. Reserves are placed at 

some 18000 t. Fe – deposits estimated at 3½M tons have all been gouged 

out. The diamonds industry is undergoing development and largely uncut di-

amonds account for 60% of export earnings. About half of the diamonds pro-

duction leaves the country clandestinely each year /68/. 3.31M short tons of 

total recoverable coal reserves are along the border with Chad /72/. 

 

General. CAR is roughly the size of France. The capital, Bangui, is sited on 

the southern boundary formed by the Ubangi River, a tributary of the Congo 

River. CAR has been mostly under Egyptian control until the French took 

over in the late 19th century, and the land became a part of French Equatorial 

Africa (AEF). The territory responded to General de Gaulle’s call (1.8.1940) 

to fight for a Free France. Independence came in 1960.  The official lan-

guage is French, and Sangho, a lingua franca. CAR has a vibrant civil socie-

ty with numerous professional and labour associations fast gaining local and 

inter-national credibility. The legacy of years of unrest has resulted in illegal 

weapons proliferation. /71/.  

 

Many public sector enterprises have undergone privatization in the past 5 

years, and the government’s new labour and investment codes are taking ef-

fect. Most of the trade is with France and Belgium. The former extends ex-

tensive economic and financial aid. CAR is a member of CEMAC 

(Commission de la Communaute´ Economique et Monetaire de l’Afrique 

Centrale), the main regional trading organization. /71/. 

  

Land Review. The land is endowed with virgin rain forests, considerable ag-

ricultural, mineral, aquatic resources, and a vibrant civil society, but govern-

mental instability has been the bane of this land-locked state. 
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2.2.3 GABON  
 

Infrastructure. Liberville, the capital, is situated on River Komo. Port-Gentil is 

the leading sea port and centre for the oil and timber industries. The nearby 

mainland is dense forest and road connexions to the rest of the country are 

poor. Port-Gentil was de Brazza’s base for his forays into the continent dur-

ing the mid-19th century. The Trans – Gabon Railway links the deep water 

port of Owendo with the iron ore and manganesic sites /73/. 

Electric generation capacity (2008) = 0.4 GWh, and production is at 1.16 

TWh. A gas-fired thermal station (210 MW) and an HFO powered one (30 

MW), have been the main electricity sources. The sector is under Societe 

d’Electricite et d’Eaux du Gabon (SEEG), and ownership by the French firm, 

Vivendi, has improved the transmission and distribution, and further plans 

are afoot for beefing up the systems /74/. 

 

Hydroelectric Power. Much of the country is drained by R. Ougoowe and the 

tributaries that flow into the ocean through a long and broad estuary. Hydel 

power accounts for over three-fourths of power production and primary sites 

are on the Mbei and Ougoowe rivers. Nearly 6000 MW of hydel potential is 

believed to await development /74/. The Grand Poubara Dam project (pre-

cisely, the 160-MW Poubara III), is by the Chinese /75/, to power the recently 

built Moanda Steel Works (60km west of  Franceville), at the end of the 

Trans- Gabon Railway; the Bubaha Project on the Ogooue River will form a 

2.1G m3 reservoir and supply electricity to Franceville (SE) as well /76/ /77/. 

 

Agriculture. The interior of Gabon is constituted of mountain ranges, high-

lying plateaus, savannah grasslands (E & S), and narrow coastal plain. Ma-

jority are engaged in subsistence farming - sugarcane, bananas, cassava, 

taro. Exports take place of cocoa (grown in N), coffee (from N & C), palm oil 

(C). France and US are the leading trading partners. Average growth is at 

3.3% (2010 – 2014) /73/. Forests cover 85% of the land and raw timber is 

the next major export commodity, after oil. Flows of FDI are expected to 

boost the scope for processed wood products’ manufacture and consequent 

exports. Over half of the wood from the Central African states that ends up in 

PRC, is said to be illegally logged /78/. 
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Oil & Gas. Proven oil reserves (2008) = 2995G bbl; production at 248000 

bbl/d, and refining capacity is about one-tenth of that value, and concentrat-

ed near Port-Gentil. Gabon has the third largest oil reserves in the sub-

Saharan region. Oil exports account for two-thirds of the government budget. 

Petroliere Gabonaise is a state oil concern. The largest fields are sited in the 

south and operated by Shell. Over half of the output is exported to US, the 

rest to EU; PRC buys some 20% /79/. Vaalco Energy’s (US) offshore drilling 

programme (since 2010) in the N. Congo Basin of S. Gabon, is estimated to 

yield 4000 bbl/d. A 14% decline in oil and gas liquids’ production is forecast 

(2009-19). No traces of natural gas have shown up so far in Gabon /80/. 

 

Mining. Ministry of Mining, Energy, Oil & Hydraulic Resources controls all 

mining activity in Gabon. One-fourth of the world’s Mn – reserves are here 

and COMILOG, the main operator’s finished ore output, 2.5M t/a. U-reserves 

are depleted. Historically, Gabon’s uranium has been linked to Niger’s due to 

the French Atomic Energy Commission’s role and Areva NC. FDI is awaited 

for exploitation of the metals and diamonds /81/. The Belinga Fe-ore project 

(NE), is financed solely by China Exim Bank, as well as the Kongou Falls’ 

hydel project to power Belinga (production cap. 30M t/a), which is to com-

mence operations and exports to PRC (2011-2012). A deep water port - 

Santa Clara, and 560km of rail lines are also on the cards under the same 

project /82/. 

 

 Renewable Energy Resources. RES assumes significance in the face of de-

clining oil reserves; a 2000 MW power production capacity target (2020) has 

been set by the state. A 1100ha Special Economic Zone near the capital is 

dedicated to the timber industry, and a 1500ha Special Tax Concession 

Zone on Mandji Island near Port Gentil may be used for energy crops’ culti-

vation /83/. 

  

 General. Despite abolition of the slave trade at the Congress of Vienna 

(1815), the malpractice continued well up to the 20th century. Free French 

forces took Gabon from the Vichy forces (1940). Independence came in 
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1960, and the new republic was christened Republique Gabonaise. The offi-

cial language is French. 

 

 Land Survey. Enormous mineral, hydel and oil reserves. Land and power in-

frastructure development linked to these industries is progressing. FDI that is 

awaited for minerals and diamonds explorations and the agro-forest sector’s 

development is expected to effect a sea of change in Gabon, in general. 
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2.2.4 EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
 

Infrastructure. Parastatal Getesa, a JV with France Telecom, provides tele-

links in the major cities through digital fixed network and good mobile cover-

age . Power grids’ modernization is underway. Improvements in infrastruc-

ture are occurring in stages, mainly with Chinese aid, including the capital, 

Bata’s airport’s modernization, underway since 2000. Two major ports are 

under work - Malabo is under renovation, and Luba is being developed by 

the English to serve offshore oil companies in the Gulf of Guinea (since 

2002). Both the ports are on Bioko Island, the largest, at 2017km2 in the Gulf. 

Bata is one of the deepest sea ports of the region that is under development. 

 

Equatorial Guinea is a part of CEMAC (Central African Economic & Mone-

tary Union) and enjoys cordial relations with its neighbours. Bank of France 

guarantees the CFA (Communaute Financiere Africaine) franc and French 

technical advisors are found in the Finance as well as Planning Ministries. 

 

Hydroelectric Power. Three major rivers are : Campo (N); Muni (S); Benito 

(C); the last mentioned being navigable for only twenty kms. The estimated 

hydel potential is put at 2600 MW /84/. 

 

Agriculture. Oil revenues have fuelled the growth of the timber industry. 

Annabon Island is in the midst of one of the richest fishing spots in the Atlan-

tic and amounts to an area of 30000km2. EU has been granted concession 

to the zone. Forests of okume, walnut and mahogany are all along the coast 

and banks of the 3 rivers. There is an abundance of fertile volcanic soil. For-

est land is 46%, and arable land is 5%. Mainly  subsistence agriculture is ex-

ercised. Cocoa and timber are the exports /85/. 

 

Oil & Gas. The Ministry of Mines, Industry & Energy regulates the petro-

chemicals sector. The national oil company, GEPETROL, manages the in-

terest stakes of the state. Recently passed legislation gives greater stake to 

local companies. Majority of the oil produced is exported to EU, US and Asia. 

GETOTAL (a JV involving TOTAL and the government) has a monopoly over 

the distribution of petro-products - all of which has to be imported due to a 
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lack of refining capacity. The state’s installed power capacity (2007) was 31 

MW /88/. 

 

The oil industry’s development by the US has led to an influx of English-

speaking workers - legal and illegal, from the neighbourhood. Relations with 

Nigeria are better following the delineation of offshore boundaries to facilitate 

development of nearby gas fields /84/. Sociedad Nacional de Gas de Guinea 

Equatorial (Sonegas, GE), came into being by a presidential decree (2005). 

It manages gas assets and market therein. As with oil firms, the state re-

quires minimum 35% local participa-tion in all foreign investments. Exxon 

Mobil as well as Noble energy (US), are major players. Proven oil reserves 

(2011) = 1.1G bbl (majority is offshore). Equatorial Guinea has the third larg-

est crude production in sub-Saharan Africa, at 359000 bbl/d (2009) . The 5 

offshore fields were to yield 50000 bbl/d (2010). Proven NG - reserves (2009) 

= 29G m3; the probable reserves are over thrice that amount. These are 

mostly offshore. NG has registered a rapid increase : from 20M m3 to 236 

times the amount (2001 – 08). The completion of the Punta Europa LNG fa-

cility on Bioko Island enhances exports /86/. The output was 7G m3 (240G ft3) 

and demand at 1.63G m3 (2010) /88/.  

 

Mining. Equatorial Guinea’s mining wealth stays to a large part, unexploited. 

Sn / bauxite / W / Au / coltan (a tantalum ore) were found by French and So-

viet geologists (1970’s/1980’s). Preliminary explorations by the government 

found diamond and coltan potential. Gold’s artisanal level operations (SE) 

are in progress. The Ministry of Mines, Industry & Energy is now promoting 

the country’s mining potential to draw in investors into the sector and survey 

for diamonds is part of its plans /87/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. The minimum biomass potential is 400 t/ha. 

Some southern sites exhibit average wind speeds of 6 m.s-1 (80 m), but wind 

power projects are not yet in evidence /88/. 

 

General. This is a country roughly the size of Helsinki. Official languages are 

French and Spanish. Originally inhabited by the Pygmies, it came under the 

Portuguese (1472); ceded to Spain some 300 years later. Spanish Guineas 
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became independent in 1968. The continental part of the state goes by the 

name, Rio Muni.  

 

Buoyed up by oil returns, the state looks to have left behind its anarchic past 

and has a duly elected government which is taking steps to improve the lot of 

the people, and forge closer ties with the outside world. The business climate 

is characterized by an open investment regime, but clouds of corruption and 

non-transparency with respect to financial operations vitiate the air. Business 

for the most part is owned by government officials and their family members. 

 

Land Review. Oil returns, coupled with a promising natural gas sector are 

expected to fund the harnessing of the large hydel potential, and growth of 

agro-forest and mining sectors. Governmental stability and will for change is 

already propelling the land- / sea- / air-related infrastructural projects.  
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2.2.5 THE CONGO REPUBLIC 
 

Infrastructure. Installed power capacity (2008) = 148 MW, of which 80.4 % 

as RES, with 119 MW from hydel sources, the rest being conventional ther-

mal /89/. ENI (Ital.), in the form of ENI Congo S.A., & TOTAL are dominant in 

on- / offshore Point Noire. M’Boundi Onshore Field’s access to energy with 

minimum flaring has resulted, w.e.f. 2007, in the construction of electric 

power stations in Djeno of upto 350 MW. Also CR’s government is in collabo-

ration with ENI to revamp power plants and distribution networks /90/. The 

120 MW Imboulu Hydroelectric Dam on R. Lefini, by PRC, got commissioned 

(2009). Moukouku Dam’s repairs at $4.6M, also under PRC /91/. Anglo – 

Belgian Corporation’s (Belg.) 32½ MW thermal power station came up in 

Brazzaville (2006) /92/ 

 

Road / rail / pipeline infrastructure for fuel transport is in disarray for want of 

repairs. The Congo Ocean Railway (CFCO) was built in the 1930’s to Pointe 

Noire. In a move to improve the infrastructure, privatization of key financial 

and industrial sectors has been taking place since 2003.  

 

Oil & Gas. The economy is centered around the oil sector, with exports 

around 90%. The Congo republic is the fifth largest sub-Saharan oil producer. 

The main onshore resource is the M’Boundi Field, developed by ENI. The 

upstream industry has been offshore, with 80% hydrocarbons production. 

Proven oil reserves (2010) = 1.6G bbl; the oil production, lease condensates 

included (2010) = 302000 bbl/d; NG–reserves (2010) = 0.09G m3 (3.23T ft3). 

NG production (2010) was 0.17G m3 (6G ft3) /89/.  65% is reinjected, 14 % 

marketed, 21 % flared, domestic consumption ≈ 9 %. A zero flaring target 

has been set by the government (by 2012), and use the same to power the 

production. The national oil company (Societe National des Petroles du 

Congo - SNPC), regulates the sector. There are some exploration and pro-

duction agreements with SINOPEC. The sole refinery at Pointe Noir - Con-

golaise de Raffinage (CORAF), that is running at the rate of 21000 bbl/d, is 

awaiting modernization / expansion /93/. 
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Agriculture. After petroleum, lumber, plywood, sugar, cocoa and coffee are 

the items of export. Less than 2% of the land area is cultivated. Most of the 

populace lives along a 500km stretch of railway connecting Pointe Noir and 

Brazzaville. Long-term land lease agreement covering up to 200000 ha idle 

farmland to consortium of RSA farmers is valid. Abundant rain forests of the 

north that are a timber-source, after two decades of war, are attracting FDI. 

ENI’s R & D is to increase the rice production in the Cuvette River Area (C), 

and thus cut down on imports which are around 25000 t/a. 

 

Mining. The Mag Minerals’ (CAN) potash plant, to produce 1.2M t/a (2013), 

would make the Congo Republic the largest producer in Africa of potash, salt 

and MgCl2. Total Fe-ore reserves, 2500M t (34% Fe) have been located at 

Zanaga site, near the Gabon border. A 300km rail link to Pointe Noir is under 

contemplation /94/. The mining sector’s regulator is the Code Minier (2005), 

that is bringing in foreign explorers. Artisanal diamond output from the south 

coastal and central interior provinces averaged 50000 ct / a (2004-2006), 

and is a major item of export after petroleum. A potential of 100000 ct / a is 

the estimate by some accounts /95/. Gold is mostly from the central part of 

the country, and has averaged 100 – 150 kg / a (2002-2006). Mayohu gold 

belts’ estimate is 15000 oz, with potential of upto 200000 oz. The Chinese 

are active in the exploration. /96/. Cement potential is noted and 1.5M t/a 

cement works of the Dangote Gp. of Nigeria is active /97/. Sinoma is to do a 

3000 t/d cement clinker unit /98/. 

  

Renewable Energy Resources. Low insolation is experienced due to heavy 

forestation. Bioenergy possibilities are aplenty from 12M ha. Hydel potential 

amounts to 2500 MW. Wind speeds of 5.5 – 6 m.s-1 observed in certain N & 

S sites are of sufficient potential to generate power /99/. 

  

General. With the onset of the slave trade in the early 1800’s, power of the 

Bantu kingdoms eroded. The area, comprising the to-be French Equatorial 

Africa, was secured by the French empire builder, de Brazza (1905), after 

competition with King Leopold II of Belgium. Brazzaville was established as 

the federal capital. During the AEF – era, the administration came under 

General de Gaulle, and independence was granted (1960). The country was 
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in the socialist camp and French influence was limited (1970’s to 1991). Ear-

ly 21st century saw the return to political stability after a bloody civil war, and 

the trickling in of FDI’s. There is now a presidential form of government with 

Sassou-Nguesson at the head of affairs (s. 1984) under a revised (2002) 

constitution. The official language is French. A revamp of the bureau-cracy, 

monetary devaluation (1994) that cut their pay in half in USD–terms, have 

gone towards restoring public confidence in the state. /100/. 

 

Land Survey. Power and connected land infrastructure work is progressing, 

albeit slowly. O & G production is estimated to increase in the years ahead 

but refining capacity awaits augmentation. Outputs from the agro-, and min-

erals sectors show potential for increase and are slowly attracting FDI. Pro-

gress in all sectors is getting a fillip from a government which is revamping 

the functioning of its own departments.  
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2.2.6 DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO 
 

Infrastructure. Electric generation (2009) = 7.243 GWh, of which hydel part 

was 98.2% and fossil fuels’ 1.8%. Exports the same year came to 1.8 GWh 

/101/. The national power company is Societé Nationale d’Électricité (SNEL). 

Kinshasa Port is 500km inland from the Atlantic Ocean. Kinshasa and Braz-

zaville are on opposite banks of R. Congo - a navigable river for large river 

barges plying between the capital and Kisangani. Kinshasa was founded as 

a trading post by H.M. Stanley (1881), and named after his patron, King Le-

opold II. Matadi is the chief sea port and railhead for the 366-km Matadi-

Kinshasa Rly. /102/. 15000km of roads under upgradation as also waterways, 

rail-, air-links to connect all 11 provinces /114/.   

  

Hydroelectric Power. Inga Hydel Station, at the 100m Inga Falls, is 300km 

downstream the Congo River, and holds 45% of DRC’s hydroelectric poten-

tial. The Grand Inga Scheme’s capacity potential is put at around 45000 MW, 

and is expected to power the south of Africa /103/. Inga’s production (2009) 

was but a fraction of the installed capacity - rains make for muddy rivers with 

higher sedimentation implying heavy maintenance in these dams, as com-

pared to their northern counterparts with melted snows. The droughts leave 

less water in the reservoirs, to turn the turbines /104/. As a member of the 

South African Development Commission (SADC), SNEL is to get the aid of 

the other members for Inga’s expansion and revamping projects that include 

a 3000-km electricity transmission line to serve the SADC states (w.e.f 2010). 

The South African Power Pool (SAPP) of SADC is for betterment of the re-

gion’s power infrastructure. The Nigerians too purchase Inga’s power (since 

2003). The Congo Republic has been connected to DRC’s network since 

1953. World Bank, African Development Bank, European Investment Bank 

are very much in the Inga rehabilitation projects /105/. 

 

Banro Corporation’s (CAN.) power plant for 4 new gold mines in Kivu Prov-

ince. Hydroelectric power is cheaper than diesel-fired, and is also attracting 

funding through carbon credit schemes. Mag Energy (CAN) is also in the 

Inga project /106/. The Grand Inga (Inga III) project is due to PRC /107/. 
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Inga’s future exports of power to the Middle East and EU is also planned 

/108/. 

 

Mining. The mining sector dominates the country’s economy and is the sin-

gle largest source of FDI since privatization of the sector was promoted 

(2006). La Générale des Carrières et des Mines (Gecamines) is the 

controlling public sector organization, and is in joint-ventures with interna-

tional operators. WB’s efforts are on to restructure Gecamines /108/. 

 

The Tenke-Fungurume deposit, at start-up (2003), gave 100000 tCu and 

8000 tCo p.a., and rose to 400000 t (2010). It is one of the world’s largest and 

sustainable operating levels as estimated till 2030. The Cu-bearing arch of 

Shaba (S) is rich in Co and U - encompassing the Shinkolobwe, Katanga 

Province (SE) mine that supplied uranium for the Nagasaki and Hiroshima 

atomic bombs /109/, as also the Kipushi mine of Zn, Cu, Ge. Kivu (E), on the 

western branch of the Great Rift Valley, by the border with Ruanda, is rich in 

Sn, oft accompanied by coltan. Informal mining for Co continues. Here, vol-

canic lavas having some new silicates have been found. The Lower Congo 

(W), has Zn, PbV /110/. BHP Bilton is to build a 2500 MW hydel power sta-

tion on the Congo River to support its mega-sized Al-Smelter that is to pro-

cess 2M t/a of Guinean alumina to give 800000 tfinished Al /111/. DRC is sup-

posed to be Africa’s largest diamond producer. Artisanal production - DRC 

has some 700000 artisanal mines, and one-third of the output is known to be 

smuggled out of the country). 10% of the export revenue is from diamonds 

(2009). The new mining code (2003), has evinced the interest of foreign 

firms in hitherto unexplored areas : Kasai Province, and DRC’s SW to the 

renowned Lunda Norte Province (Angola). A minerals-for-infrastructure 

agreement has been forged with PRC for $6 billion /12/. DRC’s coal reserves 

at 97M short tons (2005).  

  

Agriculture. The country holds 125M ha of tropical rainforests. WB assisted 

the government in drafting the Forest Code (2002), but its implementation is 

still a far cry due to intransigence at the local level. The planned distribution 

of 40% of the area tax receipts to local and provincial levels is not yet seen. 

Same problems are encountered in the dissemination and application of the 
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Mining Code. The main agro-exports are timber, cocoa and coffee, ex-

Matadi Port. The state fishing company is “Pemarza”. Land use for agricul-

tural purposes is 3%; pasture 7%; forestry 77%. DRC encompasses greater 

part of the Congo River Basin (≈ 1M km2). 

 

General. Independence from Belgium (1960). Official languages : French 

and Lingala (lingua franca trade tongue). The president is vested with exten-

sive executive, legislative and military powers. Conflicts raging in the east, 

and the global recession have affected the Congolese franc. The dollar is al-

so legal tender. @ 8%, DRC has one of the highest growth rates in Africa 

/114/. 19000 UN peacekeepers are on Congolese soil in the wake of the in-

ternecine wars fuelled by the Ruandan nightmare of the 1990’s /113/. 

 

Land Review. The massive hydroelectric capacity is being harnessed to 

power the continent’s southern region. The giant mining industry’s growth is 

ever larger, post-privatization, but illegal trading in diamonds is costing the 

exchequer. Same is the case with the unlimited timber wealth. The atmos-

phere in every sphere has been vitiated by the raging internecine conflicts.   
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2.3  SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
 

2.3.1  MAURITANIA 
 

Infrastructure. Installed electric capacity (2007) = 0.18 GWe, of which, 12.5% 

from hydel sources and the rest from thermal plants. The generation, trans-

mission and distribution of electricity is by Société Mauritanienne de 

l’électricité (SOMELEC). Manantali Dam, on the Senegal River, accounts for 

30 MW (shared power of 15% with Mali and Senegal). Water supply is man-

aged by Société Nationale de l’eau (SNDE), and to the capital, Nouakchott, 

is by pipelines from R. Senegal; desalination plants (2 nos.) are getting ready 

(2011). R. Senegal is open to ferry traffic. Dakhlet Nouadibou on the north 

coast is one of the largest natural harbors on Africa’s west coast. Maurita-

nia’s first deep water port came up near the capital (1986). PRC’s port ex-

tension project (2010-2012), with a $295 M preferential loan, @ 2% interest, 

refundable in 20 years. PRC, for its part is satisfied with the recipient’s “One 

China Policy” /115/. International airports at Nema, Nouakchott and 

Nouadibou. The trans-Mauritanian highway connects Nouakchott with SE 

regions. PRC builds a rail line connecting the capital with Kaedi (S), funded 

by China Exim Bank /116/. A single rail line (675km) connects the Fe-mine in 

Zouearte, which is the largest town in the north, with Nouadibou. The freight 

trains here can be 3km – long, ferrying passengers as well /117/. 

 

Société Mauritanianne de Télécommunications (Maritel), that underwent pri-

vatization under IFC’s (US) scope, has been able to quadruple its fixed net-

work with international standards of quality (2000-2005) /118/.  

 

The largest bank in the land is Generale de Banque de Mauritanie, of which, 

one-third is owned by Bank of Belgium, and controls one-fourth of all depos-

its /118/. 

 

Agriculture. Three-fourths of the land is desert. Natural vegetation belt lies 

along R. Senegal; brush savannah (SE); only 490km2 is irrigable and rainfall 

is very low. Dessication (desertification) is the big environmental challenge; 
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250 nos. palms been planted to check sand dunes’ spread around Nouak-

chott; also dams on the Senegal to increase the cultivable area /119/.  

 

About half the populace lives on agriculture / livestock business. Mauritania 

is a net importer of food. It possesses fish-rich coastal waters. All forms of 

commercial fishing have to be carried out with the state and foreign invest-

ment is limited to 49% share. Selling of fishing rights to foreign fishers is a 

major source of income to the government /117/. Production potential = 1.5 

M t/a. The 2008-catch was 740474 t and exported mainly to EU. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Very strong solar and aeolian potential @ 4.6 

kWh / m2 / d and 7 m.s-1 (+ 10 m); 7.641 kWh / m2 .d-1 and 4-5 m/s (NE, S); ≈ 

7 m/s (west coast); ≈ 6 m/s (the rest of the country) /125/. No wind farms 

have been established yet. Thermo-solar plants are in existence. Solar ener-

gy pumps are also in use in Chinguetti (C). Potential is seen for solar appli-

ances (solar water heaters / solar ovens / solar dryers). About 650 t of ex-

ploitable peat reserves in the river delta. 

 

Mining. Isolated mineral-rich peaks stick out in the sandstone plateaus. Fixed 

and shifting sand dunes mark all places except Senegal River Valley /120/. 

In the Saharan Zone, towards Nouakchott, limestone deposits exist between 

sand dune ridges. Phosphate, Au, Cu, salt mines are in the interior regions. 

At 12M t/a, Mauritania is Africa’s 2nd largest iron producer. Société National 

Industrielle et Minière (SNIM) is the state iron company and is set to produce 

18M t (2014), 25M t (2025). its main market is in the EU-states. Fe-ore ac-

counts for over 50% of the exports /121/. In a long-term supply agreement, 

PRC’s Laiwu Steel Mill gets 1M tFe-ore/a (w.e.f. 2009). Qatar Steel owns 49.9% 

in the giant Aouj Iron Project (N) /122/.  

  

Oil & Gas. Mauritania is a net oil importer; boasts of a single functioning oil 

refinery. Proven reserves of oil and gas : 20M bbl (2012) /126/ and 28.32G 

m3 (2010) /127/, resp. The Chinguetti offshore oil reserves, 120M bbl, are 

SW of the capital, 80km., offshore. The reservoirs are 1-4 km beneath the 

sea floor /128/. 7738 bbl/d output (2011); so far no output of natural gas 

/130/. The first cargo load of 1 M bbl was shipped out to PRC (2006) /129/. 
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The state is deficient in oil infrastructure in the form of warehousing, transfer 

piping, storage tanks, fresh water supply, etc., /128/.  

 

General. Independence from France (1960). Administrative language is 

French. Racial inequality between the Arab north and African south is in ex-

istence /123/. The government encourages FDI and is oriented towards pri-

vatization of state enterprises. Bribery is a criminal offence under Mauritani-

an law /124/. France is the country’s largest export market and import base 

as well. 

 

Land Review. Main industrial potential lies in mining, O & G, fishing. The 

government is encouraging foreign direct investments. France is the main 

partner.  
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2.3.2  MALI 
 

Infrastructure. Electricity generation is by Électricité du Mali and stood at 330 

MW (2010), of which thermal part, 53.5%, and hydel’s, 46.5% /131/. Eco-

nomic aid is from US, EU, PRC. The latter is a major participant in the textile 

sector and civil engineering projects including the bridge across Niger River, 

the National Stadium project and Bamako Expressway Project /139/. 

 

Mining. Oklo Uranium Ltd. (Austral.) is exploring in Kidal (NE), an extremely 

isolated region infrastructurally. The adjacent phosphate project has shown 

(2009) rich deposits : phosphate shale with ore reserves of 12M t, 18 – 31% 

grades and thickness of 0.5 – 2.2m. /132/. The phosphate would make its 

fertilizers affordable to West African farmers. Canadians are exploring in a 

big way in Tilemsi (NE) with 50M t of inferred resources /140/. The Samit 

phosphate deposits also depict couple of hundred tonnes of uranium /132/. 

 

Limestone is found in Kayes, bordering Senegal, as also gold. The noble 

metal is also near Bamako and Sikasso Province, in Bambouk Mts. (W) /133/. 

RSA’s multinational companies are active here. With easing up of climate for 

foreign investment, mining had increased to over 50 t (2007). Small mines’ 

unregulated operations with middle-men’s purchases and transports to the 

large merchant houses in Bamako or Conakry, and eventually to EU smel-

ters is waiting to be curbed. Gold is Mali’s 3rd largest export commodity. Prior 

to 1991, USSR was the main donor and built the Kalana Au-Mine and ce-

ment works. Salt is obtained from Kidal province bordering Algeria. 

 

Oil & Gas. The existence of hydrocarbon deposits in Mali has been known 

since the 1970’s from seismic and drilling reports, but its turbulent political 

history and the very remoteness of the desert area prevented any progress 

in the matter. The potential for petroleum extraction from Taoudeni Basin - 

the largest sedimentary basin of NW Africa is being looked into by the gov-

ernment /134/. The Central Africa Rift Trend shows an active petroleum sys-

tem /139/.  
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Agriculture. Two-thirds of the land area is desert and economic activity is in 

the inner river delta and Sikasso in the far south; industrial activities are cen-

tered on processing the farm commodities. Main exports are cotton - vulner-

able to fluxes in world cotton prices. Water diverted from the Niger River irri-

gates 600km2 for rice, sugarcane cultivation. Peanut is spread throughout 

the land. During the dry season, farmers have cultivated wheat for hundreds 

of years on irrigated fields near Dire, on R. Niger, in the Tombouctou Region. 

Livestock resources run into millions - periodically decimated by droughts 

that strike on an average, every 15 years or so. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Energy security is on the Mali Government’s 

list of priorities and increased subsidies are being given for solar usage. The 

GTZ Wind Energy Programme (Ger.) found relatively low wind potential : 5.3 

m/s at 41m ht., & 4.7m at 26m (2004) /135/. The state is seeking wind farm 

investors for the Gao areas’ (SE) wind projects in Mopti (at the confluence of 

R’s. Niger & Bani, and sited on islands linked by dykes and termed ‘Venice 

of Mali’; it is Mali’s most important port).  

 

Cheap firewood steals the competition from solar / wind / biofuels / jatropha 

oil / biomethane /136/. Mali’s tropical semi-arid zone favours biofuel 

production. 30M ha cultivable area of which ⅓d is cultivated. Biomass ac-

counts for 90% of total energy consumption, implying in turn, deforestation 

@400000 ha / a. Biofuels are on the rise as jatropha cultivation gets popular-

ized. Residues from its processing have a positive effect on cotton yields. 

Jatropha also goes to the pharmaceuticals and dyes industries. Its pure oil 

makes soap /137/.  

 

General. Malians take pride in their ancestry in the Ghana and Malinka Em-

pires that flourished in trade in the Mediterranean and with the Arab world, 

and the arts (center : Timbuktu) until the Moroccan invasion (1591). French 

presence in the region, called Soudan by France, began during 1880’s. The 

mid-1950’s saw a degree of autonomy with coming into force of France’s 

Fundamental Law (Loi Cadre). The Mali Federation broke up with Senegal’s 

secession and Mali republic was proclaimed (1960). The languages are 

French and Bambara (spoken by 80% of the populace). Multi-party democ-
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racy is the order of the day. A pro-people’s policy of reducing value added 

tax (VAT), customs duty is being practiced. Price monitors are being rein-

forced, especially at the petrol bunks - all in the wake of the world economic 

crisis (2008) /138/. 

 

Land Review. Gold, phosphates, uranium potential in the desert land. Exploi-

tationof hydrocarbon deposits in the largest sedimentary basin of NW Africa 

is getting looked into by the government. Sizeable livestock resources auger 

well for development of the meat processing industry. Mali’s climate favours 

biofuels’ production. 
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2.3.3 NIGER  
 

Mining. Niger is the world’s 3rd largest uranium producer after Canada, Aus-

tralia, and accounting for 7½% of global output. Resources’ estimate is over 

53000 t. The high production costs have been subsidized by France and Ja-

pan. The two main places of activity are Arlit and Akuba (NC). The output is 

transported by air / road to Cotonou (Benin). The Arlit Mine (cap. 2000 t/a) is 

owned by Société des Mines de l’Air (SOMAIR) in JV with state mining firm, 

(ONAREM), Office Nat’l des Ressources Minières du Niger, COGEMA, CFM, 

etc. Niger’s mines are on Sahara’s southern fringe and on western ranges of 

the Air Massif Mts. The largest mining undertaking of Niger so far, Imuraren, 

80kms., south of Arlit (confd. 2008), is expected to yield 5000 tU p.a., for 35 

yrs., (w.e.f 2013). This is one of the world’s largest deposits at 146000 t at 

0.1% U. The major players in Agadez region’s development are China, Na-

tional Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) and China Nuclear International Uranium 

Corp. (SinoU). PRC is also transferring electric power units to Niger. Areva 

(Fr.) had a monopoly over U-production. Indians too are in Niger, with exclu-

sive rights over some 5000km2 - the first time they have won a U-exploration 

venture + mining contract anywhere.  

There are 4 types of U-deposits in the world /141/ : 

- rare veins of uranite (associated with Ra) : Zaire, N. Canada, France; 

- combined with Th, Au / Ag; 

- in sedimentary rocks and sandstone : Western US, Niger, with high grade 

2.5kg U3O8 / tore 

- in shales and phosphate rocks : Sweden, Morocco, Angola, CAR.  

 

Coal resources total 13.7 M t, of which 9.1 M t Thirozerine discovered (1964), 

but of a low quality and incompetent on the world market, electrify the 

Agadez U-mines (C). Higher grade (in S & W) may be exploitable /147/. Ni-

ger’s abundant coal and sand are raw material for glass manufacture /148/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Oil potential is expected in the east, oilfields having been located 

in Chad. Exxon, Hunt Oil, and others are in the explorations. SONIDEP, the 

state oil company, is under the Ministry of Mines & Energy. Petro – imports 

are via Cotonou and from Nigerian refineries /142/. PRC project for a 1M t/a 
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refinery near Zinder and 2000-km pipeline to connect to its Chad projects 

under a $5 billion deal /143/.  

 

Infrastructure. Niger is a land-locked country dependant on Benin and Nige-

rian ports. The R. Niger is navigable for only 300km., till Gaya (Sep. – March) 

/4/. No rail-ways in existence. Roadways total 18550km., of which ¾th is un-

paved. A major road runs from Zinder (S) to Algiers via Agadez and the Air 

Massif region. 

 

Electricity production stood at 150M kWh (2008), and electricity imports were 

thrice the amount. Niger is a part of the Economic Commission of West Afri-

can States’ (ECOWAS) West African Power Pool (WAPP) Agreement, and 

has a partially interconnected grid with the neighbouring states. The Nigerian 

Electric Power Authority (NEPA) is planning a 330-kV line from Nigeria to 

Benin, involving Togo and Niger, and the project is on since 2003. Nigerian 

project for electric grid connexion to Niger is with 3 separate networks /145/.  

 

Niger’s telephone system is grossly inadequate. Domestic satellite system 

with three earth stations + one that is under planning. 

 

Hydroelectric Power. Niger’s total renewable water resources (2003) = 

33.7km3. A multipurpose dam is to be built on R. Niger’s upper end. Niger is 

trying to cut itself free of Nigerian services in the power sector, and Nigeria’s 

Kainji and Jebba Stations of combined cap. 1500 MW, could become para-

lyzed by Niger’s projects. Nigeria’s electric supply of 35 MW / d is mainly to 

discourage such project plans. Over the years, Nigeria has been trying to 

keep on the right side of states on the river route, Mali included, with the in-

tention of securing water supply to its L. Kainji. The Niger project is expected 

to lessen water inflow to Nigeria by ≈ 10%. Commissioning to be in 2013. Ni-

ger River, with source in the Guinea Highlands, is the principal river of West 

Africa, 4180-km long, its drainage basin is 2117700km2. It courses through 

Mali, Niger (along Benin border), discharging via the massive Niger Delta (in 

Nigeria) into the sea.   
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Agriculture. Two-thirds of the land is desert; mountains (NC); the rest is sa-

vannah (Nigerian border). Niger River dominates (SW). Cycles of drought, 

desertification have undercut the economy. Less than 12% of the land is ar-

able. Fishing industry (about R. Niger and nearer L. Chad) stays under de-

veloped /146/. Cattle exports to Nigeria and ground nuts and their oil are the 

main non-mineral items of export.  

 

General. Nigeriens’ independence from France (1960). Common currency : 

CFA (Communaute Financière Africaine francs). The Constitution was sus-

pended after military coup (2010). Prior to that US, EU had frozen develop-

ment aids (the former’s $20M) due to President Tandja’s sidelining the Con-

stitution. Niger is party to NPT, and has signed the Additional Protocol (2004). 

 

Land Review. Near-unlimited U-potential. Good oil prospects. Exploitation of 

Niger River for power , its flora and fauna as well as infrastructures’ build-up 

is handicapped due to obstructions in foreign aid because of internal politics. 

Nevertheless a land-locked country that has played its cards with shrewd-

ness most of the time and with good potential for development in many sec-

tors of economy.  
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2.3.4 CHAD 
 

Mining. Mining Code (1995) was intended to lure FDI. UNDP and Chad 

Direction de Recherches Géologiques et Minières (DRGM) have found U, 

bauxite, Ag, alluvial diamonds potential, in Pala, Lere (both in SW), and for 

Au in Quaddai (E). AFKO’s factory (S. Korean) at Chad’s first Au-mine near 

Pala. Bauxite reserves at Koro (S) : 7M t at 57% Al2O3. Wolframite is in the 

Aouzu Strip (N); Ti at Guera Massif (C). Main controller in the sphere of min-

ing is the Ministry of Mines, Energy & Petroleum /149/. PRC is building a 

200000 t/a cement works in Baoare (SW) with power works and ancillary 

road /150/. A principal resource, historically, is a Na2SO4 – complex deposit 

of a few thousand t/a, ex- Lake Chad /151/.  

 

Suspected U-deposits led Libya into the Aouzu (1973) /152/. Chad Mining 

Services owned by Signet (RSA) and UraMin Inc., (Can.) are active in U-

exploration. Positive trends represented in the silica-granite rocks. Over 

3.25M kgU has been established in Lere, based on spectrometer downhole, 

100m, probes.  

 

Oil & Gas. Total oil reserves are put at 1.5G bbl; production (2008) = 127000 

bbl/d. NG resources are none /153/. Société des Hydro-carbures du Tchad is 

the state oil concern (s. 2006) that controls about ⅔d of the oil sector. Doba 

Basin Oil Project’s (S) main player is Exxon Mobil and will pump via 1000-km 

underground pipeline to Cameroon coast’s Kribi terminal to be loaded on to 

tankers. Planned exports : 900M bbl (till 2030). Others in the fray are Chev-

ron, Petronas, TOTAL, Shell. The Largeau Basin (C, N) is explored by Ener-

gen (Can.). L. Chad Basin also has oil reserves /154/. Chad’s first oil refinery, 

built by Chinese, and a 300-km pipeline near capital, N’Djamena opened in 

y.2011 /161/. 

 

Agriculture. Main export has been cotton (to PRC), gum arabic (to US / EU). 

Cotton is grown between R.’s Logone & Chari where rainfall exceeds 30”. 

COTTONTCHAD has got revived by financings from EEC, IBRD, and un-

derwent privatization (2002). Peanuts are grown where the rainfall is over 
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37cm (15”). The rivers and L. Chad are among the richest in fish of all Afri-

can waters. Half of the catch is salted and dried for export. 

 

Desert region (in NE) is bigger than France. The Sahel Zone (C) gets 200 – 

600mm rainfall, is grassy, thorny and abounds in cattle. Refrigerated meat 

processing plants at Sarh; exports to Congo and Gabon. The Sudanian Zone 

(S), receives 600 to 1000mm rainfall, is woodland savannah and deciduous 

forest. The Guinea Zone (SW) gets 1000 – 1200mm of rains and supports 

rice cultivation (also in the Chari Valley). Sahel contains the lake and R.’s 

Chari, Logone that originate in Central African Republic and give it its sur-

face water. Sahel’s southern part where the retreat of rivers during the dry 

season leaves behind a flooded depression, allows sorghum cultivation. 

Marshes of the lake are under corn, wheat cultivation. In the Soudan Zone, 

natural vegetation has yielded to agriculture. Total recoverable water re-

sources = 43km3 (2007) /153/. Sugarcane is produced from a French man-

aged 3000ha estate on the banks of R. Chari, and a sugar works at Sarh (S) 

/155/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Upper part of Chad consisting of desert and 

sahel regions experience insolation @ 4-6 kWh / m2 / d /161/ and wind 

speeds of 5 – 6 m.s-1 for the most part and 6 – 7 m.s-1 (NC), all at 50 m. Offi-

cial stance on aeolian front stays unclear due to greater competitiveness of 

other RES-sources and technical feasibility of electricity grids, loads, land-

layout is uncharted. The southern regions that are wooded and along the R. 

Chari sport biomass reserves /158/. Geothermal activity has been noted in 

Tibesti Area (N) /160/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. 150 GWh.a-1 ‘s potential; plans are afoot to connect with 

hydel resources of Cameroon /160/. 

 

Infrastructure. Installed power capacity (2008) is 32 MW /159/. Electricity 

production (2007) = 100M kWh. PRC is building Chad’s first power station. 3 

major road axes joining N’Djamena, Sarh and Abeche are in a perpetual 

state of repair. The bridge across the Chari ensures the capital’s link to the 

railhead at Ngaoundere (Cameroon) and to the sea. Rail connections exist to 
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Nigeria’s Lagos and Port Harcourt, as well as to Port Sudan, a Red Sea port 

/156/. 

 

General. Chad was a part of French Equatorial Africa, until its independence 

(1960). The official languages are French & Arabic. A civil war (1979 – 1982) 

between the Arab north and African south resulted in partial Libyan occupa-

tion that was ended by Franco-American intervention (1987). The civil war 

continued into the 1990’s and full stability stays unrealized still. Further pres-

sure on the economy is from tens of thousands of refugees from Darfur. 

Chad has relied heavily on foreign aid. President Deby’s main foreign back-

ers are France & US, and in an effort to please them, he is setting to repair 

relations with Sudan. With dip in oil prices, he can ill-afford to be arrayed 

against its Sudanese-backed rebels. Chad-backed rebel fighters find them-

selves in Darfur as well /157/. Chad, having Ukrainian and Russian aircraft, 

is one of the fiercest of forces in the region /162/.  

 

Land Review. Chad’s economic scenario has changed with oil replacing cot-

ton as the main commodity of export. Bauxite, uranium, gold too are main-

stays of the economy. Huge chunks of Chad shine with great RES-potential. 

Agro-products, including fish show rich scope for development but as is in 

such cases, corruption consumes its share of the cake as well.  
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2.4  WEST AFRICA 
  

2.4.1 SENEGAL 
 

Infrastructure. Net electricity generation (2006) = 2.28 GWh; net consump-

tion = 1.66G kWh; installed capacity = ½ TWh. /163/. The major energy 

sources : diesel and gas (installed cap. 633 MW). Hydel power is from Mali’s 

Manantali Dam of 200MW installed capacity (s. 2003), split between Senegal 

(33%), Mali (52%), Mauritania (15%) /164/. Hydel potential (2008) is 3450 

GWh.a-1 /165/.  

 

Some ⅔d of the energy consumption was based on charcoal / wood; energy 

for transport / electricity was derived from petro-based fuels that accounted 

for ⅓d of the imports (till 2000). Crude oil production (2008) stood at 10000 

bbl/d; consumption was 38000 bbl/d; refining capacity, 26000 bbl/d /163/. 

Seismic studies show 1.2G bbl of crude (offshore) and big production in 3 - 5 

years /169/. Exploitation of the uncharted lignite deposits of Senegal Basin is 

a thing for the future /170/. The present government’s wish is for coal to ac-

count for a quarter of Senegal’s energy mix by 2017); imported coal is ex-

pected to fuel a 250 MW power station outside Dakar, to be built by S. Korea 

(by 2017). /171/.   

 

The sector’s dominance by SENELEC ( Société National d’Électrcité) was 

shaken by the government’s privatization policy to stimulate exports. The 

Electricity Regulatory Board (CRSE) is another key player. Senegal is in 

West African Power Pool (WAPP) that is part of Economic Community of 

West African States (ECOWAS), that undertakes to interconnect the respec-

tive national grids. SENELEC’s installed capacity of 403 MW is distributed 

through power stations (138 MW), a gas turbine (92 MW) and diesel power 

production (137 MWe). The non-connected power output is 19.8 MW. The 

power plants that are within 5kms. of capital, Dakar are : C1 (9 MW); C2 (86 

MW); C3 (148 MW); C4 (diesel stn., 96 MW); C5 (12 MW). The other units: 

St.Louis, 265kms. NW of Dakar (7 MW); Kahone, n. Kaoback (14 MW); 

Boutoute, n. Zguinchor (14 MW); Tambacounde (6 MW); Kounoune, 25 kms. 

E of Dakar (diesel stn., 67½ MW). 
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Renewable Energy Resources. The Ministry of Energy & Biofuels (Ministére 

de l’Energie et des Biocarburants) is in charge of energy policy implementa-

tion /165/. SENELEC’s malady has been the declining efficiency of its ageing 

power units. An alternative is in coal and the 125 MW Sendou Power Station, 

35kms., off Dakar, is on the anvil. It will become the biggest power station in 

Senegal, covering 12% of the projected annual power consumption for 

y.2052, stabilizing the grid and securing its base load /166/. Other sectors 

under development are : biofuels’ production and sugarcane based ethanol. 

Ethanol used as an additive to petrol offers only ⅔d of petrol’s intrinsic ener-

gy besides corroding pipe-lines. Biofuel ex-algae / cellulose in place of edible 

crops is being promoted by enzyme firms in partnership with oil companies 

/167/. Solar energy projects are in progress making a decentralized network 

of rural enterprises for photo-voltaics eg. the Senegal – Japan Solar Energy 

Project. Wind speeds (N-coast) are 5.8 m.s-1 /165/, and two wind farms, ca-

pacity totalling 100 MW, for 25 years’ operation are getting developed /172/. 

 

Agriculture. R. Senegal forms the N & E borders. Other rivers are Gambia, 

Casamance (S). Senegal is a low lying land for the most part. Sahel region 

of semi-desert (N & NE); forests (SW). Rain-fed agriculture occupies ¾th of 

the work force. Main agro-areas are in the south and isolated from the rest of 

the country by The Gambia, due to poor infrastructural links. Gum arabic, 

peanut and cotton are the leading items of agro-export. Peanuts are the en-

gine of rural economy and take up 40% of cultivated land. The EU-market, 

which is the main market, can absorb only one-tenth of the production and 

the state is on the lookout for greener pastures. Privatization of the respec-

tive agro-corporations hasn’t had the desired salutary effect due to lack of 

government patronage in the wake of drought situations and pest menace. 

Forest products’ development potential is considered high once the locust 

problem is overcome. The long coastline of 800km makes for the fishing in-

dustry’s enormous exports. The EU vessels’ access to Coastal Waters 

Agreement’s renewal is being opposed by local fishing industry handicapped 

by an archaic fishing fleet and improper compensation by EU’s fishermen for 

high value catches, all resulting in clandestine emigrations of fishing com-

munities. /168/. 
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Agricultural land along the Senegal River that is affected by drought is sub-

ject to governmental infrastructural development (REVA Programme, 2006-

2008) under the Ministries of Agriculture as well as Animal Husbandry. The 

Senegalese Agricultural Research Institute (ISRA) and agricultural universi-

ties also chip in; donors are found in FAO, American aid organizations, WB, 

AfDB, as well as the Government of France /168/. 

 

General. Senegal is considered the continent’s only stable Islamic democra-

cy. It shares the place with the Cape Verde Islands of being the only state 

that hasn’t been through a coup d’etat since independence. The octogenari-

an president, A. Wade’s election in the year 2000 meant an end to socialist 

rule against which he had been campaigning for decades. He is now beset 

with charges of nepotism and authoritarianism. He has been good at slicing 

and dicing his political opposition /164/. Street demonstrations against un-

employment and deficient infrastructure in the wake of the revolution (2011) 

sweeping through the Maghreb, however didn’t have the same effect in Sen-

egal, the country being a functional democracy.  

 

Land Review. A major chunk of the export revenue goes to the petrol import 

bill. Better days are forecast once the projects involving renewable energies 

fructify. The agro-sector including fisheries show enormous potential once 

some sector-specific problems are settled.  
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2.4.2 THE GAMBIA 
 

Hydroelectricity. Gambia River Basin Development Organization (OMVG’s) 

Sambagalou Dam was built by PRC. Installed capacity of 120 MW. There is 

a second dam at Kaleba on C. Guinea’s R. Konkoure. Integration of electrici-

ty grids of four member states (Guinea-Bissau, Senegal, Guinea, Gambia) of 

OMVG is granted by African Development Bank (AfDB). The works involve 

1677kms of 225kV lines + substations (15 nos.). Related activities are by the 

Organization for Development of R. Senegal (Orgn. pour mise en valeur du 

fleuve Sénégal - OMVS) /173/. Mini-hydels’ development is awaited. 

  

Agriculture. The Gambia is mainly a low plateau country. The coast and river 

banks are full of mangrove swamps - 60000 to 67000ha. Over ⅓d of land ar-

ea is under forest cover, of which woods form 10%. Mahogany, rosewood, 

palm, rubber and bamboo forests along R. Gambia. Natural forest area of 

34000ha offers development potential for forest industry products - raw as 

well as processed. The Forest Policy under the Dept. of Forests & Environ-

ment, which falls under the Agriculture Ministry, aims for management by lo-

cal communities and maintenance of at least 30% of the land area under for-

est. 

 

Agro-exports are the main forex earner and ground nuts (that require Tmin = 

24ºC) are the commodity. Re-exports ex-Banjul Port also rake in foreign ex-

change. FDI’s have increased in the sector. Rice, sorghum, cassava (up to 

4m in height) and starch-rich tuber as a source of tapioca are cultivated. 

President Jammeh is moving away from subsistence farming, mechanizing 

the massive harvested rice yields (just 3 hours by road from capital Banjul lie 

the Central River Region’s rice fields), commercializing so that rice imports 

are ended /178/.  

 

The just 80km of coastline offers enormous fishing potential and exports are 

to EU. Maximum sustainable yield for all species stands at 150000 to 

200000t in territorial waters. An agreement exists with Senegal for fishing in 

each other’s waters. Nine fish processing firms of cap. 5 – 10 t/d are operat-

ing. This, with shrimp farming find a place in the VISION 2020 paper. AfDB 
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has been a major investor in fishery port Banjul’s build-up and will enable 

foreign vessels to land their catches in The Gambia. /174/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Petroleum resources’ estimate is over 300M bbl. Resource man-

agement is through the Petroleum Act (2004). 4 foreign companies are in-

volved in light fuels’ retail including Galp Energia Gambia Ltd. Gambia Na-

tional Petroleum Co. (GNPC) is the new entrant on the scene. The Gambia 

lies entirely within the Senegal Basin. Oil fields’ development in offshore 

deep and shallow waters is in phases and the first pump-out ex-Jubilee 

Fields (2010-11). 

 

Mining. This sector is under the Dept. of State for Petroleum & Mining Re-

sources. Large sand quantities for glass manufacture are found in the Great-

er Banjul Region. The beach sand contains 7% ilmenite, 15% Zr, 3% rutile, 

11% others. A conservative total of 995000 t at a 1% cut-off grade, out of a 

total resource of 18.8M t. The state is trying to attract investors / exploiters. 

/175/. The Farim phosphate rock deposit exceeds 166t at grade of 29% P2O5. 

It is also rich in kaolin clays. /176/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. The Gambia Renewable Energy Center 

(GREC) is under the state . Biomass utilization is limited to peanut shells’ 

briquettes as an alternative to charcoal, straw, wood shavings. Italians have 

shown interest in the generation of 10 MW from municipal solid wastes. 

 

Through Gambia, the winds are stronger during the dry season. Speeds may 

increase from the usual 2½ m.s-1 on cliff edges near the beaches. Wind wa-

ter pumping systems (20 nos.) are operating erratically due to mechanical 

problems. Kempet International, a private concern, handles wind-based elec-

tricity generation along the coast. 

 

The photovoltaic cells’ use is on the rise in the domestic, commercial, indus-

trial fronts. Several Gambian firms are operating in the solar energy sub-

sector. 
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Infrastructure. Heavy Fuel Oils (HFO) are mostly used for power generation 

by the national utility. The government seeks local and foreign partnerships 

in the sector. Capital investments to cut down on transmission losses (≈ ⅓d) 

are on the anvil. /177/.  

 

Banjul Port is 40kms from the Atlantic, on Gambia River, which is navigable 

up to 500km. Total quay length is 750m and depth of the entry channel, 8½ - 

10m. The Gambia Telecommunications Company (GAMTEL) has laid fiber 

optical cables on the river’s south bank. GSM operators are four in number. 

 

General. Independence from British rule (1965); the country has adopted a 

republican style Constitution. Long term economic policy for development is 

given out in the VISION 2020 document : focus towards a diversified middle 

income economy with increased private sector participation.  

 

Land Review. A positive direction has been set by the government for all 

round infrastructure development. The agro-sector that involves forestry, 

fisheries and rice farming holds enormous potential. Oil fields’ development 

is in progress. Phosphates, silicates and clays are waiting to be mined out. 

The renewable energies sector has the vast marsh-lands, wind and solar 

energy out for development.  
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2.4.3 GUINEA-BISSAU 
 

Infrastructure. Installed power capacity (2008) = 21 MW. An ECOWAS 

member-state. Two cross border West African Power Project (WAPP) pro-

jects are on the anvil; West African Gas Pipeline (WAGG) will enable ex-

change of power. /179/. PRC has invested heavily in submarine fiber optical 

system that is part of the fast communication system along the West African 

coast /180/; Germany had completed by March of 1910, undersea communi-

cation cables in its West African possessions - earlier the network was via 

London, and susceptible to interception /181/. 

 

Guinea – Bissau is characterized by marshy coastal plains; many of the riv-

ers are navigable and serve transport needs. 60 islands (the Bissago Archi-

pelago - Arquipélago dos Bijagos) are interconnected. R. Giba is an im-

portant trade route to the interior from the Atlantic /183/. 

 

Mining. Bauxite reserves are at Boe, west of Bissau : 500M t with average 

grade, 47% Al2O3 and 5% silica; also 100M t (SE). 166.2M t’s phosphate de-

posit has been measured : the Farim sedimentary deposit’s grading, 29.8% 

P2O5 (100 km NE of Bissau). At full rates of production, 2.1M t/a phosphate 

rock grade of 33% P2O5 is expected. /183/. Seaboard black sands show il-

menite, rutile, Zr potential /185/.  Two distinct rock formations (N) exhibit Au 

– potential /184/. Diamonds are found (Kimberlites) in the east. The offshore 

oil industry is expected to bolster the minerals sector of the economy of 

Guinea – Bissau. 

 

Oil & Gas. Offshore activity is by Svenska Petroleum Exports Ab (owner, the 

Ethiopian Sheikh Al-Amoudi) that holds half the equity and the state oil com-

pany, PETROGUIN that holds about ⅓d. The Guinea-Bissau portion of the 

Gulf of Guinea shows enormous hydrocarbon potential that is to date unex-

plored. The offshore covers some 5832 km2 at 10 – 1000m depths. Sinapa, 

at 30m depths, is determined to have 240M bbl and Sardinha, 219M bbl.  

Guinea – Bissau’s legal system bases upon French Civil Law and contract 

terms for O & G exploration are considered competitive. /186/. 
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Agriculture. Agriculture and fishing is mainstay of 90% of the populace. Over 

⅔d of the total exports is cashew nuts, but ageing state of the plantations 

forebode worse days. Marine products’ exports are huge as also timber - but 

both are looking out for planning and development. /187/.  

 

11% of the land area is arable /188/ . Rice is grown along the coast as well 

as in the drier savannahs (E). Portuguese traveller Pereira (1505-08) noted 

abundance of rice and meat in the region of Guinea – Bissau. As the Atlantic 

slave trade progressed, the tendency was to disparage the rice cultivation 

skills of the ‘natives’, and view indigenous cereals as “inferior and miserable 

food staples”. Valuable knowledge was thus lost /189/. 

 

Mangroves act as barrier against salt water seepage and climatic extremes 

eg. floods. These forests have been lost due to poor wood harvesting tech-

niques and reclamation for the agro-industry especially rice farming. The 

state launched a mangrove project (2010) with Wetlands International, an 

NGO, headquartered in Holland. /190/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. Hydel potential is in R. Geba and its tributary, Corubal, to 

the tune of 184 MW /192/; PRC is to build a dam there, 200km S of Bissau 

/193/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. The land is characterized by marshy coastal 

plains, on 350 km of coastline /194/ expected to hold vast bio-energy poten-

tial. Solar potential (≈ 5 kWh/m2/d). Wind speeds of up to 7 m/s along the 

350km coast also await harnessing /192/.  

 

General. Sandwiched between Senegal and Guinea, about the size of Mary-

land State, the former Poruguese Guinea has seen many a coup and mutiny 

since its independence from Portugal (1974). Shaky governments controlled 

by South American drug cartels haven’t devoted their energies to exploitation 

of the enormous natural resources and infrastructure development. The polit-

ico-economic life is dominated by a tiny bourgeoisie minority backed by mili-

tary; drug trade is ten times the national GDP, with the country becoming a 

transition point for contraband enroute, EU / South America. /191/.  
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Land Review. The full potential of minerals, RES, agriculture sectors is still 

unexploited due to political instability since independence nearly 4 decades 

ago. O & G is advancing and is expected to fuel the development of other 

sectors of the economy. 
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2.4.4 GUINEA 
 

Mining. Mining revenues drive the Guinean economy /195/. 29G tbauxite p.a. 

deposits /204/ are the world’s 3d largest. Guinea Alumina Corpn.’s two larg-

est refineries (NW) are under slow construction. Other foreign firms’ plans for 

a refinery in Maritime Guinea are scuttled by military rulers’ spokes in the 

wheel through revision of mining contracts with foreign firms. Compagnie des 

Bauxites de Guinea (CBG) the main player; the Al –industry is with the state 

(49%) and with an international consortium led by Alcoa and Alcan (51%). 

14M t/a (alumina) is exported. The C.B. de Kindia a JV of the Guinean Govt., 

and Russki Alumina, with production at 2½M t/a and exports to East Europe 

and Russia, is the second largest production after Australia’s. 

 

Bulk of the diamonds is mined artisanally from alluvial works. Potential re-

serves of significance at 20M ct (E, SE), international firms are mining, De 

Beers included. It is the second item of export after Aluminium. Gold poten-

tial is enormous : 126.55M t (NE), av. grading of 1.21 – 4.6 g.t-1, a JV involv-

ing the state and Ashanti of Ghana - named Société Minière de Dingiraye 

(SMD), is Guinea’s biggest Au operation. Also the Lero Mine, near Mali bor-

der, owned 85% by Kenor (Nor.) and the state (15%), promises diamond de-

posits /205/. 

 

Guinea Titanium processes ilmenite, rutile, Zr, for export ex-Benty Port (un-

der development). The mining is at Bangoya, Boke, Kourroussa /206/. Aus-

tralian companies found (2007) U-reserves 600km., SE of Conakry at Kissi-

dougu. Mineral stratum is 7-14m wide, a promising find when in some coun-

tries exploitation is done on stratums of cms. 4G tFe-ore (high grade). Rusal’s 

refining facility is near Kindia (SW). It experiences harassment from the gov-

ernment. Simandou, 2.25M t (SE) and Kalia, 1G t (E), are supplied by heavy 

duty std. gauge rail and a deep water port (under development). Nimba and 

Simandou Mts. (SE) boast world class iron deposits. /204/. 

 

Oil & Gas. The state is attracting offshore exploration and the belief is that 

the area may offer within the next decade ⅓d of America’s oil needs. 
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Infrastructure. Installed power cap. (2007) = 361 MW /202/. Électricité de 

Guineé (EDG) handles generation, distribution and maintenance. The Hong 

Kong based China International Fund (CIF) and Guinean Govt.’s JV-

company (GDC), that is Singapore based, is to hold rights to all mining, O&G 

reserves (other than those already subject to contracts). Guinea Develop-

ment Corp., and its subsidiaries eg. GDC transport, are out to build infra-

structure in every sector. Thus, Trans-Guinea Rail to get the iron ore from 

the Nimba Mts., to the coast + a deep sea port are under work, as also Kam-

sar port for Fe (on N coast) located on the mouth of Rio Nunez. U-Bahn for 

Conakry, Air Guinea and a water project at Badi (W) are on the anvil as well 

/198/. Re : infrastructure development on the power front, hydroelectric sta-

tions (3 nos.) and a 30MW thermal station, and improvements in power sup-

plies to the capital, Conakry, and Tinkisso River region (N, NE) are in pro-

gress /199/. Also covered are agro-processes / cements / telecom / tourism.  

 

Guinean assets of other companies may be sold to PRC, including explora-

tion rights over all coastal waters. Angola’s SONANGOL and its JV with CIF 

(called China SONANGOL), is to invest $7-9 billion in Guinea for this exact 

purpose. PRC Govt. denies links to CIF which doesn’t see an instability fac-

tor in the country’s rule by the military (something perceived by the west) to 

be a brake on the deals. A ‘Resources for Infrastructure’ arrangement it is. In 

case it goes through, the Chinese stand to control a lion’s share of the Guin-

ean economy.  

 

Agriculture. Guinea is about UK’s size, with jungles (SE). The Niger, Gambia 

and Senegal rivers rise in Guinea’s mountains. Marine Guinea covers 18% 

and Forested Guinea, 23% (both forests and mountains in SE) of the country. 

The soil and water conditions promise good agro-potential. Peatlands occu-

py 525000ha /203/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. The hydel potential is estimated at 6000 MW /203/ and 

Guinea is often called West Africa’s water tower. Hardly 2% of the potential 

is used. Mini / micro hydel plants, some 150 in number, total an installed ca-

pacity of 14-24 MWh. The largest are the Garafiri Dam (75 MWh) and 

Grande Chutes (27 MWh). PRC’s Exim Bank is to build Sonapti Dam on R. 
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Konkoure (515 MWh); 240-MW Kaléta Dam was launched (2012) /204/. 2 

others on the anvil are Fomi on R. Niandan (90 MWh) and Tiopo on R. Ko-

gon (120 MW). Projekt – Consult GmbH (sited near Frankfurt AM) is advising 

the Energy Ministry on small-scale hydel projects - their planning / erection / 

operation / maintenance / technical training of personnel. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Eriksson (of telecommunications fame) and 

Orange Guinea Conakry have established over 100 nos. solar powered sta-

tions using hybrid diesel battery system + solar panels (2009). Solar poten-

tial is 4.8 kWh/m2/d. /204/.  

 

General. After being part of Afrique Occidentale, independence came to 

French Guinea (1958). Sekou Toure, who was more of populist leader and 

less for economic planning, ruled till 1984. Guinea suffered. In the present 

military regime, poor infrastructure and a non-functional legal framework at-

tract little FDI, excepting the mining industry. As of 2009-end, Guinea has no 

national budget in place and fell into arrears on its $ 3.22 billion external 

debts payment /200/. The military junta finally transferred power to a transi-

tion government after pressure from ECOWAS and the west /201/.  

 

Land Review. Revenues from mining drive the economy. O & G awaits a 

great future as also schemes to exploit the vast agro-potential of Guinea en-

dowed with incredible hydel systems, once the government gets it act to-

gether.  
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2.4.5 SIERRA LEONE 
 

Agriculture. A swampy coastline, wooded hills in the immediate interior and 

mountain plateau form the inside of the state. Low-lying coastal plains go in-

land some 80km, swampy area but soil not of peat /217/. Sizeable timber (86% 

total area is natural forest) resources. Forest regrowth area is 3.7M ha; 

261000ha is secondary forest. Mangroves (171600ha) serve a manifold pur-

pose : fuel, building, fishing, textiles, leather, foods, drugs, etc. Detailed 

planning for the forest resource is still lacking. Sierra Leone Export Devel-

opment & Investment Corp. (SLEDIC) is for building an export-led economy 

from the vast agro-lands. WTO-rules governing foreign trade are being ad-

hered to by the Koroma Administration. State support has boosted fish ex-

ports’ value-addition eg. smoking / drying / packaging. But over-exploitation 

and private fishing in territorial waters is not under control. The Marine Re-

sources Ministry, its marketing and processing arms employ some 130000 

persons. 

 

⅔d of the populace is engaged in subsistence agriculture. President Koro-

ma’s focus is on food security. UNDP, FAO, ADB have aided in establishing 

thousands of rural agro-business units that have boosted production. State 

support is through crop diversification - identifying high yield, high return 

products /205/. Export items : fish, ginger, cocoa & coffee (E, S), palm prod-

ucts (NE, SE). Rice growth (NE); Rice Research Institute produces some 

high yield varieties /206/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. River networks’ hydel potential’s conservative estimate is 

1200 MW. The Bumbuna Dam on R. Seli (50 MW, 2008), 200km., NE of 

Freetown, was done by the Italians, operated and maintained by Ethiopians 

/207/. Makeni (N) and Port Loko hydel stations are by PRC, as also the Kale-

ta and Sambagalou hydel schemes on the River Gambia /208/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Av. solar radiation @1460-1800 kWh.m-2 / a, 

is pronounced as being inadequate pricewise for electricity production. Wind 

speeds of 3-5 m.s-1 + 10 m (MSL) imply a limited economic viability. Addax 

(Swiss) International’s Addax Bioenergy Sierra Leone Ltd., is on a $200M 
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project for EtOH from 20000ha, @1.2M l/a, along with a 30 MW power plant. 

Ethanol will drastically cut the dependence on petro-products. Vinasse from 

sugarcane serves as fertilizer /209/. 

 

Infrastructure. Inadequate infrastructure raises the import bill. The tiny (84 

kms., each for Narrow-, Meter-Gauge) rail system mostly connects the mines. 

The Lungi – Port Loko Rd.’s upgrade to 60m’s width is by AfDB. It runs west 

to east on a coastal strip (under build s. 2009). Highways are 11700km., 

600km. of water-ways are navigable near the ports - all under the Works, 

Housing, Infrastructure Ministry /210/.  

 

The National Power Authority (NPA) is responsible for power and has under-

gone privatization. Sierra Leone is an Economic Community of West African 

States’ (ECOWAS) member-state. The government is emphasising on pri-

vate participation in the electric sub-sector. NPA has alleviated power deficits 

thus : 200km., of 161-kV transmission lines to Free Town (for the West Africa 

Grid) and to Maheni, Port Loko (N). Free Town’s power is from the oil-run 

Kington Power Station, which is in need of refurbishing. 

 

Oil & Gas. 2G bbl oil find at the Venus well (2009); production is still some 

years away. Newer hardware as well as software make such “ultra deep wa-

ter” discoveries (deeper than 1½km.) possible. Although marine seismic data 

surveys are 2D, spacing of the 8-10 parallel streamers town by a boat, ena-

ble generation of sub-surface’s 3D’s accurate enough to identify anticlines or 

faults - the underground structures that typically contain oil /211/. Sierra Leo-

ne has been faced with storage constraints. Addax Oil Gas renovated Free-

town’s Kissy Oil Terminal, a regional hub for petroleum producers. Sierra 

Leone’s only oil refinery has been under Nigeria.  

 

Mining. Diamonds form the chief mineral exports. The state is pumping back 

the revenues to mining community’s development. Diamond cutting expertise, 

once established here, will enable competition with India, US, in that sector. 
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Sierra Leone has one of the world’s largest rutile (high grade Titanium ore) 

deposits that is expected to be driven by Chinese demand /212/. Reconnais-

sance by UK (1957) didn’t reveal any U, Th potential in the Sula Mts. /213/.  

 

10½G tFe-ore deposits established till 2010, are expected to rise. In-situ grade 

of 30.1% Fe and 0.8G t of 16.8% Fe. According to the Ministry of Mineral 

Resources, 200000 tlignite deposits (proven) are in the coastal regions S of 

Rokel R. Estuary, near capital, Free Town, and another 300000t are indicat-

ed near Kenema (E) /209/. Sierra Minerals Company (SML), the only bauxite 

mine in the country with resource base about 31M tbauxite, with production @ 

1.2M t/a (for export) /216/. Sierra Leone Exploration Mining and ABG Ship-

yard (Ind.) are to mine and build an Al - extraction plant /214/. 

 

General. Freetown was founded by some 400 freed slaves who travelled 

from America / UK (1787) and became UK’s first colony in West Africa 

(1792). Independence from Britain came in 1961. Miniscule number of Indian 

sub-continentals, Lebanese and Europeans; Krio (freed slaves) form some 

10% of the populace. It is a republic with an elected president at the head of 

affairs in the state. Sierra Leone is considered an investment friendly place 

but hampered by high taxation and needless licenses. The anti-corruption 

drive covers the state bureaucracy also. /215/. 

 

Land review. An investment- / eco-friendly government is on the side of agro-, 

mining, power sectors’ drives for increasing production quality, efficiency. Oil 

& Gas (offshore) sector is under a scanner. Bioenergy projects will decrease 

the petro-products import bill. Vast timber resources are awaiting planned 

development.  
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2.4.6 LIBERIA 
 

Infrastructure. Liberian infrastructure was devastated by the civil wars (1989-

96; 2001-03). Liberia Electricity Corp. (LEC) has 2 power systems : Monrovia 

Grid and Rural Electrification Network consisting of small diesel units. The 

damaged LEC infrastructure will be under repairs the next 5 yrs., or so./218/. 

To increase generation capacity, upgrade and extend transmission and dis-

tribution, the government is planning on privatization, offering an opportunity 

to IPP’s to produce and connect to the Grid. Also, Liberia Telecom Corp., Li-

beria Water & Sewer Corp., are up for privatization. Rail, sea-links are draw-

ing state investments. /219/. Installed power capacity (2008) = 198 MW /226/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. 15050km2 of water cover; 6 main rivers flow into the ocean; 

hydel power potential is 1000 MW /219/. Cavalla R., Tiboto, 225 MW, but 

half of this falls within Ivory Coast and in need of bilateral cooperation for de-

velopment. R. Mano’s 180 MW, and a quarter of its basin in Sierra Leone. 4 

of the 6 river basins of Liberia are amenable to development. But all suffer a 

low head flow, implying huge reservoir investments for the dry season. Small 

hydel sites, 24 nos., 5 MW; mini-sites ≈20 MW. The war damaged Mt. Coffee 

Station, near Monrovia, 64 MW, awaits reconstruction. Roberts Port Station, 

1 MW, is sited 50km  N of capital, Monrovia.  

 

Renewable Energy Resources. 3 distinct topographic areas : coastline 

(563km); flat coastal plains with creeks, lagoons, mangrove swamps; most of 

the country is covered by broken, dense forested hills. Mountain area high-

lands (N). Average solar radiation on the horizon is 4½ - 6 kWh.m-2 / d, im-

plying good potential. Liberia is a low wind region and awaits resource as-

sessment /221/. 

 

Agriculture. Timber sector’s activity has resumed on a big scale (2008). Un-

spoilt lands with sustainable logging hardwoods potential in the forests of 

Upper Guinea (E). Gola, nicknamed “African Pine” that is a coarse, light-

textured variety, ρ = 625 kg.m-3, has been found in Monrovia’s Forest Col-

lege Laboratory to peel and slice well - ideal characteristics for veneer, ply-

wood furniture /220/. 70% of the populace is engaged in agriculture (banana, 
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sugarcane, coffee, cocoa, rice, palm oil). But cocoa never turned into a major 

industry due to lack of state support. Agro-industry is centered around Mon-

rovia, incl., rubber, palm oil processing. The accent is on rubber exports. 

Woody biomass is a primary energy source /222/; biofuel demand supports 

high palm oil prices; privatization of state owned palm oil plantations is on 

the anvil. Peatland area of 40000ha about the coastline /10/. A wide range of 

fish resources is waiting to be cultivated /223/. 

 

Mining. Most of the high grade Fe-ore (> 65%) has been mined. Several 

large tonnages eg. the Bong deposits of med.- / low-grade (30-60%) exist. 

463M t high grade is seen on the Guinea border, needing minimal capacity 

injection given the existing Liberian infrastructure. Also 4G t reserves of low 

Phosphorus content ore with deposits extending 30km into Guinea /224/. Pu-

tu Fe Project by African Aura Mining contains a 12km-long Fe-ridge, 120kms 

inland (E), totalling 2G t to bring to market. Also, 20M t/a of magnetite con-

centrate (2014) /225/. Mt. Nimba’s Yekepa Mine, with access to 1G m3 of Li-

berian ore, near the Guinea border, is under Arcelor Mittal which is investing 

$1½ billion for rehabilitating the rail- / road-links. The material is to be ex-

ported to PRC. African Minerals Ltd.’s resource estimate is 10.5G t, its 9.7G t 

of in situ grade 30.1% Fe and the rest at 16.8%. /227/.  

 

Rail links to Liberia are to be rebuilt and Buchanan Harbour deepened where 

also mineral processing takes place. The alternative is a slurry pipeline via 

Sierra Leone. 233000 ozAu is estimated by Howe Consulting (Can.) in the 

NW mountain area (+ 40 to 80 MSL).  

 

Oil & Gas. The coast opens out into the oil rich Gulf of Guinea and explora-

tion is in progress by a number of companies including PRC’s SINOPEC.  

 

General. England founded the state drawing upon descendants of freed 

slaves from US.  The government is acting to improve the business climate : 

taxes and tariffs brought to be in tune with Economic Community of W Afri-

can States (ECOWAS). Civil wars had left a tax burden that is getting 

cleared. Good relations with the west; diamond, forest sectors are freed from 

UN sanctions due to the efforts of President Ellen Sirleaf. PRC is also a 
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partner in reconstruction. Mano River Union to foster economic cooperation 

consists of Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast. Liberia has the 

world’s second largest maritime registry with over 3000 vessels, totalling 

some 100M gross tonnes, which is a big source of revenue. 

 

Land Review. Timber potential is yet to be channelized. The vast coastal 

marshlands show bioenergy potential. Diverse fish resources are awaiting 

development. The remaining sizeable medium and low grade Fe-deposits 

are being mined, infrastructure development evolving therein. The same is 

the case with gold mining. Oil & Gas (offshore) is under development. An in-

vestment friendly regime is in power and is putting the country back on the 

rails after decades of civil wars. 
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2.4.7  IVORY COAST 
 

Infrastructure. Installed power capacity (2008) = 1218 MW /228/. 

Distribution system : 15000kms of lines operating at 33 & 15 kV. 

Ivory Coast’s power is mainly thermal based. Gas fired stations have made it 

a net electricity exporter. Client states connected to its grid are Ghana, 

Burkina-Faso, Mali, Benin, Togo. Fuel powered individual generators are al-

so widely in use. Compagnie Ivoirienne d’Electricité (CIE), is in trade with the 

Volta River Authority since 1984. Azito Gas Power Station, near the capital, 

Abidjan (290 MW) is a major supplier. UK power firm, Globeleq is to further 

the capacity to 420 MW without additional fuel /229/. Construction of a 225-

kV interconnexion from the main sub-station (N) through the Mt. Nimba Re-

gion, 450km., to Monrovia, by WAPP. Aggreko plc is to stabilize the power 

grid through a 70MW gas power station (2010). Indigenous gas sources to 

power the generation make Ivory Coast FDI-attractive but a negative factor is 

the possibility of arbitrary intervention in the tariff structure /230/.  

 

Rail network (NG) is 660kms. from Abidjan to Ouagadougu; a link is pro-

posed to San Pedro Port, Mt. Nimba (Fe-ore center). The Trans West African 

Highway links to neighbouring states. There is 980kms. of navigable rivers 

and canals. PRC’s aid is € 5M (¾th of the sum as gift, the rest as loan) in 

building the political capital, Yamoussoukro; of the amount, RSA’s President 

Mbeki warned African states (14.12.2002) of the danger of sinking into a “co-

lonial relationship with China”. 

 

Hydroelectricity. The coast has heavy surf and no natural harbours; rains 

bring on flooding. Total renewable water resources = 81km3 (2001). 1000 

MW of hydel capacity is planned to be built (by y.2021) on main rivers, Ca-

vally, Sassandra, Bandama, Agnéby, Comoé, Tano /231/. The Ivorian elec-

tricity network is in a state of saturation and suffers attendant maintenance 

problems. The stations across Bandama, Cavally, Comoe, Sassandra, with 

total capacity of 180 GWh p.a., are to be done by Agence de Development 

des Energes Renouvelables en Côte d’Ivoire (ADERCI), under the Ministry 

of Mines, Petroleum & Energy’s Strategic Development Plan (for 2011 – 

2030) of initial hydro-electric generation capacity of 2000 MW /237/. 
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Oil & Gas. The Mines & Energy Ministry is responsible for the exploitation of 

energy resources through 3 directorates : Hydro-carbons, Mines, Geology. 

The national oil company is Société Nationale d’Opérations Pétrolières 

(PETROCI). Oil reserves are 14M t; gas reserves,  22 Gm3 (2007) /232/; 

production averaged 60000 bbl/d (2006-08) /233/. The administration’s goal 

is of producing 200000 bbl/d within the next few years and bringing on 

stream the second refinery (100000 t/a). All the grades are sweet; gravity 

range very light to moderate heavy. Only 7% of country’s wells are onshore. 

Oil fields are off Dabou and Abidjan, in shallow as well as deep waters. Indi-

an and Chinese firms that have acquired stakes in the blocks, mark their first 

forays into deep water drilling on the African coast. These blocks enable di-

rect access to open sea routes, cutting down on construction and mainte-

nance costs for domestic pipelines, general infrastructure. Usually, West Af-

rican oil production outpaces refining by a factor of 7. Nigeria, Angola, Ivory 

Coast are the main refiners.  Ivory Coast and Ghana which are the smallest 

regional producers, refine more than what they produce. Over half W. African 

oil and petro-products move via Abidjan. The sole Ivorian refinery, Société 

Ivoirienne de Raffinage is nearing obsolescence. Ivorian refining cap. (2008) 

= 64000 bbl/d /233/. 

 

Mining. The Agabou Gold Project, 200 km. NW of Abidjan, is accessed via 

paved highway, and within 10 km. of national power grid. Agabou’s permit is 

held by Etruscan (Can.). Coffey Mines (est. 2008) : probable reserves = 

7.4M t with av. grade of 2.4 g.t-1 containing 566000 ozAu. A satellite diamond 

mine has been discovered nearby. The proven Au-belt of Mali, Burkina-Faso 

and Ghana converge on Ivory Coast. There also exist underdeveloped Fe / 

Al / Ni / Mn resources /234/. 

 

Agro-Resources & Renewable Energy Resources. A 515km coastline; plains 

and dense forests; mountains in the interior (NW). Arable land is about 10%; 

heavy reliance on agriculture. The primary produces, coffee and cocoa, are 

affected by falling global prices, and internal corruption does not help matters 

for growers and exporters alike. Rice production growth project is by UN’s 

FAO (2009). ADERCI’s projects involving jatropha and castor oil plantations 

are aimed to realize 200000ha (by 2018). Lands (N, C) are damaged by re-
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foresting. Electricity production from animal excreta in the Marahovè ranch 

(SC), as also from sea waves, co-generation by biomass- / vegetable oils-

based power plants is getting on /8/. Wind energy and a moderate solar po-

tential of 2 – 4 kWh / m2 / d is under development. Electric solar water heat-

ers’ malfunctions are common, and when in use, electric consumptions are 

large eg. 2 kW to heat up 150 litres of water /236/. 

 

General. Felix Houphouet-Boigny’s rule since independence (1960) till 1993, 

was characterized by stability and close relations with the west. Political in-

stability has reigned since. /236/ Anti-French sentiment raises its head at 

times : 15000 Frenchmen being trapped by mobs in the Abidjan airport (2003) 

is just one instance. 

 

Land Review. Offshore oil and gas reserves with projected refining capaci-

ties should enrich the country in the decades to come; same is the case with 

the gold and diamond reserves; other metal resources are awaiting devel-

opment. Hydel power is being harnessed as well as projects for RES. Ivory 

Coast is a net electricity exporter. Agricultural resources’ development is still 

awaited with increased governmental interest in the sector that would bring 

relief to growers and exporters alike.  
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2.4.8 BURKINA FASO 
 

Hydroelectric Power. Burkina Faso has 250 dams and surface water reser-

voirs, and just half of the hydel potential has been developed. Societe Natio-

nale Burkinabe d’Electricité (SONABEL) is the sole utility and in the process 

of privatization. Gross theoretical hydel potential is put at 150 MW (1315 

GWh / a); the technically and economical feasible potential drops to about 50% 

of this. Power ex- Bagre (16 MW); Kompienga (14 MW); Niofila (1½ MW); 

Tourni (½ MW); + some industries in SW, 5 MW). Hydrolectricity is generat-

ed locally or supplied over inter-connected grids /238/. 

 

Infrastructure. Good road network (1500kms.) is in existence, and primary 

roads between the towns are paved. Rail from Ougadougou to Abidjan 

(1150km) is being extended to Tambao (NE). Majority of investments in in-

frastructure are financed externally. The rail link is activating with improving 

relations between Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso. Tele- / internet services are 

reliable but utility costs are steep. On the anvil is ONATEL’s privatization (s. 

2002) /239/. Telecel Faso has covered ¾ of the network with diesel powered 

tele-communications and is working towards 100% renewable energy based 

network coverage /240/. Burkina Faso is in cooperation with WAPP to im-

prove the electrical infrastructure and connect the grids (2011) of Ghana, 

Ivory Coast. AfDB has loaned $38 M. Presently diesel generators are in use, 

with no national transmission nor distribution network /241/. SONABEL’s pro-

jects are a 16 MW generator for the captal, a 15kVA substation and inter-

connection programs with the neighbouring states :  A 330-kV connector 

(ECOWAS proj.) to Nigeria, Niger, Burkina Faso, Benin and a 225-kV con-

nector to Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali. 

 

Also, the ultimate interconnection of isolated grids into a national grid, in 

place of the costly small scale thermal generation systems. B & W Scandi-

navian Contractor A/S’s 18 MW power plant extension and transmission line 

system to Ouagadougou plant (2006) /242/. Under the National Energy Poli-

cy, the energy systems’ resilience is to be developed by DANIBA, WB, 

ECOWAS, EU, with local institutions as universities, eg. Institut International 
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d’Ingenierie de l’Eau et de l’Environement (2iE), Centre Natl. de Recherche 

Scientifique et Technologique 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Solar potential from 3000 hours of sunshine, 

at a daily average of 5½ kWhm-2 (highest in N; lowest in SW). Telecel Faso is 

contractor for ten solar power plants (each’s total o/p, 9-18 kW) in Koudougu 

(SC). Each system contains monocrystalline modules (ex-ET Solar), batter-

ies (ex-Hoppecke) and charge controllers especially for tropics. The system 

is under remote monitor /240/. The country’s energy source is insufficiently 

diversified (2008) : hydrocarbon based 10% (imports included); hydel 6%; 

RES (operating at low power, PV cells) ≤ 1%. 84% of the energy is from 

lignecious souces - 292 M tC in forest biomass; the green cover that is one-

fifth of the land is decreasing @½ % p.a. (2008) /245/. 

 

O & G and Minerals Resources. Small mining industry that has been in ex-

istence (Mn, Au-bearing quartz, limestone, marble, Zn, U, phosphates) has 

picked up after inflows of FDI. Four gold-, and one Mn-mine have been 

opened (2007-2010). Thus Au production has increased from 5 t (2008) to 

11.642 t (2009). A Zn-mine has also been opened. After cotton, Au is the 

biggest export commodity. Sedimentary areas (N & W) indicate great oil and 

uranium potential. No coal /243/. Petrochemicals sector is also under reform. 

Petro-products’ distribution has been liberalized. The national hydrocarbon 

firm, SONABHY, is supplemented by multi-nationals as SHELL, TOTAL and 

regional players as Sky, Lybia Oil, Petrofa. 

 

Agriculture. Vast mountain plains (SW) where the rainfall is heavy but soil 

quality poor. Rest of the country is semi-desert. Several non-navigable riv-

ers : Comoé via Ivory Coast to the Gulf of Guinea; Mouhou (Black Volta); 

Nazinou; Nakambe (White Volta), that joins in Ghana to form the Volta; sev-

eral small tributaries of the Niger R., (NE). Burkina Faso is in Sahel, the 

agro-region between Sahara and the coastal rain forests. Cultivable area 

that is less than 15%, is about 13M ha (without irrigation) of which 350000ha 

is cultivated. The potential for irrigated land is some 160000ha but only 

13000ha with full water control, and 30000ha with partial water control is in 
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usage. The agriculture is climate-prone and the state is predicted to get 

worse due to fall in rainfall levels and ≈3ºC temperature-rise.  

 

Attempts are on to improve the sector incl. livestock part. Factories are set to 

be privatized. Under a new investment code, corporate taxes are down from 

35% to 30%, dividend taxes, 15 to 12%. Value added tax has been intro-

duced and foreign business is picking up. A forestation program for timber 

production and prevention of desertification by control of herd movements 

and bush fires is in progress.  

 

General. Anglo-French Agreement (1898) established the boundaries with 

the Gold Coast (now Ghana). Burkina Faso was a part of French Soudan (till 

1919) and then made a separate protectorate, Upper Volta. Full independ-

ence (1960). The official language is French. The country is now a parlia-

mentary republic under an amended Constitution (1991). President Com-

paore is active in West African sub-regional diplomacy and chairman of 

ECOWAS (2007) /244/. 

 

Land Review. A ‘gold country’. More FDI coming into the mining, O & G sec-

tors and development projects in infrastructure should better the land locked 

state’s business standing. Agro-industry with stinted potential due to the cli-

mate is in need of shoring up. RES is developing - only on the solar energy 

front so far. 
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2.4.9 GHANA 
 

Infrastructure. Power generated is a mixture of hydel and thermal; the latter 

powered by natural gas is the word now and made possible by the W. Afri-

can Gas Pipeline Project (Nigeria to Benin to Togo to Ghana), with power 

capacity of 2000 MW. Ministry of Mines & Energy is the overseer for : GNPC 

(state oil company); Tema Oil Refinery (TOR); Volta River Authority; electrici-

ty companies. PRC’s 560 MW gas stream ‘combi’ plant is readying in Kpone 

Port (E). Government policy is to develop high efficiency gas turbines there-

by bringing high energy tariffs under control /246/. Rail lines connect the 

main mining areas of Accra, Kumasi, Tokaradi. Main navigable waterways 

are the Volta, Tano, Ankobra rivers. Lake Volta provides 1125kms. of arteri-

al-, feeder waterways. If over 70% of a company’s produce is exported, it 

qualifies as a Free Trade Zone, and begins to enjoy tax benefits and 0% im-

port duty. Business Process Outsourcing is expected to create some 40000 

jobs by 2015, and earn $1billion p.a. /247//248/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. About 3½% of the land area is water. 1198 MW of hydel 

power is from Kpong and Akasombo, traditionally serving Ghana’s power 

needs and enabling export to Benin, Togo. But poor rainfall has pushed 

down Volta Dam’s water level and created a power deficit in the face of a 6% 

p.a. growth rate, and hence the policy to decrease the dependence on hydel 

sources of power. Hydroelectricity that is to be developed on the western riv-

ers - Pra, Tano, Ankobra, Oti and tributaries that would enable year round 

farming, irrigation of the Afran and Accra plains (N), leading to linkage of 

small scale industries with the large scale, besides the Black and White 

Voltas that offer 1243 MW’s future potential /256/. Bui Dam Project on Black 

River is PRC’s /249/. 

 

Agriculture. The main resources are cocoa, timber, ground nuts and rubber. 

This sector of the economy is a major employer and has the most forward / 

backward linkages to other sectors. Thus agro-products’ input for other man-

ufacturing industries and growth of agro-productivity is considered essential 

for overall health of the economy. The 2010-Budget established the Keta 

Basin Development Authority for productivity in agriculture and fisheries 
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through infrastructure development of the basin that borders the Lower Volta 

River Estuary and the Atlantic. It is dominated by lagoons, marshes (300km2) 

stretching along a 40km. coast and acting as reservoir for rivers’ flood waters. 

The basin used to be vibrant economically in the pre-Akosombo Dam era. 

Aquatic weed menace has forced migrations upwards. Land reclamation and 

dykes’, levees’ construction is proposed. Sugarcane cultivation is to take 

place to reduce the sugar imports. /250/. 

 

Oil & Gas.  Offshore oil find consists 5 sedimentary basins 65kms out in the 

open sea, called Jubilee Field - being discovered in 2007 - the jubilee year of 

the state’s independence. It is likely to have at least 1.2G bbl oil-equiv., a 

production level of 120000 bbl/d (2011), to rake in $20 billion (by 2030). 

Searches beyond here are also on /251/. A new refinery may come up at Ta-

koradi, a deep sea port on the western coast, to be close to the oil fields and 

the Aboadze Thermal Power Station. Until pipelines come up from the Jubi-

lee Fields to TOR, which is east of Accra on the eastern coast, transport of 

the crude will be in tankers - a costly and risky task. TOR, of refining cap., 

45000 bbl/d, runs on Nigerian crude. Ghana’s oil consumption (2008) = 

60000 bpd. Petroleum Exploration Production Law (1984) regulates the sec-

tor and GNPC is the institution that administers the law. Ghana has been 

running a high oil import bill /252/. 

 

Mining. The principal law regulating investment is the Minerals & Mining Act 

(2006). Au is in the West African Craton, covering 4½M km2 comprising the 

Regnibat Shield (Mauritania) and Man Shield (Ghana to Senegal). Alluvial 

gold, diamonds that are in water bodies attracts foreigners (with their drilling 

equipment, toxic process chemicals et al), the result of which is permanent 

damage to underground water table and the surroundings. This illegal activi-

ty has spread from the Au-rich Kibi area (SE inland) that is watered by R. Bi-

rem to other fertile areas, natural forests and the water bodies - pearcing the 

heart of subsistence farming and even part-commercial farming that has 

been a way of life for generations /257/. Au-production (2006) was 66205 kg; 

Ag at 3t; raw steel at 7500t; bauxite at 885770t; cement at 1.9M t. Per the 

2010-Budget, oil revenues are to be funnelled into the mining industry that 

has been faced with problems due to paucity of power /253/. As regards Al, 
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Guinea, Ghana, Nigeria, Cameroun have already the various components for 

production : refining, smelting, fabrication - that would serve an integrated 

regional Al-industry. With regard to the salt industry, the Cl-component would 

serve bleaching and crude oil refining, insecticides, plastics industries and 

the Na-component the paper, dyes, bauxite refining industries. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Agricultural production relies on the Sun for 

drying. Government policy of developing this and other renewable resources 

to serve small- / med.-scale industries. Large tidal flats of 6500ha in the la-

goons point to salt production potential using solar methods. Wind flows of 6 

m/s in the flat regions. /250/. 2000 MW /10/ potential is seen in the Keta Dis-

trict and in Greater Accra Region. Transmission lines, 11 /33 kV and 161 kV 

(to Togo, not far away) already exist and good road infrastructure is also in 

place /250/. 

 

General. The earliest Europeans to arrive in the ‘Gold Coast’ were the Por-

tuguese in the 15th century. The Dutch came in (1872). Trading in gold and 

slaves boomed. Then the English took over and stayed on till 1957. Ghana 

enjoys a stable political setup, characterized by non-violence. UK is the lead-

ing foreign investor. The Divestment Implementation Committee oversees 

the privatization process. Often local firms short on funds partner with foreign 

companies to bid for stakes. Partial privatization is also pursued by the state 

through sale of equity stakes in the Ghana Stock Exchange. Hard currency 

needs are met by gold and cocoa exports. /254/. 

 

Land Review. Development of the potentially rich agro-sector which is linked 

to other sectors of the economy is on as also the limited hydel-, thermal po-

tentials. Solar / wind energy potential is under focus. Ghana is awaiting a 

sizeable offshore O & G output, cash flow thereof to lift the mining sector be-

set with its own problems. A stable government is steering the changes to 

better the atmosphere for investment.  
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2.4.10 TOGO 
   

Infrastructure. Major energy sources are : biomass 80%; fossil fuels 16%; 

hydroelectric and thermal 4%. Electricity production (2007) was 230M kWh., 

imports, 514M kWh (of which 80% from Ghana). Oil and NG reserves are nil 

(2009) /258/ Togo is involved in the West African Gas Pipeline, cap. 11.3M 

m3/d (400M ft3) /259/. 

  

Lome Port is a busy point of transit for goods to the inland states (Mali, 

Burkina Faso, Niger). 530km of Narrow Gauge (NG) railways. The state min-

ing organization, SNPT, runs the ‘Phosphate Trains’ ex-Hahotoé Mines, 30 

km to Kpéné Port and a 6km branch line serving the Kpogamé Mines. Rail 

link to the Tabligbo Cement Works (S) near the Benin border is under pro-

posal /260/. 50km of the lower Mono R. are navigable. /268/. Trans West Af-

rican Highway connects to Benin and Nigeria in the east, and to Ghana , Ivo-

ry Coast in the west. Construction is in progress towards Sierra Leone, Libe-

ria (W). Highways also connect to Burkina Faso (N) to Mali (NW) & Niger 

(NE) /261/.  

 

Mining. Phosphates abound (60M t reserves) and Togo is the world’s 14th 

largest producer (2009) of rock phosphate. State-owned (Societé Nouvelle 

des Phosphates du Togo (SNPT), with output (2008) at 842000 t, and ex-

pected to reach 1.8M t (2012), has been restructured with personnel chang-

es, new equipment orders, etc. Lately, cement exports have superseded 

phosphate due to latter’s world prices and high Cd-content of phosphate 

ores that creates problems with regard to the EU market. About 0.5M t/a 

phosphatic fines discarded into the seas pose a great environmental chal-

lenge /262/.  

 

Substantial limestone and marble deposits (20M t). The Talbingo deposits 

feed Togolese cement works - 1.2M t/a West African Cements (WACEM) 

with both its works in Lome, owned by Cimtogo (Nor.). 100M t of limestone at 

Aveta (20km N of Lome) can’t feed the works due to its high P-content. 

Nickel prospecting by the Australians in the Mt. Kpote region have shown 

12.25 t at an average grade of 0.83% Ni, 0.045% Co /262/. 
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Agriculture, Renewable Energy Resources. Togo is dependant on agriculture 

and employs ⅔d of the labour force /259/. 3.4M ha’s arable land’s 45% is 

tilled todate /270/. Savannah (N) - peanuts, sorghum; hills (C) - cotton, corn, 

sorghum; wooded plateau (S) - cotton, coffee, cocoa are the agricultural pro-

duces by region. Savannah (S), which hits the coastal plains with extensive 

lagoons, marshes could well generate methane /259/. The 50km southern 

coastal plains’ extensive marshlands are good peat country /269/. Only 

wheat is imported as it can’t cultivated. /259/.  

 

A short coast line and continental shelf limit the fishing potential. Half of the 

fisherman at sea / Lake Togo are Ghanaian. Newer processing methodology 

originates from Ghana. There is a single industrial filleting facility in the capi-

tal, Lome. Smoked fish dominates the domestic market; tuna, shrimp are ex-

ported. Togo’s Fisheries Management Policy (s. 1998) for diversification of 

production and expansion to other rivers could pick up with FDI. Output ex-

ceeds 1000 t/a /263/. 

Coastal winds of 5 – 6 m/s and insolation @ 5.5 kWh / m2 / d offer potential 

in those spheres /267/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. The land of Togo is characterized by unequal water distribu-

tion from the two main river basins of Volta, Mono. The main dams are Kpina 

(16 MW); Nangbeto (65 MWh) - since 1960 & 1985 respectively. These are 

out of service for several months of the year due to low water levels. Adjaral-

la Dam, by PRC /264/, on the Mono, on Benin – Togo border, is to generate 

326 GWh with a hydroelectric capacity of 94 MW /265/. Togo’s hydel power 

potential’s estimate is 224 MW /267/.   

 

General. Togo gained independence from France (1960). After the success-

ful legislative elections (2007), World Bank, EU, African Development Bank 

resumed their aid. Historically, France has been the chief trading partner. 

PRC is fast gaining importance as investor. Industrial production growth 

(2009) was 3% /266/. 
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Land Review. Underdeveloped mineral resources exist in the form of bauxite, 

gypsum, Fe-ores, Mn, Zn. The extensive coastal marshes are awaiting de-

velopment for the output of CH4. FDI is awaited for beef up of the fisheries 

sector. Industrial areas’s interconnectivity through Togo is satisfactory. 
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2.4.11 BENIN 
 

Agriculture & Renewable Energy Resources. Arable land area is 13%, the 

main vocation being subsistence agriculture. Coastal land extending 10 km 

westwards is marked by lakes, lagoons. The main export crop is cotton. Its 

processing is under Societé Nationale pour la Promotion Agricole (SONAP-

RA), privatized (2008), and moving forward under a single operator and new 

regulatory mechanisms /271/. Marine products’ exports to EU /272/. A num-

ber of public enterprises have been privatized. Forests cover ⅔d of Benin 

and over 5M ttimber is consumed as fuel. The state’s Forest Management Pro-

gram is in progress (s. 2005) : forest inventories, planting of teak and fuel-

woods of rapid growing species, etc. The race is on for agro-fuels : palm oil 

derivatives ex-wetlands (S) of 30000 – 40000ha. (2011); biodiesel ex-

jatropha; bio-ethanol ex-sugarcane. PRC’s project for ethanol development 

with the Sino-African Development Fund (CADF) in the fray /273/. Agro-fuels 

in competition with food crops in the prime agricultural lands. FAO is dou-

bling the rice output to 2200 t/a (2011) thus effecting a reduction in rice im-

ports Presently, sub-Saharan Africa is a net rice importer with Nigeria, Ivory 

Coast, Senegal, RSA, being among the world’s top ten importers /274/. Solar 

potential of ≈7 kWh / m2 / d; in use in hospitals’ lighting and telecommunica-

tions sector /279/. Winds (3 – 6 m.s-1) offer scope /280/. 

 

Infrastructure. Société Beninoise d’Electricite controls power generation in 

Benin. M. Gleta Thermal Station (combined cycle) is for generating 400 MW 

under WAPP. Korea Electric Corp., (KEPCO) is to build a 100km transmis-

sion line to S. Togo, and operate the station for 20 years /275/. Installed ca-

pacity (2008) = 60 MW /280/. 

 

Cotonou Port is strategically placed near Niger / Burkina Faso / Mali / Nigeria. 

800km of rail is getting extended to Niger. Extension of NE-line (Parakou to 

Niamey in Niger) is expected to ease the congestion at Cotonou, transferring 

the traffic to ports in Togo, Ghana. Over 2000km of rural tracks are to be re-

paired (by 2015), under US aid, to facilitate the movement of agro-produce. 

The West Coast Express Highway is in good condition: Infrastructure pro-
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jects /276/ are being funded by Abu Dhabi Development Fund (ADFD) - eg. 

the 75km expressway to Togo, Nigeria. 

 

Macro-economic policy is being pursued under IMF control; out stepped the 

same with fresh $31M loan over a 6-year period by PRC banks to Benin Tel-

ecom (2006). Monetary Policy is based on guarantees of price stability and 

parity between the euro and CFA franc, by Central Bank of West African 

States (CBWAS). PRC has been the main trading partner the past five years, 

followed by France. Benin is very liberal vis-à-vis Nigeria and its protectionist 

economic policy. Thus Cotonou is the chief point of transfer for second hand 

vehicles in West Africa - majority being destined for Nigeria although no dec-

laration to this effect is made upon landing in Benin. Conversely, the latter 

state imports illegally its petro-products ex-Nigeria, where prices are highly 

subsidised - but this will stop with a new and healthy SONACOP regional 

electricity grid (by 2020) linking Togo, Benin, Ivory Coast and Nigeria /277/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. Communauté Electrique du Benin (situated in Togo) is a JV 

with Togo for power purchases ex-Volta Power Authority’s hydro-facility in 

Ghana, which answers the bulk of Benin’s power needs, small thermal sta-

tions along the coast making up the rest of the energy requirements. Severe 

droughts are known to affect the power ex-Akosombo facility in Ghana. But 

the highest ever water levels were recorded in 2010. Hydel facility at Adjaral-

la (S), is a JV with Togo (94 MW). The coastal sedimentary basin which oc-

cupies 10% of the country’s area holds 32% of potential ground water re-

serves, and falls under Ministry of Mines, Energy & Hydraulics. Ovene River, 

with some 20 sites, holds a potential of 760 MW /280/. 

 

Oil & Gas. At least four major offshore oil deposits are confirmed by PRC, 

Canada, US (2008). 5G bbl of crude oil + 91G m3 NG-deposits /280/. Société 

Nationale de Commercialisation des Produits Pétroliers (SONACOP) in 

which the state holds 45%, is under restructuring. Crude’s production has 

averaged 28000 bpd (2008-2011) /281/. The 680km West African Gas Pipe-

line under construction for the states of the region including Benin, will carry 

Nigerian natural gas ex-Lagos.  
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Mining. Minerals resources’ development is under the Office Bénoise des 

Mines, which has been revising mining laws to draw in FDI. The Fe-ore / Au / 

phosphate / limestone / marble deposits are in Loumbu Loumbu (for Fe) and 

Mekrou (N), and resources’ develop-ment hinges on the Mekrou River hydel 

development scheme. Mekrou R., is a tributary of Niger R., and forms the 

Niger – Benin border. Au has been identified at Atacora and Alibori (N), with 

hard rock and alluvial deposits /278/. 

 

General. This site is the seat of one of Africa’s great medieval kingdoms - 

Danhomey. Independence from France (1960). Majority of the populace lives 

on coastline along the Bight of Benin. Commercial activity is by Lebanese 

and Indians. Vodoo witchcraft originated in Benin. The political capital is Por-

to Novo; administrative one is Cotonou. Benin is a functional democracy in-

cluding coalition politics, but of late, a storm has arisen due to President 

Boni’s part in a ‘pyramid’ scandal à la Bernard M., resulting in financial loss-

es to ordinary people who were promised 50% returns on their investments.  

The official language is French. Benin enjoys stable relations with regional 

power Nigeria. 

 

Land Review. Benin’s future lies in diversification of its product mix eg. over-

coming the reliance on cotton sector affected by pests. To develop marsh-

lands’ (W) CH4–potential. Petroleum potential is seen to exist. Tapping of the 

forest and mining sectors awaits FDI and R. Mekrou’s hydel scheme (for the 

mining sector). 
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2.4.12 NIGERIA 
 

 

Infrastructure. Energy mix (2007) : Oil 53%; hydel 7%; NG 37%; Coal / RES 

0%; biomass for rural needs 3% /282/. Power generation is around 3000 MW 

(2009). State-run PHCN’s privatization is under way and tariffs have been 

raised to be in tune with power generation companies’ demands and attract 

foreign investors into the sector /283/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. Prominent rivers are Niger, Benue. About ⅔d of the country 

lies in the Niger’s watershed that empties with its major tributaries into the 

Atlantic. The 3 major hydel plants are controlled by National Electric Power 

Authority (NEPA). Shiroro Stn.’s 4 x 150 MW units generate at 160 kV levels, 

stepped up to 300 kV (for connecting to the national grid). Jebba Stn. (NW) 

on the Niger, @560 MW. The Niger, with year round stable water flow is reg-

ulated by Kainji Reservoir. Uncoordinated opening of the floodgates (1999) 

led to inundation of 60 villages. 8000 MW of hydel power development is 

planned by the end of the decade. NEPA’s study shows 15 – 20 sites for 

small units. Studies by ministerial experts and Power Holding Company of 

Nigeria (PHCN) that are current, pay heed to farming, fishing interests in the 

area. State Rural Electricity Board powers the countryside and its function is 

enhanced by the setting up of mini-/ micro- hydels (15 kW to 15 MW) around 

a land that abounds in rivers. /284/. PRC’s projects are Mambila Dam on the 

Benue (3900 MW), and Zungeru on the Kaduna (32 MW) /285/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Over 90% of the exports ex-Niger Delta are accounted for by Ni-

geria. Crude oil reserves (2008) = 36G bbl; output = 2.4M bbl/d; refining cap. 

= 505000 bbl/d. Life of reserve is some 41 years /289/. The enviro-friendly 

low S-content petroleum appeals to western markets. Local groups seeking 

a share in the income attack the oil infrastructure and staff. Oil theft (”bunker-

ing”) that damages the pipelines cuts into the oil output, with firms often hav-

ing to resort to force majeure on oil shipments /287/. The largest NG-

reserves on the continent get flared due to poor infrastructure. An expanded 

LNG infrastructure, a ban on flaring and a Gas Master Plan are expected to 
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increase the NG-output. Per Conoco, over 13G bbl oil (in tarsands, bitumen 

seepages). 

 

Mining. The magnitude of profits from the metallurgical sector has been 

eclipsed by O & G. Mining laws have been codified in the Federal Minerals & 

Mining Act (1999). Coal reserves exceed 2G t, of which proven are 650M t; 

Nigeria sports the largest lignite belt in Africa (unexploited todate) /293/. Its 

low S-content, low ash, endears it to EU states and attempts are on to re-

form the power sector accordingly including privatization of the Nigerian Coal 

Corp. (NCC). Chinese investors are encouraged as well. Au mining (W) is 

still on a minor scale and same is the case with coltan. The world’s largest 

columbite producer. Fe-ore exports are being developed by the state. Delta 

Steel Corp., Ajaokuta Steel Corp., and steel rolling mills demand Fe-

concentrate. UKGS has recently discovered U-deposits. Nigeria’s Al-smelter 

concern, ALSCON’s 193000 tonnes’ majority stake is RUSAL’s, and minority 

stakes held by Ferrostaal AG and the Nigerian Govt. RUSAL’s smelter mod-

ernization has created 2000 local jobs and 20000 more in the downstream 

sector. The deal also covers dredging of R. Imo. The other minerals for ex-

ploitation are barite, fluorite, lead, zinc, tin, phosphate, limestone and Mn. 

The Al-, Au-deposits of Zamfara State (N) attract illegal quarrying. Pb is in 

abundance and lead poisoning a common malady. /288/. 

 

Agriculture. 80% of the land is cultivable; 13% is forested. 4 belts : wood land 

/ savannah / coastal mangrove swamp / rain forest. Peatlands area estimate 

is ≈ 1000km2 (2008) /293/. Vast tracts that once supported animal life have 

fallen victim to an expanding population. Hippos, crocodiles inhabit the rivers 

still. Rise in the sea level during the past decades and coastal erosion, per 

UN estimates, @ 18 – 59cm, threatens the coastline with some 56M people 

and 320 cities, Lagos included /289/. Agro-exports are cocoa beans, rubber, 

cotton, hides / skins. Nigeria is Africa’s largest fish producer and the sector 

the principal source of livelihood to over 3M people. Fish from the ≈850km 

coastline + lakes / rivers, make for 4% of total agro-output. Government’s ini-

tiative is on to propel Nigeria into world’s top 20 fish producers by y. 2020 

/290/.  
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Renewable Energy Resources. Nigeria receives solar energy 5.08 x 1012 

kWh / d. An increasing number of Energy Commission of Nigeria (ECN) 

sponsored RES-systems are the order of the day eg. photovoltaics (for water 

pumping), biogas plants, wind water pumps, wind electricity conversion sys-

tems /291/.  

 

Animal wastes (227500 t/d)  Biogas (2.2 x 109 MJ) 

Animal residues (5.36 x 109 m3)  (2.93 x 109 kWh) 

Dry crop residues (6.1M t/a)   (5.3 x 1011 MJ) 

(Taking cowdung’s calorific value of 9800 MJ.t-1 ). 

 

The government’s policy is for diversification of energy supplies but RES is 

still a thing of the future. 

 

General. Nigeria is a fledgling democracy. Control over foreign investment 

has been loosened but protectionism is the word. FDI is mainly ex-PRC to 

the oil sector and miniscule amounts to telecom and manufacturing sectors. 

The largest exporter to Nigeria is UK (transport machinery). Through suc-

cessive governments’ instability, corporate heads in the regions have acted 

independently /292/. Economic Community of West African States (ECO-

WAS) is head-quartered in Nigeria - Africa’s most populous country, with an 

economy twice the size of ECOWAS members’ combined economy. Nigeria 

provides a third of the cash and a big chunk of the peacekeeping forces. 

 

Land Review. Infusion of oil revenues into sectors of the economy : less than 

10% of total fish potential is utilized now and opportunities exist in agro-lands 

unsuitable for crop growth. Mining sectors’ full potential awaits development 

as also marshlands’ for CH4 generation.  
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2.4.13 CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 
 

General. Slightly larger than the American state of Rhode Island. ¾th popula-

tion is creole (Afro-Portuguese) and the rest pure African. Barlaventos (N. is-

land group) and Solaventos (S. island group) total some ten islands. Inde-

pendent of Portugal after quarter of a century of armed struggle that pitted 

some 10000 Soviet bloc-supported Guinean soldiers against thrice the num-

ber of Portuguese and Africans. The Cape Verde Constitution (last revised, 

2010), forms the basis for government. The Supreme Court is at the apex of 

the judicial system. /294/. 

 

Since 1991, FDI has been encouraged by the government. Privatizations are 

on the rise as market economy is strived at. Cape Verde Islands’ political 

stability, low crime rate, low levels of corruption, make it an investment 

friendly destination. FDI was seen in tourism (58%), industrial (17%), infra-

structural (4%), fisheries’ (21%) sectors of the economy during (1994-2000). 

Major trading partners are Spain, Portugal. Expatriates contribute some 20% 

to the GDP. /294/. 

 

Infrastructure. The archipelago has some 3000km of roads - of which one-

third paved, for the most part with cobblestone. It is strategically placed at 

the crossroads of the mid-Atlantic; significant improvements have been ef-

fected at harbors of Mindelo (Porto Grande) as well as at the capital, Praia’s 

(Santiago Is.) and Sal international air-ports. Boa Vista (2007) and Sao Vi-

cente (2009) international air-ports have been opened to traffic. Ship repair 

facility at Mindelo. All the islands have smaller port facilities. /296/.  

 

The whale-abundant waters have seen the berthing of American whalers 

(since the mid-1700’s), as also the slave trade, salt trading, etc. An important 

coaling and air refuelling stop for trans-Atlantic transports. /299/. Secretary of 

State Clinton’s Sal Is.-visit (2009); US governmental aid for infrastructure de-

velopment and rural expansion schemes (since 2005) /294/.  

 

Chinese small-scale industries’ / businesses’ entry has been noted (s. mid-

1990’s) and their shopping establishments (some 200 nos.) are now in San-
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tiago and Sao Vicente. Larger investors eg. the Macao millionaires have fol-

lowed suit, especially in the tourism sector. Investments galore in roads, 

power, real estate. But the Chinese style of functioning with wages falling be-

low the national minimum coupled with unfair business practices that have 

cut into indigenous business have resulted in strikes. The official line on that 

is - “local unions should adapt themselves to reality of a global economy”. 

But hardly the danger of the island state becoming Peking’s client for it has 

close ties to Portugal : the country’s elite gets its education from Portuguese 

universities. The national currency is the escuado - the Potuguese currency 

of old, and official language is Portuguese. PRC is providing a fleet of ves-

sels to inter-connect the islands . It is building the Parliament, the Govern-

ment Palace, National Stadium and Auditorium. PRC is aiming to turn Sao 

Vicente into a major center for its Atlantic fleet in view of the island’s infra-

structure and fisheries processing centre. PRC is heavily investing in Brazili-

an ports eg. Salvador in Bahia State, on the other side of the same ocean as 

well. In addition, PRC has cancelled the islands’ bilateral debt. They have 

signed (2007) an agreement to make the Cape Verde Islands a major tourist 

destination for Chinese nationals /295/. 

 

Cape Verde Islands has a free press and the mass media internet included, 

that function sans interference from the state /296/. 

 

Agriculture. Cape Verde Islands are situated some 450km off Guinea in the 

Atlantic. Sand carried by high winds has created spectacular rock formations. 

Intermediate valleys show dense forest growth. Cape Verde Islands suffers 

from limited rainfall and consequent droughts. Paucity of fresh water is a 

problem and only four of the ten islands support agriculture, most foodstuffs 

having to be imported. The main products of export are tuna and lobster. 

Cold storage and fish processing units are in Mindelo, Praia and on Sal. Fish 

potential is not fully exploited still. PRC is to build two dams that would alle-

viate drought conditions, as also a fish processing center. 

UNDP – Norwegian Government project is on to increase land productivity in 

Sao Jo’ Baptista Valley’s 50km2 area on the Santiago Island. /299/. Ground 

water levels have improved due to successful re-forestations (desertification 

control project) /297/. 
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Renewable Energy Resources. Wind farms installed (1994); Praia 4.8 MW; 

Mindelo 1.8 MW; Sal 1.2 MW - all new investments (2007). Small electricity 

grid system is in existence (mostly diesel engines) : Santiago Is., with 23 MW 

(and 3 x 300 kW, wind power); Sal with 11 MW (and 2 x 300 kW, wind pow-

er). Sal Island enjoys 360 days of sunshine in a year, and winds blowing in 

from NE - energies that are awaiting harnessing. Santo Antao Island has 

thermal water sources (37 ºC at the surface and 77 ºC at the geothermal 

reservoir of Lajedos) /298/. 

 

Mining. Limestone, salt, pozzola (a volcanic rock used in cement production) 

constitute the archipelago’s mineral wealth. PRC is constructing Cape Verde 

Islands’ largest facility to date - a 350000 t/a cement works that would trans-

form the land into a cement exporter. Sal - Portuguese for salt, is ex-Pedra 

de Lume mines. Saline marshes are sited in the crater and north of Santa 

Maria. /296/. 

 

Land Review. Cape Verde Is., is by all accounts a stable democracy, on the 

road to becoming a market economy, with FDI flowing into each and every 

sector. Strategic siting at cross roads of the mid-Atlantic is attracting atten-

tion of the Chinese and Americans. The archipelago has strong bonds to 

Portugal. Minerals potential is being developed by PRC as well as fisheries. 

RES potential in the form of solar / wind / geothermal energy is being looked 

into. Water scarcity is a problem awaiting solution. 
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2.5  EAST AFRICA 
 

2.5.1 KENYA 
 

Infrastructure. Southern Sudan’s independence (2011) is expected to speed 

up its access to the sea via Kenya, with oil pipelines and rail links from 

Jubain (S. Sudan) to Lamu (N. Kenyan port). Spurs to Ethiopia and Somalia 

will only magnify Kenya’s regional importance /300/. Lamu is of interest to 

PRC, given its oil interests in South Sudan /301/. A second terminal via Don-

ga Kundu Bypass connecting Mombasa, with Mombasa’s development are 

with Japan. The new transport corridor includes Lamu, an airport, rail / road 

networks (joint concession : Kenya and Uganda railways), oil refinery, etc., 

that will energize the northern border regions. /312/. 

 

Four undersea cables enhance telecommunications (2010). A negative as-

pect in the minds of would be investors is the unwieldy tax code and extra 

cost incurred for private security plus backup generators, Positive aspect is 

the work force - the government is planning on 120000 Business Process 

Outsourcing (BPO) jobs by 2020. Outsources in India are on to more com-

plex work and Kenya, Ghana are keen to garner the lower end of the BPO 

market /302/. 

 

Agriculture. Less than 20% of the land area is cultivable due to poor rains. 

Lake Victoria and the coastal areas are ideal for growing sugarcane (aided 

by Kenyan Sugar Research Foundation). Pastoral farming dominates other 

drier regions /303/. Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI) is a key 

player in agro-projects. The Min. of Agriculture has decreed (2009) that at 

least 10% of every agro-land holding should have farm forest cover. 80% of 

the workforce is in the agro-sector - mainly small farmers, each with 2ha (av.) 

/304/. Tea, coffee are the leading foreign exchange earners. Pyrethrum, a 

flower extract used in pesticides has great international demand. Six rivers 

have their origin in the Mau Forest. Over half of L. Victoria’s waters that are 

shared between the East African states, and the Nile’s waters are from the 

Mau. Finland has aided Kenya’s forest sector since 1970’s; a grant of E 

18.7M (2009-14) /305/. The formation of Kenya Fisheries Development Au-
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thority (2009) is to turn the sector into a reliable forex earner. Current fish 

production exceeds 1000 t/a /306/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Africa’s biggest ever wind farm (300 MW), 

backed by AfDB, is in the desert around L. Turkana and accounts for ¼th of 

Kenya’s current installed power. Hot winds (11 m.s-1) blow through the chan-

nel between Kenyan and Ethiopian highlands. Wind energy potential’s esti-

mate is 2700 MW, thus making for export possibility. LTWP has to construct 

a 425km transmission line and several sub-stations to connect wind farms to 

the grid. At Ngong Hills, near Nairobi, Vestas (DK) has erected turbines (6 

nos.) adding 5.1 MW to the grid These are run by KenGen, the state power 

concern. Kano Plains Convection System (SW) offers hope for wind power. 

58 % of its installed capacity of 1286 MW is from hydel, about ⅓d is thermal, 

9% from geothermal plants that tap into hot rocks a mile beneath the Rift 

Valley to release steam for the turbines. Erratic rainfall has cut down the 

hydel power source and the state is after alternatives /311/.  

 

Hydroelectric Power. The bulk of the power here is along R.Tana (400 MW) 

and Turkwel Station (106 MW), both in NW, and mini-plants (40 MW). 

 

Oil & Gas. Coastal (NE)’s production : 100M bbl (crude) + 17G m3 (NG). 

Drillings by PRC (2010) - deepest wells ever (5km) /306/. Prospects have 

been identified (off-, onshore) in the L. Turkana area, Anza Graben as well 

/307/. Oil potential’s estimate is 1G bbl /310/. 

 

Mining. Kenya has the region’s strongest manufacturers, retailers and bank-

ers. Kenyan Chamber of Mines (KCM) and Kenya Geological Society pro-

mote mining activities (mainly confined to soda ash / fluorspar / kaolin. ac-

counting for less than 1% of GDP p.a.). Mui, Mutto Basin (E) is under evalua-

tion. Kwale Hills of 431000 t/a capacity for heavy minerals sands is a huge 

capital project /310/. Gold deposits E of L. Turkana, near Uganda border and 

E of L. Victoria and near Tanzania border. Fe-ore deposits too in the latter 

areas /309/.  
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General. There are some 400 officially recognized tribes. Under Jomo Ken-

yatta, (1964-78), his Kikuyu, the largest one held sway over business and 

politics. He held a spell over all Kenyans due to his anti-colonial credentials 

and shared the spoils of office over a wide tribal spectrum. Under Daniel 

Arap Moi, (1978-2002), his own Kalenjiu dominated the scene while Kikuyu 

retained business supremacy. Under Kibaki, the pendulum swung back to 

the Kikuyu, and Kenyatta’s son, Uriba, is continuing the tradition post-2012 

elections. The Luos who count Obama as one of their own, are especially 

disenchanted. /312/. 

 

The East African Common Market (EAC) consists of 5 member-states, ena-

bling better trading with Ethiopia, Congo, Sudan, etc., and a widened manu-

facturing base to offset the competition from Chinese goods /308/.  

 

Land Review. EAC’s beef up through the member-states’ refrainment from 

policies that pander to interests of own industries /308/. Development is seen 

in all sectors of the economy and infrastructure including alternate energy 

sources to the hydel power source that has of late proved unreliable. O & G 

sector shows more promise than the mining sector which is still in an explor-

atory phase.  
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2.5.2 UGANDA 
 

Hydroelectric Power. The White Nile winds its way through Uganda, and an 

estimate (2005) of the massive potential is 2000 MW. But a paltry 10% is 

used and grid-electricity is accessed by some 5% (rural areas). Droughts 

threaten this sector, however. Installed cap. of 300 MW from two main hydel 

power stations at Jinja and 17 MW from smaller ones was reduced by half 

(2005-2006). Bujagali Station of 290 MW, 8km N of Lake Victoria and S of 

the Nile, with switch yard and 100-km transmission line to Kampala and Ow-

en falls (2012) /313/. Norway’s SN Power, Alstom, figure in mini-hydel pro-

jects of 5 & 11 MW. Ayago N. (300 MW) & S. (234 MW) Dams on the Nile 

are by PRC - 2012, 2020 respectively. 

 

Infrastructure. Petro-products especially diesel are a source of thermal pow-

er. Thermal power stations (2 x 50 MW) are sited near Kampala. Additional 

thermal generation capacity of 100 MW at Lugogo (Kampala) to address the 

power deficit. The White Nile Rural Electrification Co.’s (WENRECO) 1½ MW 

HFO-fired generator in Arua (s. 2005), while also the work on hydel stations 

of 3½ & 1½ MW. Kagira Sugar Works’ bagasse co-generation unit (2007) of 

12 MW is by Madvani Group (Ind.). A 50 MW HFO Station /314/ at Mu-

tundwe, near Kampala, under the Uganda Electric Transmission Co. 

(UETCL), is part of the programme to tide over the power crisis before com-

ing on stream of other hydel works.  

 

Uganda’s road / rail links to Mombasa serve well as also the other states in 

the region (Rwanda, Burundi, Sudan, Democratic Republic of Congo). 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Biomass in the form of charcoal, firewood, 

agro-residues account for high consumption. Renewable Energy Policy of 

the Ministry of Energy & Minerals Development aims for RES’s increase, ex-

cluding biomass, to 8% of total energy consumption. Geothermal potential is 

estimated at 1250 MW. The geothermal potential in the Rift Valley itself ex-

ceeds 450 MW. Total peat land ≈ 14000km2 with thicknesses of 0.3 – 1.5m 

/322/. Renewable Energy Policy estimates a generative capacity of 600 MW 

for the next fifty years. Average solar radiation @5 - 6 kWh / m2 / d. Wind re-
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sources can power small units (2.5 to 10 kV). Presently, only the Karamoja 

region offers potential for water pumping and grain milling. Trade in biomass 

fuels means $20M p.a., to the national economy in terms of rural taxes. Eth-

anol is produced on a minor scale in sugar works, also by cereals and fruit 

growers. Biogas from Kampala municipal wastes @1000 t/d, and PRC is in 

the bidding for the same. /324/. 

 

Agriculture. Uganda is Afrca’s 2nd largest coffee exporter and is now well 

placed to expand its agro-exports /315/. Forest cover comprises natural for-

ests (tropical wood), artificial plantations (both hardwood and softwood), to-

talling 4.9M ha (24% of land area); 30% of these in protected areas. The 

state has enacted laws for forest conservation and growth. Some 800000m3 

p.a. of logs are felled - excess factor of 4, for timber harvest rate vs. sustain-

able cutting. Most endangered is the Namanve Forest (near Kampala). Ter-

minalic woodlands (N); Acacia woodlands (E); Hilly slopes (in Mbara, Kbala, 

Rukungiri districts) /316/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Main oil imports are ex-Mombasa Refinery. Following the oil dis-

coveries in Western Uganda, 6000 to 10M bbl/d was the expectation (2009) 

but matters are complicated by strained relations with Rwanda and DRC 

over border delineations in the lake. Albertine Basin as a whole is thought to 

have over 1G bbl. /317/. 14.16G m3 of NG-reserves is confirmed (1.1.2011). 

No O & G production /323/. 

 

Mining. The sector’s export doubling’s 5-year programme launched (2004). 

Air-borne geophysical surveys of over 80% of the lands have ended (2009). 

Au-mining is on a semi-commercial basis, thus difficult to quantify. Tira Au-

Mine’s (E) new explorations started by Canadians (2009), have identified 

new reefs and extensions of existing ones /318/. Cu-deposits (E) along Ken-

ya border and Sn, W in the south /319/. 8M tlimestone estimated to be available 

for cement manufacture. Two cement works, at Tororo near the Kenya bor-

der, and at Hoima (W), producing 160400 t/a (2010), plant expansion for 

quadrupling of capacity is promoted by Uganda Investment Authority (UIA). 

Tororo is also site of phosphate, cobalt productions and 20 MW thermal 
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power station project (2010). /320/. Tororo sports a natural rock formation 

that rises 1483m above mean sea level. 

 

General. Fairly stable economic growth @ 6% p.a. Free inflow / outflow of 

capital (current and capital accounts); 100% foreign ownership of investment 

is permitted. Kenya and Uganda offer labor with English language skills /321/. 

 

Land Review. A progressive minded administration is engaged in planning 

Uganda’s energy resources. A vast array of RES resources including geo-

thermal and vast peat lands with potential to feed the grid. Unexplored lime-

stone deposits along the border with Sudan can be the foundation for large 

scale cement production. Good gold mining potential is also showing up. 

Massive hydel potential of which only a fraction is tapped so far. 
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2.5.3 RWANDA 
 

Infrastructure. A land-locked state dependent on access to Dar Es Salaam, 

Mombasa ports. Overhaul of the 1400km line connecting Uganda to Momba-

sa, with extension to Kigali making a rail-lake transport system is on the 

cards /325/. This would decongest the N. Corridor used for 95% of Rwanda’s 

trade traffic as well as Kenya’s / Burundi’s / DRC’s. 

 

Electrogaz is responsible for electricity; gas, water are privatized (2004). Na-

tional Energy Policy has accelerated L. Kivu’s development and drawn pri-

vate investments into gas / power sectors, aimed to turn Rwanda into a net 

power exporter. Electricity Master Plan oversees the extension of Elec-

trogaz’s 4000km transmission, distribution network with improvements in line 

efficiency /326/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. Electricity Master Plan accents upon the development of 

isolated mini-grids of micro-hydel units (financier : AfDB). Rwanda’s main 

power source has been hydel, affected by declining river flows. Two hydel 

stations, total cap. 24 MW, in the north, produce just 25%, and IISD’s (Can.) 

project for protection of feeder water shed areas is on (s. 2007). 27½ MW 

hydel station on Nyabarongo /327/ in Ndaro (W) is to be the biggest (2011) 

with loan from Exim Bank (India) /328//329/. Rusizi Delta on the northern 

shores of L. Tanganyika, is the site for two hydel projects, total cap. 285 – 

325 MW (feasibility study finished, 2010). Rusomo Falls Project on the 

Rwanda-Burundi-Tanzania border offers 62 MW (2010). 333 nos. micro-

hydel sites have been identified, of which 21 are under development and Sri 

Lanka’s Hydro Power International is active there /332/. Dutch collaboration 

is seen on a vast scale. Mukungwa II (2500 kW, installed capacity) is also 

grid-connected /333/.  

 

Agriculture. Subsistence agriculture is the main source of livelihood. Tea, 

coffee - the chief items of export have been overtaken by the mining sector 

(2008). The land consists of mountains and deep valleys; lower land along L. 

Kivu’s E. shores and by Ruzizi River near the Tanzania border. Honey pro-

duction is expected to attain self-sufficiency (2013), excess amounts 178t 
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(2013) and 13789t (2020). Low fish outputs are seen due to inadequate re-

stocking of fish /330/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Lake Kivu, bordering DRC, is a unique store-

house of billions of tons of greenhouse gases, measured as CO2-equivalents. 

The CH4 is now giving up to 10 MW, planned to impact the power supply to 

300 MW in a few years. Rwanda’s ≈150M tons of marsh-peat , and ⅓d is 

commonly extractable. Over 75% of the resource is in the country’s south. 

This is spread over 50000ha, the marshland’s extractable peat capacity 

amounting to 450 MWe (period of 25 years) /338/. Medium to high tempera-

ture geothermal system may exist SW of Karisimbi Volcano. Papyrus cover-

ing 23000ha around the capital, Kigali, can be harvested on a ½-year rota-

tional basis, yielding 15t / ha p.a., enough to generate 75000tcharcoal. Isolated 

grids’ development, including solar PV-cells’ distribution is underway /331/.   

  

Mining. High coltan, cassiterite, wolfram potential is seen. JV with RSA for 

casseterite in the Rutongo Mines. Rwanda’s Ministry of Natural Resources 

owns 49% of shares. JV with Mauritius to exploit coltan in Gatumba (W) and 

ten small processing plants are to come up (by 2015). Mineral exports (2008) 

came to $94M /334a/. There are over 108 nos. small-, medium-scale mines 

in all the provinces dominated by artisanals /334b/ /335/.  

 

Oil & Gas. The Kiru Graben area is dubbed ‘White Elephant’, southern ex-

tension of Albertine Graben (Uganda) where the possibility of major oil finds 

are revealed by Canadian surveys of the past 2 years. 400km2 basin under L. 

Kivu on W. arm of Rift Valley that starts with the oil field under L. Albert, 

300km to the north. To the south is L. Tanganyika with oil seeps /336/. 

 

General. President Kagane’s regime is non-corrupt for the most part, given 

to detailed planning for improving the lot of the common man, and is attract-

ing FDI. The French, under Sarkozy, after tendering a near apology for 

glossing over the ethnic massacres (1994), were back in the picture, eyeing 

the timber, minerals in neighbouring Congo, for which Rwanda is a conduit 

/337/. French, Swahili are the official languages. 
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Land Review. The government is bent on privatizing the telecom / utilities / 

transport / mining sectors. In the mining sector, it is in favour of establishing 

JV’s with foreign companies. Rwanda’s natural terrain offers good hydel 

scope as also RES. O & G sector holds promise per the latest surveys in the 

lake basins. An Electricity Master Plan is effectively overseeing the devel-

opmental projects and all round change is occurring in the tiny, land-locked 

state. 
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2.5.4 BURUNDI 
 

Infrastructure. Regie de Production et de Distribution d’Eau et d’Electricité 

(REGIDESO) handles thermal power and urban water supply. Direction Gé-

nérale de Hydraulique et des Energies Rurales (DHER) is for overall water 

distribution. All water resources are under Ministry of Environment & Land 

Planning. The Mines Ministry is in charge of energy sector. National Grid line 

is 110kV. Thermal plants are around the capital, Bajumbura. The Infrastruc-

ture Action Plan /339/ is for the grid to link all the provincial capitals, supply 

electricity all day, develop new sources of power to offset power imports from 

Ethiopia. At present, 45% of total supply gets imported. Present generative 

cap. = 40 MW, and is expected to rise to 600 MW (2030). 

 

Tanzania – Burundi rail extension is on and returns on investment depend on 

nickel mines’ development at Musongati (Bur.) to export the 4M tonnes. A 

problem arises with preference for onsite ore refining and metals’ export - 

implying 50000 t/a’s related freight. Benefits of lower transport cost : current 

road freight @13¢ / t / km, translates into $230 / t to move fertilizer ex-

Kenyan / Tanzanian Port to Burundi; rail link will bring it down to $130 / t. 

Road- / rail-networks’ extensions (by 2030). Bajumbura airport expansion is 

also on.  The East African international submarine cables network is being 

laid off the coast with World Bank funding and operational (2010). Burundi 

gets linked to the same via optical cables in Kenya and Rwanda. 

 

Hydroelectricity. A water-rich state and hydroelectric power stations are all of 

the reservoir type. 5 nos. stations are to be developed (2013-20), totalling 

122 MW. Exploitable hydel potential = 300 MW /340/. Mugere Station (8 

MW), on R.Mugere is by PRC /341/. Small hydel power (if definition of 10 

MW is applied) potential is 54 MW /342/.  

 

 

Agriculture. Principal source of income for two-thirds of the populace. Burun-

di’s economy depends heavily on ups and downs of the inter-national coffee 

market. Much needed privatization of coffee industry remains stalled. Export 

earnings of tea sector are growing due to better crop and firmer international 
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pricing. GDP growth rate has been about 4½% due to increased food pro-

duction and investments in the sector /343/. The government influences pric-

es through state-owned enterprises, agro-subsidies, etc., /344/.  

 

Renewable Energy Resources. No coal resources in Burundi. Peat re-

sources in the Akanyara Valley swamps covering some 123km2 are some 

36M tonnes /345/. 

 

Mining. Nickel resources come to 285M tonnes in the Musongati Ni - belt 

from SC Burundi to NW Tanzania; mine’s start-up (2015). Au-production in 

the NE, 3905kg (2005); gold exports are to be increased. Ta, Sn are found in 

small amounts. Rare reserves of uranium and vanadium are in evidence 

/345/.  

 

Oil & Gas. The English are engaged in exploration in two blocks, totalling 

some 1200km2 in L.Tanganyika’s northern part. The lake’s geology is viewed 

as an analogy of the tertiary rift system at L.Albert, (N), between DRC and 

Uganda where giant oil discoveries have been made /346/.  

 

General. Belgium leads the way in financial aid and the trio’s (WB and US 

included) contribution is over half the national budget /348/. Burundi has 

been plagued by tribal warfare - Tutsi minority, tall warriors ex-Ethiopia ver-

sus Hutu majority, Bantu people with an agricultural background, since inde-

pendence from Belgium (1962). Roots of the ethnic divide date back to Bel-

gian colonialists’ differentiation between peoples /349/. The worst phase was 

1994 – 2007; since then Burundi is on the road to recovery : but poor infra-

structure, import restrictions, corruption at the customs, inadequate adminis-

trative capacity add to the cost of trade. Commercial banks (2 nos.) are dom-

inated by the state; difficult availability of long-term capital and an undevel-

oped payment system mark Burundi’s mercantile air. French, Swahili are the 

official languages. /347/.  

 

Land Review. Finances of the state utilities concern are expected to multiply 

as the customer base builds up, and fund over two-thirds of capital outlays to 

the power sector. Mining and O & G sector’s envisaged spurts in incomes 
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would also chip in. The government may also be able to draw on long-term 

loans from foreign agencies. Tapping of the vast peat and water resources is 

projected for the future and free flow of FDI is encouraged.  
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2.5.5  TANZANIA 
 

Agriculture. The low land 1424km coastal strip receives good rain. Vast inte-

rior plateau, average elev. 1200m, is cut in two by Great Rift Valley’s W. 

Branch (containing L. Tanganyika) and E. Branch (150m below the plateau); 

the plateau doesn’t receive much rain. Lake Victoria offers water for irrigation. 

Forest + woodlands total 3350km2. Under 5% of the land is cultivated due to 

topography and climate. Agro-potential awaits development including cloves 

ex-Zanzibar (“Spice Is.”) /350/. Potential fish yield from natural waters is 

730000 t/a; Zanzibar also shows potential here. 

 

Hydroelectricity. Capacity estimates been put at 3800 MW. 55 nos., isolated 

and mini-hydel generators (23 MW) serve areas unconnected to the grid. 

2100 MW’s project is on the anvil for Rufiji River’s (SW of capital, Dar es Sa-

laam) full capacity realization by 2017. /351//365/.  

 

Oil & Gas. NG is sold by SONGAS - an alliance of Tanzania’s Petroleum 

Development Corp., and Bermuda’s Globeleq. It powers 190 MW from Son-

go Songo Is., off Dar Es Salaam. 57G m3 (2T ft3) of proven NG deposits in 

Mnazi Bay (SE). SONGAS processing cap. = 4M m3 (2010) /3/. Outputs av-

eraged 780M m3/a (2010) /372/, and in the following year, 850M m3/a (30G 

ft3) /368/. Songo Songo’s production potential, per Key Petroleum, Australia, 

is 735M bbl /352/. Recent oil discoveries in the Lake Albert (Uganda) have 

precipitated the search in Tanzania’s Rift Valley (W. Branch). 

 

Mining. The sector’s 2.3% share to GDP (2009) is endeavoured to be raised 

to 10% (2025). Bulk of the income is from Au, diamonds, the former’s output 

being third after RSA, Ghana. Tanzania Gold Mining Company - African Ea-

gle Resources’s Igurumbi Project (2009) is of significance. Au-deposits of 

700000 oz and major Ni-discovery in Dutwa in N. (2008), at 1.1% Ni and 

0.034% Co /353/. High Au-prices boost the budget and new laws are in force 

cutting down tax-breaks, raising royalties, etc., for mining concerns /354/. 

 

Present total capacity in cement = 3.75M t/a, from four works, and expected 

to reach 8.65M t/a (2015); exports are envisaged to non-producers Rwanda, 
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Burundi, DRC /355/. Coal reserves of 1.5G t (SW), and the only colliery’s 

current output is 35000 t/a /366/.  

 

Infrastructure. The public sector enterprise handling electricity is Tanzania 

Electric Supply Corporation (TANESCO). The government plans to supple-

ment drought prone hydel by thermal power. Presently, it accounts for some 

10% of total installed capacity /356/. The Ngaba Basin (SW) is said to con-

tain up to 1G t of high quality thermal coal and is expected by Tancoal Ener-

gy Ltd., to leave 2-3M t/a for export, after domestic requirements been met 

/357/. TANESCO, under the Mines, Energy & Minerals Ministry, seeks $1.6 

billion to beef up the ailing power structure, under a 5-Year Project that 

would add a HVP-line of 132kV, 134km + new distribution stations, also 

60000 credit meters’ replacement by pre-paid ones, and installation of solid 

state meters. Present grid supply is 595 MW, demand is 787 MW; demand 

estimate (2014) is 1331 MW. 3 major growth centers of Kilimanjaro, Dar es 

Salaam, Arusha are focussed on by the government /358/. FDI into the coun-

try has been blocked by Dar es Salaam port’s inadequacy - thus 30% of 

business has been lost to Mombasa and Beira. Under the Tanzania Master 

Plan, expansion projects are underway for Tanzanian ports, mostly funded 

by World Bank /359/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Daily solar radiation = 4.6 kWh / m2, and this 

shows a large solar PV-technology potential. Plenty of solar appliances are 

coming in from RSA, Kenya /360/. Consistently strong winds in Tanzania’s 

Rift Valley are expected to open up the wind sector in the mountain plateau 

running from Ethiopia to Malawi and Mozambique /361/. First commercial 

wind farm in Sub-Saharan Africa is established in Tanzania with an output of 

500 MW (2011).  

 

Geothermal potential is 650 MW (2009). At least 15 nos. of hot springs exist 

with THOH > 40ºC /362/. 

 

Biomass’s usage as charcoal, firewood predominates. The ≈ 1600ha (4000 

acre) sugarcane farm, SEKAB Bioenergy is to output ethanol in the coastal 

region /363/. UNIDO projects for mini-grids is envisaged throughout the East 
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African coast for biogas plants and expansions to develop the biogas for ve-

hicles and domestic piped fuel. The overall output from ten factories has 

been 10 MW (2010) /364/. 

 

General. Through modern history, control of Tanzania has revolved between 

Germans and the English, the final stint of colonial rule being by the latter in 

the aftermath of WWI. This continued till independence (1961). The national 

language is Swahili. Tanzania’s industrial sector remains one of the smallest 

in Africa, due to paucity of water and power supply. FDI is being encouraged 

by the government but a hostile bureaucracy comes in the way of many an 

entrepreneur. A democratic set up is in place with elections every five years 

and a president at the head of the republic. 

 

Land Review. Plans are afoot for tapping the great RES potential as also for 

substitution of drought prone hydel by thermal power source. Industrial 

growth is dependent on restructuring of the rickety infrastructure including 

the utilities’ sector. O & G, mining potential once come to the fore could 

change the face of the country. 
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2.6 SOUTHERN AFRICA 
 

2.6.1 ANGOLA 
 

General. A 14-year war of independence against Portugal lasted till 1975, 

followed by nearly 3 decades of civil strife that ended, 2002. Luanda is a 

hard place for any visitor even after finally landing a visa. Hotels @ $500/- 

p.d., guest-houses half that rate. Food is dear - a hamburger is $13, juice, $5. 

No taxis; car rent @$500/- p.d. Portuguese language is a necessity. Credit 

cards are rarely accepted. Complex traffic jams due to infrastructure works 

are the order of the day /369/.  

 

Oil & Gas. Vast offshore and less of onshore oil reserves’ estimate at 13G 

bbl, was one of the few items drawing investment during the civil war. Pro-

duction averages 2M bbl/d now - sub-Saharan Africa’s largest after Nigeria’s. 

Most of the NG is vented / flared. SONANGOL is the state oil concern that 

manages production, distribution. As regards PRC’s oil imports, Angola 

shares the stage with Saudi Arabia, Iran. Refining capacity (2012) = 40000 

bbl/d. /372/. 

 

Mining. All activities relating to diamonds are with a special state agency and 

Endiama, a governmental diamond company that partners all such ventures. 

Catoca Mines hold 271M tores containing 190M carats (2005). Kimberlite de-

posits (NW) hold 210M m3 at grade, 0.111 ct / m3, containing 23M cts (2004). 

Kimberlite (NE) projects hold good scope and mines’ expansions are under-

way. Artisanal production accounting for one-third of the total is also licensed 

by Endiama. Most of the gold deposits in Cabinda Province and in Cassinga 

(S), as also U in the former region. Salt (2004) at 30000 t; marble 100000 m3; 

black granite 1.5M m3; quartz, Mn scattered throughout the land; Fe is under 

state-owned FERRANGOL; estimated output cap. at 2M tore p.a. Fe-mining is 

to resume at the earliest (per the Min. of Geology & Mines) /375/. Phosphate 

deposits estimated at 150M t in the Cabinda and Zaire Provinces. Norsk Hy-

dro’s 600000 t/a Al-Smelter’s power demand is 1635 MW /371/. 
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Hydroelectricity. Large rivers coursing through Angola promise a hydel po-

tential of 18000 MW, and technical studies have been done by the Energy 

Ministry and Furnas Centrais Electricas (Brazil). Russia is also working on 

increasing the hydel capacity that would power the diamond mines where too 

their projects in progress. The 520 MW Capanda Dam on the Kwanza is ex-

pected to meet Angola’s power need over the next 2 decades /372/. Other 

projects (on the Namibian front) : 360 MW Baynes Stn., & 60 MW Gore Sta-

tion. 

 

Agriculture. Arable land = 2.65%. Once a major coffee exporter, expected to 

recover still. Good fish potential - with WB assistance, a Fishery Develop-

ment Fund has been set up and feasibility studies are in progress /373/. 

Considerable forest potential (in the north is found mahogany, sandalwood, 

ebony, rosewood, eucalyptus, pine); cypress plantations are getting rehabili-

tated. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. UNDP’s projects for Okavango River Basin, 

Benguala Current Ecosystems’ protection are on /378/. Insolation = 6 

kWh/m2/d /375/. Clarity (on a scale of 0 to 1) = 0.6. Wind velocity = 3.2 to 4.8 

m.s-1 /375/ and SW Namibe Province’s Tiger Bay and Tombwe District show 

potential /377/ to attain 5000 MW (by 2016) /381/. Angola’s vast non-forest 

agro-lands can support energy crops. A particular study selected 10614km2 

as being suitable for sugarcane cultivation /378/. Peatlands to the tune of 

some 520000ha exist as (i) permanent swamps along the Cuanza’s upper 

reaches and tributaries (ii) strips of swamp forest along all rivers flowing into 

Zaire Basin near Luanda Province (iii) coastal mangroves upto Lobito (S) 

/379/. It is estimated that even after all the food, fuelwood, etc., needs have 

been fulfilled, there will be vast lands for fuel crop cultivation and an export 

potential of oil-equivalent of 2.7M bbl/d that would make it a ‘bio superpower’ 

around y.2050 /380/. 

 

Infrastructure. Angola relies on international lines of credit for infrastructure 

projects with PRC leading the way. Repayments in oil. Brazil and Portugal 

are the other big creditors. 
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Installed thermal capacity (2008) = 1157 MW. The relative cost of gas vs. 

hydel is under consideration. The 3 separate N, S, C grids are to get inter-

connected.; also interconnection with DRC’s Inga III is hoped for ultimately. 

President Santos, a petroleum engineer, aims to develop the power infra-

structure. Empera Nacional de Electricidade (ENE) is under restructuring to 

reduce technical and non-technical losses that are running into 30% /376/.  

 

There are few skilled locals; corruption, nepotism is rampant. Eduardo dos 

Santos - an autocratic yet popular leader, has been in power the past 30 

years. His MPLA party is wedded to a market economy. Luanda port is un-

dergoing modernization partly through increase in the cost of container stor-

age. Faced with financial depression in their homeland and downturn in con-

struction activity elsewhere in EU - a mainstay of Portuguese workers, they 

along with compatriot professionals are fleeing to Angola on long-term visas 

(2007 & 2008, the numbers came to some 24000). The starting rate for a 

banking / engineering job is $2000 – 5000 p.m., as compared to $1000/- in 

Portugal /369/. 

 

Land Review. Beef up of the power infrastructure backed by hydel / thermal / 

RES-sources and abundant O & G resources could change the face of An-

gola. The soil, climate and topography favour the increase of arable land ar-

ea. Most of the country awaits surveying; liberalized mining regulations grant 

concession to foreign and national companies for exploration and production 

ex-vast reserves of Au / diamonds / phosphates / granite / quartz / Fe / Al / U. 
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2.6.2 MOZAMBIQUE 
 

General. By 1570, Portugal had control of the Arab Sultanate on the East Af-

rican coast. Uprising against Portuguese rule arose (1964-1975). A thriving 

multi-party democracy has taken root post civil war (s. 1992) /382/. The rand, 

USD, euro is used in business transactions. Mozambique is a member of the 

S. African Development Community (SADC), and shows a ‘blistering pace of 

economic growth’ - in World Bank’s terms (2007). The Mozal Aluminium Pro-

ject has boosted the state’s reputation and foreign business investment is 

pouring into the Ti / gas / forest / coal sectors. A damper is however thrown 

by Mozambique’s poor business traditions.  

 

Infrastructure. Energy generation capacity through a mix of non-conventional 

and hydel sources (2009) = 16000 MW. The state grid reaches only 14% of 

the populace and service extensions through the solar medium (global radia-

tion average of 5.7 kWh / m2 / d) are planned /389/. This potential falls (S to 

N) due to increased rainfall regime. A decrease is also noted from the interior 

to the coastline. Geo-thermal sources are spread out through the land (N & 

C hold the most promise) /390/. Bioenergy resources are aplenty and include 

some forested areas (NE to SE) in the southern tip /396/. A 2800km coast-

line and seasonal trade winds offer a potential that is yet untapped - 0.3 MW 

cap. (2010) in the Praia da Rocha wind farm just below the Equator /392/. 

The state power utility, Electicidade de Mocambique (EDM) is a minor share 

holder in projects with IPP’s to the tune of > 6000 MW through coal / NG-

fired stations and hydel plants - all now under pre-feasibility studies. The ul-

timate aim is to export power to the power-starved RSA /383/. SASOL is on 

the Moambi Combined Power Station as gas concessionaire – cum - suppli-

er (commissioning, 2013). The coal-fired Moatize and Benga total 4400 MW. 

In Prime Minister B. Ali’s words, “If we have good roads and communications, 

it will be easier to improve agriculture. Our dream is to connect our country N 

to S.” /389/. The Nacala Special Economic Zone is drawing $80M for fuel, 

agro-industrialization. Deep water ports and rail links to the sea for Zambia, 

Malawi are on the anvil. Beluluane Free Zone of 700ha, is sited in Maputo 

Corridor link to RSA, Swaziland, and just 20km from the capital, Maputo. 

Mozambique aims to develop its three ports as alternatives to Dar es Salaam, 
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Mombasa. The new port near Matutine (S) would distribute fuel from the 

nearly 350000 bbl/d refinery and handle coal exports ex-Botswana / RSA, 

too /385/. Vale that is handling the enormous Tete (N) Al-projects, is involved 

in port and transport infrastructure to Beira and Nacala. The Moatize – Naca-

la rail link is through EU-funding (2015). 

 

Oil & Gas. Department of Mining Resources & Energy regulates the industry. 

The Americans announced, 2010-2011, the first major hydrocarbon offshore 

discoveries of East Africa of NG in high quality reservoir sands. NG-reserves 

onshore, in 3 fields, are 85G m3 + 283M m3. Control of the upstream industry 

is with Empresa Nacional de Hydrocarbonats de Mocambique (ENH). The 

downstream industry is small, beefed up by imports ex-RSA. Marketing and 

distribution is by the state-run PETROMOC. A gas pipeline to RSA is under 

negotiation between ENH, SASOL, ENRON. There is at present, no com-

mercial production. Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique are planning a 10000 

bbl/d refinery in Mozambique, the project financed by Iran /386/. Mozam-

bique is well placed geographically vis-à-vis gas demand centers (South 

Asia, PRC, Japan, Koreas) /388/. 

 

Mining. Moatize holds 2.4M tcoal (coking and thermal). Great demand for the 

former grade by steel companies and latter by Asian power plants. Vale’s 

Moatize project is expected to yield 11M t/a, thus becoming the continent’s 

2nd largest producer after RSA. 4G t of coal reserves (Benga) & 1.7G t 

(Zambeze) - Australians’ estimate; explorations by 2012; JV with Tata Steel 

(Ind.). Barging the coal down the Zambezi is not favoured by the government 

for environmental reasons, railways the favoured mode to reach the ports for 

shipment to India and Brazil (the main markets) /393/.  

 

Hydroelectricity. Cahora Bassa N. Bank Power (1250 MW) is Africa’s second 

largest dam, and is wholly underground, 120km NW of Tete. Some 60 nos., 

hydel projects have been identified (N) and along R. Zambezi, of which Lurio 

(120 MW) in Cabo Delgado (NE) is considered vital for the N. Grid /388/. 

PRC’s works are the 1500 MW Mphanda (R. Zambezi) and Boa Maria 

(R.Pungwe) /387/.  
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Agriculture. ¾th of the populace is into the ‘small axe’ (low productivity agri-

culture). Zambezi valley offers enormous agro-opportunity. Development of 

bio-energy and power exports of bio-diesel are envisaged through jatropha 

conversion. Also the long ocean coast line shows marine product potential. 

The green revolution is still not in evidence in Africa. Mozambique seems to 

have all the ingredients for such a revolution for the climate favours multiple 

grain farming and the land is fertile. State interest in bailing out the small 

farmer is lacking however. Chinese logging interests in the NE forests have 

given the locals a means to better their livelihood in an instant when they 

have had to cool their heels for the politicians to lift them out of the morass of 

their perpetual state of poverty. The illegal loggers who serve the Chinese 

are said to funnel their incomes (in a Robin Hood tradition) into betterment of 

the countryside. The Chinese have thus succeeded where decades of west-

ern aid has failed /388/.  

 

Land Review. The economy so far has rested on aluminium exports, but the 

unused forest lands, long ocean coast line, collieries, O & G hold great po-

tential. Infrastructural development that has: been set in motion by the gov-

ernment should culminate in enhanced productivity and power exports. The 

strategic proximity to RSA enhances Mozambique’s export potential in gen-

eral.  
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2.6.3 ZAMBIA 
 

Mining. ¾th of Zambia’s exports are based upon its Cu - but only 2½% of the 

metal’s export value stays with Zambia; per O. Lundstol, the Economics 

Counsellor, Norwegian Embassy in Lusaka, a minuscule value compared to 

Chile’s corresponding 50%; Chile, Botswana are the exceptions among third 

world states. Reason is that mining organizations in many countries receive 

sizeable tax relief. Some are able to skirt taxation through secret agreements 

with the government of the day, Zambia is beginning to focus on alleviating 

taxation /394/. Combined Cu-Co resources in operating mines exceed 2G t; 

delineations for exploitation are on following privatization of the industry. At-

tractive targets for exploration abound eg. Au-U-Co in the Domes region 

(NW), Au-U-Cu lodes within lower Katanga sequences, and with same po-

tential in NE. Gold is in the central parts and to a lesser extent in the east. 

Metals’ potential. Zn / Pb : Kabwa (C) and NW of Mumbra. Fe-ore : Lower 

Katanga and 80kms. E of Lusaka. Sn : NE. Alluvial diamonds : (W). Emer-

alds, gemstones : Ndoha /395/. Ni : PRC-owned Munali Mine, 1.2M t/a (2012) 

/396/. Pt : a big component of latter and of the high grades /397/. U : 

Kawanga Project (o/p 2015); currently feasibility studies are in progress for 

Njame and Gwabe deposits /398/. 

Coal. 20M t of proven reserves of a high-ash, sub-bituminous variety 

near L. Kariba in the mid-Zambezi Rift Valley; also thin seam findings in Ba-

rotse Basin (W) /412/. Current output from Maamba, the sole colliery, is 

400000 t/a (2013) /414/.  

Hydroelectricity. Extensive river systems criss-cross the land and Integrated 

Water Resources Plan (2004) under Ministry of Energy & Water Develop-

ment has been enacted for sustainable management of water resources. 

The Central African Power Corp. (CAPC), is jointly under Zambia, Zimbabwe 

for the exploitation of hydel potential of Kariba Complex and any future dams 

on the Zambezi (Lake Kariba catchment area is of several million km2., 300 

km long). CAPC is resposnsible for bulk power sales in Zambia and genera-

tion costs at Katve and Victoria Falls Stations. The Zambezi results in the 

Victoria Falls that ends up in L.Kariba. CAPC operates 330-kV transmission 
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system ex-Kariba into Zambia’s, Zimbabwe’s networks. Zambia Electric 

Supply Co. Ltd. (ZESCO) has contracted with Electricité de France to reha-

bilitate the Victorial Falls hydel works. Also small stations’ development (E, 

W, NW) is on the anvil. Lake Katve Gorge Station and Kariba N. Bank Sta-

tion Extension, are the work of PRC /399/. 

Infrastructure. ZESCO, in-charge of generation, transmission, distribution of 

power, is now a private entity. Zambia’s installed capacity amounts to some 

2500 MW, of which 705 MW is ex-Kariba facility. Kenya, Tanzania are to get 

access to Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) through the 696km link line 

as well as fiber optic tele-communications cables at the transmission towers 

- but this will cost dear to over half of Tanzania’s populace. A 200 km, 123-

kV transmission line ex-Victoria Falls to Namibia by AfDB, Development 

Bank of Southern Africa, is on the anvil (by which W. Zambia will also bene-

fit). A WB project is on to electrify 50% of rural areas (by 2015), and Siemens 

project to rehabilitate Lusaka’s power distribution center /400/. Zambia is the 

first African country to manufacture mobile telephones.  

Rail link to Dar es Salaam built by PRC has reduced the dependence on 

lines to RSA, Angola. Although none of the major urban centers are sited on 

waterways nor navigable rivers - 2250km of these, as well as lakes and 

channels through swamps serve rural Zambia /401/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Electricity Maintenance Lusaka Ltd. is one of 

the major players of Zambia’s solar industry (for solar panels) /401/. The ac-

cent is on sorghum biofuel development - enjoys an advantage over sugar-

cane in alcohol production as the former is cheaper to produce. Eastwards of 

L. Kariba is the Rift Valley and therein potential for RES and agriculture. But 

Zambia does not have bio-refining facility /408/. The Zambia Biofuel Associa-

tion has been lobbying the state for incentives. Biodiesel ex-jatropha is under 

development, and 184420ha available for the same by 2015. 66% of the 

landmass is forest and of that 26% for agro-fuels /408/. 

Aeolian energy is scattered (av. 2½ m/s) and unsuitable for power genera-

tion purposes; specific areas (W) show 6 m/s, where charting is awaited 

/413/. 
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Agriculture. ¾th of the country is covered by Zambezi Basin, and by Congo 

Basin (N). A small area (NE) is part of L. Rukwa Basin. Flat plains (N) expe-

rience floods for half of the year. Tobacco, cotton are exported. Poor road in-

frastructure affects marketing of the produce /404/. Drought tolerant food 

crops as sweet potato are being promoted in place of maize by ZARI /410/. 

Sugar exports to EU are expected to rise after WTO pressures on EU. Ex-

pansion of cane lands and server canals is being undertaken by the largest 

manufacturer, Zambia Sugar Plc /406/. Kasama Sugar Factory’s expansion 

will bring the production to 10000 t (2013) /412/. National forest cover is 

some 45M ha; eucalyptus, pine plantations’ development has been under-

way since 1963 when the State started investing heavily in establishing for-

est plantations. Substantial amounts of timber have matured since, timber 

mills are getting privatized /408/. The fish produce exceeds 1000 t/a. 

 

Oil & Gas. The sole oil refinery, Indeni, with approximate cap. 24000 bbl/d, 

commissioned 1973, is in the public sector. The Tanzania oil pipeline goes 

from Dar Es Salaam to Ndola (NW Zambia). /410/. 

 

General. The British South African Company, under Cecil Rhodes obtained 

mineral rights to the area (1888). Northern Rhodesia’s independence of UK 

(1964). Kenneth Kaunda was Zambia’s president (1964-91) a charismatic 

leader on the world stage with own brand of socialism /416/. The economy 

stabilized during 2000’s due to FDI’s in the mining sector and world Cu-

prices. The government is now diversifying the economy to provide an alter-

native to copper exports /409/.  

  

Land Review. Enormous potential of the metals, coal sectors. Power, road 

infrastructures with links to neighbouring states is under construction, as also 

tapping of RES. Agro-outputs’ expansions / diversifications, and timber farm-

ing are in progress. 
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2.6.4 ZIMBABWE 
 

General. The country was administered by the British South Africa Compa-

ny’s Cecil Rhodes during the 19th century and thence by the Crown’s British 

Colonial Office (1924). The colony of Southern Rhodesia under Ian Smith, 

broke away from Britain (1965). It was named Zimbabwe (1980) and total in-

dependence was declared, with Robert Mugabe as the president. Until early 

2009, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe routinely printed notes to fund the budget 

deficit, causing hyperinflation, but an year hence, political improvements 

were propelling growth /415/. Mugabe’s aim of using PRC as a counter-

weight to the traditional Anglo-American stranglehold on the economy has 

resulted in soft loans by the Chinese for economic development. 

 

Infrastructure. The energy sector traditionally accounted for 15% of GDP 

through excise duties on liquid fuels. Biomass accounts for over half the en-

ergy used, while coal and electricity, 13% & 12% respectively. Vast reserves 

of coal bed methane remain still in the planning sector. Bituminous coal re-

serves are 30G t in 21 nos. deposits and total reserves would last over 200 

years at production rates of 5M t/a. Liquid fuels are imported from Arabia, in 

refined form.  

 

Electricity generation and exports (2007) came to be 8.89G kWh & 32M kWh 

resp. Local electricity generation is from Hwange Thermal Station (920 MW); 

Kariba Hydel Station on the Zambezi (600 MW); 3 x Harare Thermal Stations 

(135 MW); Bulawayo (120 MW); Munyati (120 MW). PRC is active in the 

power plants sector, mainly to boost the generating capacity to around 5000 

MW; eg. in Hwange’s plant that is currently 200 MW short of its full capacity. 

 

PRC is dualizing the trunk road link to Zambia and rehabilitating the rail line 

there. President Mugabe’s worsened relations with the west and Britain in 

particular, over time, has been compensated by PRC’s multi-million euros’ 

investment in railway lines’ modernization eg. high speed line connecting Bu-

lawayo with Harare. In general, Zimbabwe has good rail / road network. /416/. 
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Renewable Energy Resources. Biomass reserves are as : fuelwood (8.4M 

ha); timber (12.1M ha); non-productive (14.2M ha). RES technology potential 

is as : solar PV (> 300 MW); biogas (5000 units); bagasse based cogenera-

tion (150 MW); sawdust power generation (250 MW). Insolation p.a. ≥ 2000 

kWh / m2. PRC’s solar power projects : 2 nos. Biogas digesters of the Chi-

nese and Taiwanese type are sited in rural dwellings, industries, schools, etc. 

Only a small share of the gas produced is used for digester’s pre-heating 

and a large part is vented out as biogas plus methane. Two sugar works (S) 

produce bagasse, but generation capacity can augment through better tech-

nology. Sawmill dust (50 PJ.a-1) has potential given that the mills concentrat-

ed in one part of the country with vast tree plantations (E). Saw-mill bri-

quetting technology and gasification process are in the testing stages still. 

These however demand continuous feed of raw matter, implying centralized 

output of waste from plantations./417/ 

 

Mini-, micro-hydel potential (E) amounting to 20 MW & 15 MW respectively, 

is due to the terrain and rainfall patterns. Zimbabwe is a land-locked state 

with no wind energy resources vis-à-vis states with long coastlines and flat 

landscapes. The highest speeds (3 m/s.) are found near the eastern high-

lands (Harare, Bulawayo) at +10m MSL, implying a limited application (bat-

tery charging, pumping water mills, etc.). /417/. 

 

Agriculture. Zimbabwe’s forests yield valuable hardwood (teak, mahogany). 

The country comprises mostly high plateau with higher central plateau, 

mountains (E), the Zambezi forms the border with Zambia. Once known as 

southern Africa’s bread basket, agro-production has dipped considerably due 

to spells of drought followed by flooding and lack of investments in the sector. 

/418/.  

 

Mining. Zimbabwe’s mining consists of medium / small scale in Au / chromite 

/ base metals / coal. Proven reserves = 266.5M t and probable grading 3.31 

g.t-1 of Pt + Pd + Rh + Au & Ni, Co, Cu (2005). Ores’ production = 2.2M t/a 

(2006). The Great Dyke’s (a 450km long and 11km wide belt through Central 

Zimbabwe) Pt-potential has long been recognized. Total proven and proba-

ble reserves at Ngezi are 228.4M t grading : 1.64g (Pt) / t, 1.28g(Pd) / t, 
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0.14g(Rh) / t, 0.26g(Au) / t (2009). These lie 20 – 50m below the surface. 

Two new underground mines and a 1½M t/a concentrator, 715 staff quarters 

complete the circuit here. Projected output for 2011 : 180000 ounces of Pt in 

matte /424/. Vast coal reserves (NW, S). Wankie Coliery is the sole producer, 

av. output ( 2005-2010) was 2.4M t/a. However the grade is unsuitable for 

metallurgical purposes and has to be imported from RSA. Coalbed methane 

discovered in NW could be an alternate future power source /420/. 

 

Land Review. Coal, coal bed CH4, bio-energy reserves. A vast array of valu-

able metals beckon many an investor. The transport infrastructure is in better 

condition than in many other states of the continent. A sick agro-sector 

awaits uplifting.  
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2.6.5  NAMIBIA 
 

Infrastructure. The nearly 2400km railway network was established under 

Kaiser Wilhelm II’s rule and the rails are narrow-gauge. The central plateau 

serves as transport corridor from the north to RSA. Namibia is a member of 

the South African Customs Union. Namibia’s paved roads total 7800km, and 

4600km of tarred highways link the economy-intensive centres and neigh-

bouring countries. /421/.  

 

Around half of the power is imported ex-RSA. But the latter’s energy crunch 

has prompted new avenues. Current supplies ex-Ruacana Hydel Stn. on 

Kunene River (249 MW); Van Eck Coal Stn. (120 MW); HFO Paratus Stn. 

(24 MW), a diesel power station is to be built by the national power utility, 

NamPower at this site. Epupa Dam Project (400 MW) along the Kunene Riv-

er is on the anvil. Also a coal station is coming up at Walvis Bay /431/. Mod-

ernization of the two ports - Walvis Bay (the only deep water port) and Lü-

dentz (the fishing harbour) are on the anvil. /421/ 

 

Mining. Namibia’s biggest U-mine (of low grade), Roessing, the world’s 3rd 

largest and under the Namibia Atomic Energy Board, has great energy po-

tential.. Life extn. (till 2016) to continue to produce 3400 tU p.a. Namibia’s U-

reserves are the world’s 5th largest. The state is committed to electricity sup-

plies from nuclear power (by 2018), more so as all the mines are sited near 

each other in the Erongo region /422/. Diamonds account for ¾th of minerals 

exports. The Mining Charter (2009) has changed the sector in that the num-

ber of small-/medium-scale enterprises has increased with growth in local 

ownership. The sites are in Namibia’s coastal deserts /428/. Coal potential 

has been detailed in Aranos Basin, in situ resources, ≈ 350Mt metallurgical 

grade high quality coal at depths of 300m, is the country’s largest deposit. 

Presently there is no production and necessary imports are from RSA /426/. 

 

Oil & Gas. 5G bbl off Lűdentz and 0.24T m3 (8.4T ft3) in Orange Basin (of 

this, ≈34% Kudu’s). The oil mix is from the same source rocks as on the Bra-

zilian side of the Atlantic. A well established downstream industry, treated as 

an extension of the S.African system, with industry data coordinated by Cal-
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tex South Africa. National Petroleum Corp. of Namibia (NAMCOR), is regu-

lated by the Mines & Energy Ministry /424/. Namibia - Angola border’s off-

shore deposits are under SONANGOL. Namibia’s plans are for piping the 

Kudu gas to its southernmost town, Orajemund, as also to build an 800 MW 

power plant. 

 

Agriculture. An arid country sandwiched between two deserts and prone to 

floods and droughts. Only the northern parts and Tsumeb-Otavi-Grootfontein 

ground water aquifer have enough water. Access is available to only 3 

ephemeral rivers - Zambezi, Kavango, Kunene - with its largest inland dams 

susceptible to high evaporations @3260 mm/a. National Water Policy aims 

towards desalination of sea water, search for new water sources and exploi-

tation of the perennial rivers. Irrigation development to increase the produc-

tion of sorghum / maize / wheat / mahangu under the Green Scheme. Forest 

management is being implemented - forestry, forest research stations, char-

coal industry with invader bush as raw material (for export to EU). But the 

plan suffers from lack of trained senior staff. Fish has been the 2nd forex 

earner after mining. The lack of technical knowhow has been hampering es-

pecially mid-water trawling fishery. The Fisheries & Marine Resources Minis-

try aims to increase GDP contribution to 6½% (2011) as also the employ-

ment levels of one of the continent’s largest unexploited coastal marine re-

sources. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. The Ministry of Mines & Energy is active in 

this sphere but negative aspect is the cost vis-à-vis conventional sources. 

GTZ GmbH found the following results for wind energy potential : 

 

site       (av.) m / s (energy density) kWh / m2 / a  (parameters) A  k  

Walvis Bay   6.8          3047                  7.73          2.17  

Lűdentz        7.5          4936                  8.4            1.70 

 

Largest wind park size allowed by network configuration is 20 MW (2005) 

/425/.  
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80% of rural households use wood fuel and the state is working on other bi-

omass based materials as substitutes in the industrial sector as well. 9% of 

Namibia is under forest cover (forest swamp and woodlands in the NE) and 

210M tC is in living forest biomass /427//428/. 100 MW worth of geothermal 

power potential is seen north to south; the first plant (2009), an 8 MW one, 

stands just south of Windhoek /429/. Damara (C to S), Kaoko (NW) belts 

hold such potential as well /430/. RES is to contribute up to 20% of the coun-

try’s power generation (by 2020) and the technology is to become viable 

without subsidies. 

 

General. The country was under German rule (1884 to WWI), excepting 

Walvis Bay, which was under England. South Africa, controlled by UK, occu-

pied it in WWI. South West Africa gained independence from South Africa 

(1990). It is the second least populated country in the world, after Mongolia. 

The official language is English. /421/.  

 

Land Review. A country with great minerals (U and diamonds), oil and gas, 

marine products’ potential. RES is being developed as an alternative to other 

energy sources that are getting to be in short supply. The limited water re-

sources’ development is being focussed upon. 
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2.6.6 BOTSWANA 
 

Infrastructure. The main energy source is thermal power (coal fired). Over 

half of the power requirement is outsourced ex-RSA, Zambia. Botswana 

Power Corporation (BPC) falls under the Ministry of Mineral Resources & 

Water Resources. There is no hydroelectric power capacity. The main power 

supplier is the Morupule Power Station (4 x 33 MW), which answers some 

⅓d of Botswana’s requirements. It is in the west, near the Morupule Colliery, 

and its expansion is envisaged. Feasibility studies recommend the installa-

tion of 600 MW of coal power in stages (by 2023) /432/. Under the National 

Development Plan, 90% electrification is set for 2018 /433/. ABB Transmis-

sion & Distribution (RSA) is putting up the power lines. Dikatlong Dam of 

400M m3 capacity at full supply (2012), a PRC project, is near the Botswana 

– Zimbabwe border, and is fed by the Shashe (flowing upstream from the S) 

and the Tati (from the W) rivers /439/. Botswana’s existing dams’ (6 nos.) 

capacity totals ≈548M m3 /439/.  Port facilities are provided by RSA. Road / 

rail links exist to RSA and Zimbabwe, the main trading partners, and a coal 

rail link to Namibia is on the anvil (by 2016) /435/.  

 

Agriculture. Traditionally an agrarian society. Cubango River drains into the 

Okavango Delta and Lake Ngami (NW), forming a huge marshland. Botswa-

na lies entirely within the shallow basin formed by the high lying interior plat-

eau of southern Africa. The Okawango Swamp’s 3000km2 offer peat power 

potential /440/. Cattle farming, subsistence farming are the chief agro-

activities. 6% of the land (E) is suitable for agriculture. Drought conditions 

and lack of proper irrigation facilities place a damper on the sector. 80% is 

under the Kalahari sands. Dry deciduous forests in N, NE /441/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. Average daily solar radiation is an intense 

5.8 kWh / m2. Due to the water’s high salt content, solar water heating is the 

preferred mode despite high capital costs as compared to direct systems. 

Off-grid solar power system: PV panels in the telecom sector’s power re-

peater stations (repeater stns. retransmit after augmenting signals’ power); 

panels considered apt for rugged terrain, the capital and maintenance cost 

working out to be far less vis-à-vis conventional utility line extensions.  All 
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hardware is ex-RSA / USA. Local manufacture is being strived at. ECN, 

SHELL are trying to sell do-it-yourself kits. Biogas digesters, based on Indian 

design, are being tested out. Wind energy is limited (3m/s). Wind mills (235 

nos.) have been set up for pumping water /437/. 

 

Mining. More than half of the government’s revenue is from the mining sector, 

that has overtaken (in 1980) the beef industry as the largest forex earner. 

Diamonds lead in this and the world’s largest gem diamond mine is in Bot-

swana. Ni, Co, soda ash are aplenty; Cu, Ni (NE); Cu, Ag (NW). Coal re-

sources total some 200G t and an annual output that exceeds 1M t is aimed 

at. Power is exported to the power-dry RSA and exports to India, PRC are 

the goal. Coal-to-liquids production is being considered by the private sector. 

Mmamabula 1200 MW integrated power station with coal mine project, bas-

ing on 3G t of reserves is by CIC Energy (Can.). /438/. 

 

General. Botswana has been a stable democracy since the past 4 decades 

and favours FDI (no exchange controls; low rates of taxation). Botswana 

(former Bechuanaland) gained independence from UK (1966). The official 

language is English. The South African Development Community, consisting 

15 member-states in military and economic cooperation, is headquartered in 

the capital, Gaborone.  

 

Land Review. The improved economic performance (mainly the revenue 

from the export of diamonds) has enabled the government to focus on power 

infrastructure (coal, solar) development and the general improvement of liv-

ing standards. Forest and mineral resources stay unexploited for the most 

part. The agro-sector is crippled by drought conditions and poor agro-

engineering.  
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2.6.7 MALAWI 
 

Hydroelectricity. At 285 MW, this is the largest power source. A 128 MW sta-

tion is on R. Lower Shire. This river supports Malawi’s 4 nos., hydel stations 

but power deficit is a common feature due to lower than normal river water 

levels. Inter-connection of electricity grids involving Mozambique is taking 

place and Hydroelectrica de Cahora Bassa (HCB), a JV of Portugal and the 

Mozambiquean ECM is to supply 300 MW. A mini-hydel station of 4½ MW is 

on River Worwe /441/. 

 

Infrastructure. Thermal power sources (diesel, gas based and PV) total 19 

MW. The Electricity Supply Corporation of Malawi (ESCOM), dominates the 

sector. The Malawian infrastructure comprises generation / transmission / 

distribution facilities in the electricity sector; storage facilities for liquid fuels, 

gas. Power transmission is through 132kV, 66kV networks and distribution 

through 33kV, 11kV, 400/230V. The established infrastructures are regulated 

via an institutional framework embodied in Malawi Energy Regulatory Au-

thority (MERA). The 3 key regulatory measures are :  1. issue of tariff and 

energy operators’ effective service; 2. quality of supply and services in the 

demand side; 3. focus on arbitration between customer and service provider 

and licensing of service providers /442/.  

Most of the foreign trade is conducted via Salima, on Lake Nyasa, connected 

by rail with Mozambique’s Nacala port /443/. 

 

Agriculture. About 20% of the total area is covered by Lake Nyasa, several 

rivers flowing into it from W; Shire River (a tributary of the Zambezi) drains it 

in S. The lake and the Shire lie below the Rift Valley; the rest of Malawi is a 

plateau averaging 762 – 1372m, reaching 2440m (N) and 3050m (S). Agro-

industry is limited to the processing of tobacco, sugar, tea and timber. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. The Mines, Natural Resources & Environ-

mental Affairs Ministry’s Department of Energy offers investment opportuni-

ties in RES / coal / biomass / liquid fuels / electricity. Over ⅓d of biomass re-

sources are from agro-, and industrial residues. Agro-residues do not impact 

deforestation, the impact being from woods on customary lands for charcoal 
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production as well as firewood. The latter energy source exceeds 90% and 

50000 – 70000ha/a of forest destruction occurs.  The local RES’s fuel indus-

try is being boosted by UNDP’s ethanol based stoves. With regard to other 

RES, solar energy potential is considerable; the existence of hot springs 

forebodes geothermal energy potential; wind speeds are inadequate for 

power generation on a large scale and the only application may be in pump-

ing water. 

 

Mining. Estimated coal reserves are 20M tonnes; probable reserves, 750M t. 

The single coal mining company’s target output is 5000 t/m /444/. About ¾th 

of the coal requirements is imported. Unexplored deposits of bauxite / coal / 

uranium abound - latter’s huge deposits (N) /443/. 

 

Oil & Gas. There is no oil refinery in Malawi, hence 90% of its needs are im-

ported and the balance is made up by local manufacture. Ethanol for blend-

ing with petrol is as 10 : 90 - legislation is lacking to make the blend manda-

tory. If ethanol production were to run at its current full capacity, 18M liters, 

that equates to ≈7% of the total liquid fuels market, could be produced. 

 

General. The Maravi Kingdom conquered parts of modern day Mozambique 

and Zimbabwe in the 18th century but could not sustain the rule due to inter-

nal rivalries. David Livingstone visited (1859) and drew attention to the slave 

trade flourishing there. Cecil Rhodes, seeing the threat of Portuguese an-

nexation, got an English Consul to the place (1883). During the time, the 

English established coffee estates. The Federation of Rhodesia & Nyasaland 

formed (1953) was opposed by Nyasa Africans fearing the percolation of 

Southern Rhodesia’s racist policies. Nyasaland became independent as Ma-

lawi (1964). Hastings Banda was the first head of an independent black Afri-

can state to visit RSA (1971). Malawi enjoyed economic prosperity due to 

foreign investment (1970’s) but fell upon bad times with drought, political in-

stability, etc. The official language is English. Capital and largest city is 

Llongwe. Blantyre is considered the commercial capital of Malawi. 

 

Land Review. The largest source of power, hydel, is threatened by drought 

conditions and alternatives (biomass / coal / geothermal / solar) are under 
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development. Large unexplored reserves of coal / bauxite / uranium. The 

agro-sector with some potential is still weak due to lack of adequate invest-

ment.  
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2.6.8 MADAGASCAR 
 

Infrastructure. The government’s Madagascar Action Plan (MAP), for 2007-

2012, plans an overhaul of the island’s infrastructure. The decrepit road sys-

tem is under repair; eg. roads to mining projects by international companies 

as Rio Tinte, and the works extend to a deep sea port at Fort Dauphin. Toa-

masina and Mahajanga are the main ports. A limited rail network and rail-

ways under the private operator, Madarail (s. 2003) are funded by WB, EIB. 

The state power concern, Jirama’s restructuring is on the anvil. A German 

consultant has replaced the top management (2005), and power outages 

have subsided. IPP’s entry into the sector is being encouraged under MAP. 

There is no single power grid; low to middle voltage transmission lines are 

being worked on. /445/. 

 

Hydroelectricity. 4 rivers are being tapped for hydroelectric power. The po-

tential is ≈ 7800 MW. Hydel stations are cheaper to build than traditional 

power plants /448/. 

 

Renewable Energy Resources. MAP’s aim is to get 70% of the energy from 

RES (2020). Biomass potential is to be increased through the growth of 

jatropha trees on marginal land. Hybrid RE-system consists of wind turbine 

and generator combine by the Dutch. The Wind Factory B.V.’s sites (medium 

size, 80 – 250kW grid-connected hybrids along E, S coasts with wind speeds 

of 7 – 9 m.s-1 and in several inland sites with v = 4 – 6 m.s-1). The N & S of 

the island experience strong winds of v = 7 – 9 m.s-1 /446//450/. Thermal 

springs in the Antsirabe area (C) that bear waters at 75 - 152C, indicate 

low to medium geothermal potential, but the possibility of mixing and re-

equilibrium at lower, near surface temperatures awaits evaluation /451/. 

 

Oil & Gas. Madagascar is home to the Bemolanga oil sands, one of the 

word’s largest undeveloped bitumen reserves (equiv. 1.2G bbl oil - for refer-

ence purposes, the bitumen content about half that of Canadian tar sands) 

/453/, and TOTAL, Madagascar Oil (US) are developing the same - the latter 

producing from a heavy oil site in Tsimiroro (≈2G bbl estimated therein), and 

requiring costly steam injection for extraction /454/. 
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Mining. Bureau du Cadastre Minier de Madagascar (BCCM), serves out the 

mining regulations. Madagascar is the world’s tenth largest chromite produc-

er (chemical and metallurgical grades). Mica, high grade flake graphite are 

exported. Ilmenite is to be shipped to Quebec to get TiO2. The island’s metal 

deposits include : Fe-ore 910M t; Ni 168M t; bauxite in the SE, 300M t. Dia-

monds exploration is on in the C & N parts. Pt group elements are also under 

exploration /447/. 100M t of good quality coal is estimated (SW) but poor re-

gional infrastructure is a deterrent factor /457/. Minerals exploration is in full 

swing by leading Canadian / Australian / RSA concerns. Animal, vegetable 

or mineral ? Madagascar is known for its unique flora and fauna but the min-

ing sector is now the magnet for FDI. The raw material hungry Asian giants 

have boosted the prices of minerals, metals and the island state is the bene-

ficiary. 

 

Agriculture. Madagascar consists of high land plateau, now badly deforested; 

low land coastal strip of 50km. (E) and 100 – 200km in the west. Series of 

lagoons in the east are connected by Pangalanes Canal that runs some 

640km. An agro-based economy exists with prime farmlands being in E & 

NW. 6% of the land is cultivated and exports of vanilla, sugar, cloves, coffee, 

marine products, meat take place. MAP’s ambitious goal is to triple the pro-

duction (by 2012) through more access to power / diversification / better 

marketing systems / transport infrastructure / agro-engineering. FAO organ-

izes seeds and fertilizers to some 6000 farmers /448/. The fish production 

exceeds 1000 t/a. 

 

General. Once an independent kingdom, the island became a French colony 

(1896). It gained independence from France (1960). Constitutional  

Referendum (2010) ushered in the Fourth Republic that continues to be 

managed by A. Rajoelina’s unelected caretaker government, supported by 

the military, and shunned by the international community. The inhabitants 

are of African origin as well as Malayo – Indonesian. Languages are : Mala-

gasy (of Indonesian origin) / English / French. The capital is Antananarivo 

(called Tana), with a population of around 1.4M. /449/. 
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Land Review. The Government’s Madagascar Action Plan (2007-2012) co-

vers agro-production, transport and power infrastructure including RES. 

There are excellent mining prospects that are drawing in FDI. The hydroelec-

tric power and hydrocarbons potential are enormous.  
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3 ANALYTICAL PART  
 

3.1 ENERGY BELTS OF AFRICA 
 

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION  
 

This work’s analytical part traces out the energy belts of Africa, based on in-

formation contained in the first part of the work and logical deductions there-

from. Some fresh references are also drawn upon to facilitate marking of the 

energy maps. The deliberations leading to maps of the energy belts are set 

out regionwise in Section 3.1.2. The maps of the energy belts of Africa - 

separate plates each, depicting the hydel belt, oil and gas belt, coal belt, re-

newable energy resources’ belts (individual plates for geothermal, solar, aeo-

lian, bio-energy forms) appear in the Appendix.  

The aim of this analysis has been to translate words into ‘pictures’ by way of 

maps for the main energy belts of the African Continent. The reader can dis-

cern, at a single glance, the areas of potential for the different energy forms 

in which the Continent abounds. The ‘energy minerals’ as those used in the 

production of atomic power do not appear in this section, as it is thought 

highly unlikely that nuclear power plants would arise in the not too distant fu-

ture, the trend being more towards shipping out of the rare earths to other 

continents. Coal’s is a different story altogether and the coal belts are chart-

ed out here.  

 

Depth of this report. As stated at the outset, this being a mere overview of 

the entire energy potential, the maps of the energy belts too do not delve 

deeper by way of expression of magnitudinal variations of the energy forms. 

For example, the wind and solar energies can vary from location to location 

within a state and this is not endeavoured to be depicted as it is not within 

the scope of the analytical part, at least at this stage. 
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A result of this report is the energy belts of Africa expressed in maps as un-

der: 

 

1. HYDEL BELT (in blue colour) 

2. O & G BELT (in brown colour) 

3. COAL  BELT (in black colour) 

4. RES BELTS  

(i) GEOTHERMAL BELT (in red colour) 

(ii) SOLAR  BELT (in yellow colour) 

(iii) WIND BELT (in magenta colour) 

(iv) BIO-ENERGY BELT (in green colour), 

 

and found in the Appendix [3(1/7) – 3(7/7)] of this work. 

 

3.1.2 DETAILING OF THE ENERGY BELTS 
 

The Continent’s energy resources are detailed out regionwise to facilitate 

their site-identifications in the maps of the energy belts. The order for the 

Continent’s regions and states therein put out in the work’s first part are ad-

hered to in this section as well. In the preparation of the Analytical Part, fol-

lowing basics were kept in mind. 

 

Oil & Gas Reserves formed aeons ago in seas / lakes that had an abun-

dance of plankton. The dead ones mixed with the mud. Sediment of sand, 

stone, mud built up at the bottom of the water body, compressing the organic 

matter under its weight. The sediment ultimately turned into sedimentary 

rock. High pressure and temperature (100 - 160C) broke the organic mat-

ter into shorter hydrocarbon chains of oil and natural gas. Rock containing 

the organics is called ‘source rock’. The O & G being less dense than H2O, 

migrated and filled the rock pores. Impermeable rock layers stopped the mi-

gration and the oil, gas accumulations are the O & G fields of today /455/.  

 

Coal and Peat. Areas of extensive plant growth in the form of forests and 

swamps got buried ever deeper, the high pressure turning it into lignite. As  
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the lignite went deeper down, temperature and pressure transformed it into a 

harder, more superior coal-type (with higher C-%) /455/. Peatlands are dead 

/ decaying plant life accumulated into thin organic soil layer called peat. 

These are excellent water storage points: the threat to peatlands is their 

conversion into agricultural lands /476/.  

 

Aeolian Energy is expected in states with flat landscapes and long coast 

lines. Average annual speeds (v) in excess of 3 m/s are suited for water 

pumping but fall short of the speed requirement for electricity generating tur-

bines. Mean wind speeds (100m above the ground) : > 5 m/s (The Horn of 

Africa and S); < 3½ m/s (C. Africa). Cut-in speed, 3½ m/s, is the minimum for 

a turbine’s start; full productivity is assumed from rated output at 15 

m/s./472/. Harsh desert conditions affect wind turbines’ operations /480/.  

 

Geothermal Energy. The temperature difference (T) between the earth’s 

core and its surface is the driving force for geothermal energy by conduction 

to the earth’s surface. Hot springs, and geysers are a source of such energy; 

volcanoes too - ground water heated by large magma bodies still seething 

with heat. 

 

Tidal Energy. For the large part still an unproven source. Sea waves’ poten-

tial is quite low, lacking in power efficiency just as the wind form that exhibits 

erraticity in power generation.  

 

Solar Energy. An insolation average of 5.7 kWh / m2 / d is generally ad-

judged a substantial solar resource; 7 kWh / m2 / d and over show better via-

bility for photovoltaics. Solar potential that is of an infinite order, suffers re-

strictions of an economic nature vis-à-vis other available energy forms. De-

sert conditions do with the cheaper, less efficient “thin –film cells” that use 

lesser amounts of Si- / Cd-telluride; the First Solar Company (US), gets 

these produced in PRC. Solar thermal plants are not beset by poor visibility 

or contamination that cuts down the efficiency of solar installations and can 

be built on the scale of gas-fired power plants. Ofcourse, such are harder to 

finance than PV- installations and demand infrastructure eg. transmission 

lines, but the scale of power delivery is of another magnitude. Cheaper pan-
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els have kindled an interest in power station type of fixtures /477/. Solar pho-

tovoltaics are more competitive in off-grid / mini-grid applications vis-à-vis 

present power generation fuelled by diesel or gasoline /573/.  

 

Aspects of biomass energy. Biomass refers to all material forms of plant 

origin that can end up as ‘energy’. Included are industrial wastes ex-biomass 

(eg. sludge called vinasse from alcohol production; fluff ex-textiles industry; 

food processing industry’s residues). Biomass cultivation is frought with risk 

of soil erosion, losses of organics and soil nutrients during the course of crop 

removal. Also, any optimism with regard to biomass is dampened by con-

cerns on stressing the forests. Wood biomass is not an especially energy 

dense fuel source vis-à-vis fossil fuels. Bark’s calorific value that is relatively 

low with high ash, is not favoured by the bioenergy industry. Non-forest bio-

mass’s eg. wild grass’s collection poses a problem, besides, suitability to 

power generation is poor. These are reasons enough for the non-inclusion of 

biomass’s energy potentials in the sections that follow - the exceptions are 

jatropha as well as sugarcane - material that are widely cultivated. A positive 

aspect is the existence of technology for biomass gasification that can power 

industrial and domestic consumers. The jatropha can be in tree or shrub 

form, grow to a height of 5m, life-span of 50 years. The seeds contain 27-40% 

oil, toxic to humans and animals, hence of zero food value. Jatropha thrives 

on drought land thus its expansion into marginal lands not making it a com-

petitor to food crop lands. Its oil has high cetane range, low sulphur content 

— both qualities suitable for biodiesel production /478/. A prime example is 

in Kenya : jatropha oil produced in sufficient quantities can entice Kenya 

Electricity Generating Company, Kenya Tea Development Authority, Kenyan 

cement works, etc., to switch to this fuel /469/. Ethiopia runs its cement 

works thus. Negative aspects of the fuel cannot go unnoticed : Kenyan farm-

ers have been on a crop uprooting-spree, not having earned the promised 

returns /473/. Ghana’s experience has been a different one : Biofuel Africa 

Ltd., a Ghanaian enterprise owned by the Norwegian Solar Harvest A/S, is 

on the road towards commercialization of jatropha production; preliminary 

tests have shown the roadworthiness of vehicles run on such fuel substitutes 

/474/.  
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Decentralized RES power generation caters to rural needs vis-à-vis giant-

sized power projects, the transmission of outputs of which suffers due to yet 

undeveloped / under- developed distribution networks on the Continent. 

 

Hydroelectricity. The downstream motion of water equates to kinetic form of 

energy available for conversion to electricity. The hydroelectric power plant 

forces the water held at a dam, through a turbine, which in turn is connected 

to a generator. The right coordinates for hydro-electricity generation are 

large amounts of precipitation and a certain elevation. Thus a mountainous 

area would be expected to have a more productive hydel plant than a com-

paratively flat land with a significant precipitation level. There is then the 

negative impact on the surrounding ecological balance that restricts the ex-

tension of hydel power. There is no poisonous emissions - solid, liquid or gas. 

The water-carryover to the river is also unpolluted./471/. Hydel is a conven-

ient power source during emergencies as it is easy to regulate and best suit-

ed for adjustment of a country’s overall power balance in day to day opera-

tions. In France, excess energy from atomic power stations pumps water up 

the Alps. In times of need, the water goes down via turbines, generating 

electricity, the operational efficiency averaging 80%. /479/.  

 

3.1.3 THE HORN OF AFRICA 
 

SUDAN  

Hydroelectric Power : N, S, C, E.  

O & G Concession Blocks : Red Sea (offshore); NW border areas with Chad 

(Darfur region), Libya, Egypt; border area (S. Darfur) near Central African 

Republic; Muglad (WC) and Melud Basins (S); White Nile’s Jonglei State; S. 

Kordofan’s massive Heglig Fields; Blue  Nile Basin (EC) /456/.  

RES : Geothermal - Coastal plains adjacent to Red Sea Rift Zone; Bayuda 

Desert Volcanic Field /475/. 

Solar - All regions 

Wind - Speeds over 3 m/s esp. In Nile Valley, N & E States. In limited areas 

(E), over 6 m/s; 500 MW wind farm is on the anvil (2012), along the sea 

coast /457/. 
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Bioenergy - The whole country excepting Northern Desert Areas, Bahr 

Ghazal & Darfur (W), Nubian Desert (NE). 
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ETHIOPIA  

Hydroelecric Power : NW and Gilbe Project on R.Ono.  

O & G : Blue Nile & Gambella Basin extn. (WC) ex-Sudan; Adjala Block in 

Afar Depression, near Djibouti; S. Omo in Rift Valley /458/. NG from SE Low-

lands and Ogaden Basin. 

Coal : Oramia Region’s 3 separate lignitic areas in an arc stretching from the 

western border via NC plains to SW corner of Ethiopia. 

RES : Geothermal - Rift Valley Section and Danahil Depression on Djibouti 

border; Lake Langano area (SE). 

Solar - Denahil Desert (N) going up to Eritrea; Somali Plateau, arid and 

semi-desert, extends into Ogaden; some western parts where the Sudan 

Plains enter Ethiopia. Average solar potential of 5.2 kWh / m2 / d /459/.  

Wind - E Lowlands and Rift Valley Section pack huge wind power; speeds av. 

3½ - 6½ m.s-1, 6 h.d-1; 10000 MW potential /460/. 

Bioenergy - Great Rift Valley’s N part and Webbe Region (WC) bordering 

Ogaden.  

 

ERITREA  

Hydroelectric Power : Mini-hydel potential in south through Asmara to Nile 

tributary. 

O & G : Red Sea Offshore and Dahlak Archipelago. 

RES : Geo- / Hydrothermal - Along sea coast; Danakil Depression. 

Solar - The entire south.. 

Wind - The entire Red Sea coastline. 

Bioenergy - Through Great Rift Valley (biomass). 

 

DJIBOUTI 

RES :  Geothermal - W & L. Assal. 

Wind - The whole land. 
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SOMALIA  

Hydroelectric Power : River Juba. 

O & G : Onshore in Puntland (SE); Somali Coastal Basin (southwards of 

Mogadishu and till the Kenya border). 

RES :  

Geo- / Hydrothermal - E & N (offshore). 

Solar - All regions. 

Wind - Nearly the entire land. 

Bioenergy - Juba River Region and Somali Coastal Basin. 

 

3.1.4 CENTRAL AFRICA 
 

CAMEROON  

Hydroelectric Power : N, S, C, W, E (Benoue River). 

O & G : (Offshore). Rio Basin on border with Nigeria; Douala – Kribi – 

Campo Basin (SW). 

(Onshore). Logone – Bini Basin (N); Douala – Kribi – Campo Basin; Bakassi 

Peninsula (on Nigeria border). 

RES : Solar - Adamoua Region (N); Moloundu (SE). 

Wind - S & littoral areas.  

Bioenergy - S & W coast (tropical forest)  

 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC  

Hydel Power : SW, C. 

 O & G : Possibility along Chad border in Dar el Kouti & Dar Rounga. 

 Coal : N (along the Chad border). 

 RES : Solar - Sahel region of Dar el Kouti (N) and NE desert border area 

with Sudan. 

Wind - N (sahel) and NE (desert). 

Biomass - S.  

 

GABON 

Hydel power : All regions. 

O & G : S (Onshore); North Congo Basin (S, offshore). 
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RES : Wind - NW Gabon off-, and onshore, bordering Equatorial Guinea (EG) 

/461/. 

Bioenergy - The whole state; W (biomass).  

 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA  

Hydel Power : All regions. 

O & G : W (offshore). 

RES : Wind : none. 

Biomass : All regions. 

 

THE CONGO REPUBLIC  

Hydel Power : S, C & E. 

O & G : Onshore’s M’Boundi Field in Pointe Noire interior regions; Pointe 

Noire’s Offshore in Kitina Field (SW). 

RES : Wind - N, S.  

Biomass - (Upper part of the country & S). 

 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO  

Hydel Power : N, S, C & W. 

O & G : The Lake Albert border with Uganda. 

Coal : S (in the vicinity of Kamina Town). 

RES : Biomass - Upper part of DCR where jungles are prevalent. 

 

3.1.5 SUB – SAHARAN AFRICA 
  

MAURITANIA  

Hydel Power : The Senegal River border. 

O & G : Offshore (80 km SW of capital). 

RES : Solar - All areas. 

Wind - The whole state. 

Bioenergy - As peat in the Senegal River Delta (SW).  

 

MALI 

Hydel Power : In the south, along the Niger River Delta. 

O & G : Taouden Basin (N) & Central African Rift Trend. 
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RES : Solar - Desert areas (N).  

Wind - Near the border with Burkina Faso. 

Bioenergy - South of the Niger connecting Tombuktu – Gao – Fafa. 

 

NIGER  

Hydel Power : Niger River areas (SW). 

O & G : Along Lake Chad; Near Nguigmi Town (SE). 

Coal : Agadez Region (C); Higher grade deposits (S & W). 

RES : Solar - Northern desert areas. 

Wind - Plateau d’Djado (N); Tangek Mts. to Agadez (NC). 

 

CHAD  

Hydel Power : Logone & Chari River areas at southern tip. 

O & G : Doba Basin (S); Largeau Basin (C, N); Lake Chad Basin. 

RES : Solar - NE area about the size of France. 

Wind - Chad’s upper half of sahel and desert. 

Bioenergy - Wooded zone (S); R. Chari Region (SW).  

 

 

3.1.6 WEST AFRICA 
 

SENEGAL   

Hydel Power : Senegal R. Basin (N & NE bordering Mali). 

O & G : Offshore reserves. 

RES : Solar  - N & NE : at the rate of (@) 4-5 kWh / m2 / d.   

Wind  - Semi-desert (N, NE); on the Atlantic coast. 

Biofuel - N, S & SW. 

 

THE GAMBIA  

Hydel Power : Gambia River Basin’s modest potential.  

O & G : W (Offshore). 

RES : Solar - All regions. Wind - W. Coast’s weak pot’l. 

Biomass - All regions.  
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GUINEA – BISSAU  

Hydel Power : NE; Eastern border stretch with Guinea at Corubal River; Bis-

sau on Giba River estuary; Bafata Region (Central Guinea - Bissau). 

O & G : 180 km offshore at 10 – 1000m water depths. 

RES : Bioenergy - The marshy coastlands. 

 

GUINEA  

Hydel Power : All regions. 

O & G : 40 to 120km offshore. 

RES : Solar - N, C, E & W.   

Bioenergy - West and forested SE. 

 

SIERRA LEONE  

Hydel Power : The western two-thirds of the country. 

O & G : 40km offshore. 

Coal (lignitic) : Rohel R. Estuary 40km S of Freetown. 

RES : Bioenergy - In the western ⅔d of the land, consisting of swampy coast 

and hilly woods in the interior. 

 

LIBERIA   

Hydel Power : All regions. 

O & G : 40km offshore (at 3 km depths).  

RES : Solar - All regions. 

Bioenergy - Coastline; excepting the N, all other areas with hilly woods. 

 

IVORY COAST  

Hydel Power : The whole southern part of the country. 

O & G : 25km offshore of Abidjan and Tabou. 

RES : Solar - Excepting the Guinea Highlands in NW. 

Wind - San Pedro (on W shore) has wind frequencies, , 20% to 35% for ve-

locities (v)  6 m/s. The C & W regions with frequencies () = 20% to 45%, v 

 4 m/s /462/.  

Bioenergy - From sea waves; from forests (S & C). 
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BURKINA FASO 

Hydel Power : The southern half of the state. 

O & G : N & W (along margins of large sedimenatary basin). 

RES : Solar - All areas except the SW mountain plains. 

Bioenergy - Rainforests (S). 

 

GHANA  

Hydel Power : Almost the entire land. 

O & G : Offshore, 65km out in the open sea (SW). 

RES : Solar - All areas. 

Wind - Along the E coast and Togo border. 

Bioenergy - Biomass in the Lower Volta River estuary (SE coast) and forests 

(S); other areas for bioenergy.  

 

TOGO 

Hydel Power : Country’s southern half. 

RES : Solar - N & C /463/.  

Wind – Coastal areas.  

Bioenergy - biomass along the coast; bioenergy from lagoons (S) and hills 

(C). 

 

BENIN  

Hydel Power : SW, S coast, Mekrou River area (N).  

O & G : Offshore resources. 

RES : Solar - Most of the land except coastal areas.  

Bioenergy - Forested areas (S); marshlands (W). 

 

NIGERIA   

Hydel Power : The whole country. 

O & G : (Offshore) 10 to 150 km in Bights of Biafra and Benin. (Inland) natu-

ral gas field in Eastern Region; oil fields in Western Region and Niger Delta, 

near Benin City. 

Coal - Anambro Basin (SE). 

RES : Solar - All areas.  

Wind - Sokoto (NW) high v- region; Middle Belt’s Jos’s v = 5 to 14 m.s-1 /464/.  
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Bioenergy - Most of the land, the forests (S) included. 

 

3.1.7  EAST AFRICA 
 

KENYA  

Hydel Power : Bulk is along R. Tana; NW, W, C strips. 

O & G : (Offshore) at Mombasa Coastal, Lamu Basin, northern two-thirds of 

Turkana Lake. (Onshore) at Anza Graben, E & W of Lake Turkana. 

RES : Geothermal - Beneath Great Rift Valley including Olkaria Geothermal 

Station, 100 km NW of Nairobi. 

Wind - Highlands extending from the desert around Lake Turkana through 

Rift Valley System; Ngong Hills (SC); Nyaza Province (SW).  

Bioenergy - Mau Forests (SW); Lake Victoria Region; Tana River Basin (E); 

Kilimanjaro (SE). 

 

UGANDA  

Hydel Power : The whole land. 

O & G : Lake Albert and Lake Edward borders with DCR; border with Rwan-

da. 

RES : Geothermal - Albertine Section of Rift Valley bordering DCR. 

Solar - the whole state. 

Wind - presently only the Karamoja region just west of the Rift Valley. 

Bioenergy - the whole state; biomass in the W forest, E of Lake Albert. 

 

RWANDA   

Hydel Power : The whole land. 

O & G : Lake Kivu Basin (under the lake), bordering DCR as also in the 

Uganda border area. 

RES : Geothermal - SW of Karisimbi Volcano on DCR border. 

Bioenergy - the whole country. 
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BURUNDI 

Hydel power : the whole state. 

O & G : Lake Tanganyika’s N part bordering DCR (1200 km2).  

RES : Geothermal - Lake Tanganyika’s  N-coast. 

Bioenergy - Akanyara Valley. 

 

TANZANIA  

Hydel Power : the whole country. 

O & G : Tanzania’s Rift Valley i.e., W Branch; Mnazi Bay (SE); Songo Songo 

Is. (192km S off Dar es Salaam). 

Coal - areas S of 10 latitude and bordering Mozambique.  

RES : Geothermal - L. Tanganyika coast and at River Songwe (10 MW).  

Solar - the whole country. 

Wind - Rift Valley, 2 x 100 MW at Singida region included /465/. 

Bioenergy - Lakes’ coasts and sea coast. 

 

3.1.8 SOUTHERN AFRICA 
 

ANGOLA  

Hydel Power : All over the land. 

O & G : Ultradeep water deposits off Luanda, Cabinda. Shallow, deep water 

deposits off Soyo (N), Cabinda - nicknamed ‘Kuwait of Africa’, Kwanza Basin. 

Onshore deposits in Soyo Region, Cabinda, Kwanza Basin. 

RES : Solar - All areas except Cabinda and forest areas (N) and southern 

parts. 

Wind : SW Corner. 

Bioenergy : Mayombe Forests of Cabinda Enclave, Kavango R. Basin (S), 

Atlantic Ocean coastline. 

 

MOZAMBIQUE  

Hydel Power : Along the Zambezi watershed; the Limpopo (S); Cabo 

Delgado (NE).  

O & G : Offshore in Rovuma Basin (N); Onshore at Inhaminga, the area near 

Save River on Mozambique’s southern coast. 

Coal : Moatize and Benga near Tete in Zambezi River Valley. 
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RES : Geothermal - At Nyasa Lake’s edge; near the Zimbabwe border; N & 

C Provinces. All under prospecting. 

Solar - the entire land. 

Wind - the entire coastline of Mozambique.  

Bioenergy - Zambezi R. Valley; patches from NE to SE; southern tip. 

   

ZAMBIA  

Hydel power : L. Kariba catchment area and on Zambezi; Katwe and Victoria 

Falls to Lake Kariba; smaller stations in E, W, NW. 

Coal : 20M tons’ reserves near Lake Kariba; also in W & E (Luangwa and 

Luano – Lukasashi Valley). 

RES : Geothermal - Shores of Lake Tanganyika; Chinyunyu hot springs (50 

km E of Lusaka). 

Bioenergy - Over two-thirds of landmass is forest and lies in the Zambezi 

and Congo Basins and E of Lake Kariba, and about a quarter of that would 

yield bioenergy. 

Wind - near Lakes Kariba, Ndola on DCR’s southern tip, with v  5.9 m.s-1 

(80 m) /461/. 

 

ZIMBABWE  

Hydel Power : In the E, W, N & S. 

Coal : Areas just S of Zambia border (NW); areas bordering RSA (S). 

RES : Geothermal - West of faults in Espungabera –Manica areas on the 

Mozambique border.  

Solar : the whole state. 

Bioenergy : the whole state. 

 

NAMIBIA  

Hydel Power : By River Kunene, along the Angola border; lines of hydel po-

tential in C & S are weak but marked out in the map nevertheless. 

O & G : Offshore natural gas deposits opp. Angola border in the Namibe Ba-

sin; Lüdentz (C) offshore covers an area, Walvis Basin – Lüdentz; Orange 

Basin, the Kudu gas field included, an area of 29000 km2 around the RSA 

border. 

Coal : Aranos district (SE). 
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RES : Geothermal - Deposits N to S include the Damara (C to S) and Kaoko 

(NW) Belts. 

Solar - Namibian & Kalahari Deserts; all areas barring the NW border strip 

with Angola and some SE parts. 

Wind - Walvis Bay (SW); Lüdentz (WC); the eastern border areas with RSA 

at elevations over 3000m. 

Bioenergy - Kavango River Basin (NE).  

 

BOTSWANA  

Hydel Power : Southern border area with Zimbabwe (Dikatlhong Dam). 

Zambezi, Okavango River Systems’ development (N). 

Coal : Mmamabula Mine on the southern border with RSA; deposits adjacent 

to the rail corridor between Gabarone & Francistown. 

RES : Geothermal - Exploration for coal seam gas in the Central Province’s 

3000km2 begun (2011) /466/. 

Solar - through the Kalahari Desert.  

Bioenergy - NW’s Okavango Swamp & Lake Ngami. 

 . 

MALAWI  

Hydel Power : Lower Shire River (S). 

Coal : Unexplored deposits in South Shire and N areas bordering Tanzania.  

RES : Geothermal - Hot springs (NE to SE). 

Solar - the whole state except the northern tip. 

Bioenergy - the whole land. 

 

MADAGASCAR  

Hydel Power - all four major regions covering nearly the whole of the island. 

O & G : The 4000 km2 Bemolanga oil sands & the 70 km2 Tsimiroro heavy oil 

site.  

Coal : SW region’s Imalato Coal Basin (135M t) /467/. 

RES : Geothermal - Central regions near Antsirabe with a potential (pot’l) of 

350 MW) /469/. 

Solar - All regions /468/. 

Wind - N; S (semi-desert); E (directly hit by trade winds); Central  Highlands 

(elev. 870 – 2000m). 
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Bioenergy - Pangalanes Canal that connects lagoons (E); prime farmlands 

(NW); forests (C); semi-desert in the extreme south has little potential. 
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3.2 ENERGY POTENTIALS & METHODOLOGY OF CALCU-
LATIONS   

 

3.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

It is attempted to estimate the energy potential of each country on the Conti-

nent, through calculation of power densities for total power potentials which 

are constituted of power potentials of the different available energy sources. 

The prevailing energy situation is depicted by power density for installed 

power capacity. Megawatt (MW) of power capacity represents the overall 

power availability in the system. 

 

The concept of power density. A ‘power dense’ country is one with high total 

power potential vis-à-vis the country’s size. Object of this work being to 

quantify the project potential, power density per se says hardly anything 

about anything but seen in conjunction (with the Scale-up factor, i.e., the 

chasm to be bridged between the densities of installed power and power po-

tential) is an invaluable parameter - the business or project entrepreneur’s 

own sextant that shows him a country’s project potential.  

 

Definitions and Formulae 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (Φ ) =

𝐴 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑠 
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑀𝑊)

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟

 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 (𝑘𝑚 )

  

 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 Φ =

𝐴 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑠 
𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑀𝑊)
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟

 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 (𝑘𝑚 )

  

 

The above definitions expressed in a mathematical form: 

Φ =     (1) 

 

where     Φ   Density of installed power (MW / km2) 

           𝑃     A particular state’s total installed power capacity (MW)  
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         𝐴       Land area of a particular state (km2). 

  

Φ =      (2) 

 

where    Φ    Density of power potential (MW / km2) 

           𝑃     A particular state’s estimated total power potential (MW) 

         𝐴       Land area of a particular state (km2). 

 

𝑆𝐶𝐹 =      (3) 

 

where     𝑆𝐶𝐹     The Scale-up Factor      

          Φ   Density of installed power (MW / km2) 

          Φ    Density of power potential (MW / km2).     

 

The Scale-up Factor depicts the work required to realize a state’s full energy 

potential. It is the bridge between present and future degrees of industrializa-

tion and is an indicator of the land’s project potential. To better enable com-

parisons, the power densities and scale-up factors are presented for easy 

glance in a tabular form at the end of Section 3.3 for each of the 6 regions of 

the Continent. 

 

Note on the calculations. In estimating the energy sources’ power densities 

where the long-term potential is not found in the literature, formulae are 

formed as shown in the sub-section 3.2.2 that follows. 

 

Where the reference is left unspecified, facts and data are from Lands Facts 

Section (Section 2 of this work) and used in calculating the power potentials. 

Wind, which is a primary energy form, is fed as such to the power unit. Hy-

droelectric potentials, unless so specified, are the theoretical potentials. The 

values for hydroelectric, aeolian and geothermal power potentials enumerat-

ed for each country base upon the indicated references from Land Facts 

Section, Detailing of the Energy Belts Section (Section 3.1) and Regionwise 

Estimation of Power Potentials Section (Section 3.3). 
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The calculations could be restricted to forest plantations as ultimately it is 

this forest type, owing to the strictly regulated cultivation practices, that 

shows maximum power potential. Planted forest means trees come about 

through planting or seeding of species. Establishment is by expedient of af-

forestation on land not classified as forest after it has suffered natural calami-

ties or post- clear felling /574/. Natural forests may not be considered here 

for calculating long-term power potentials as these serve Africa as follows. 

- Agro-based forest industries eg. source of forest products as cocoa, coffee, 

rubber, gum resins, etc. Forest lands also suffer conversion into agricultural 

lands including for grazing purposes. 

- For settlement. 

- Source of firewood. 

- Last but not least is the log exports that are a sizeable foreign exchange 

earner. It is unrealistic to envisage a future for their power generation given 

the natural forests’ multifarious functions, their inherent export value and an-

yone’s guess, the festering vested interests therein to preserve the status 

quo. Besides, many a state on the African Continent is well versed in other 

sources of exploitable power in oil and gas, coal, water, etc. Thus the work of 

international experts roaming the wilds of Africa can’t amount to anything 

that could predict the percentage of natural forest that would in the future get 

released to the power sector. However, in the pursuit of theoretical maximum 

potentials in this work, wild forests also figure, rough estimate of 50% going 

towards energy usage /557/.  

  

Biomass’s poor suitability for power generation (reasons enumerated in Sect. 

3.1.2) makes for its non-inclusion for the most part (jatropha and sugarcane 

excepted) in the calculations of this section. 

 

Theoretical versus available power potential.    The difference between theo- 

retical and available power potentials depends to a large extent on the for-

mula applied to estimate the same.  In hammering out formulae for various 

energy forms, it is endeavored by this author to lessen the difference by in-

jecting parameters depicting the ground reality to an extent.  Each of these 

parameters is at best a variable, the sum effect of which confers an indeter-
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minate degree of uncertainty to the actual power potentials.  The actual real-

izable potential is an even deeper aspect as it is dependent on economic 

factors involved in harnessing the particular energy forms.  In this work, 

wherever available, long-term power potentials are drawn from the literature, 

naturally, the difference between theoretical and available power potentials 

remaining open to question.    

a. Renewable Energy Sources (RES).  SOLAR.  The correlations used 

here for deriving a formula for calculation of solar power potential are 

aimed to bring the MWe –values into realm of practical proportions with 

regard to (wrt) economics of solar energy systems’ planning, thus the 

resulting solar power potentials are more in the nature of guideline val-

ues for use by project engineering.  Again, theoretical values are known 

to be far greater than the actual as this energy form suffers restrictions 

of an economic nature. Deserts do with the cheaper, low-efficiency “thin-

film cells”.  Solar thermal plants aren’t susceptible to visibility or contam-

ination problems that eat into efficiency of solar installations but demand 

heavy financing.   WIND energies are location specific, also lacking in 

power efficiency (just as the TIDAL form) i.e., exhibit erraticity in power 

generation. Wind, a primary energy form, it is fed as such to the power 

unit. Aeolean potentials in this work are drawn from literature and open 

to question. Usually theoretical values are far greater than the actual. 

Cut-in speed of 3½m/s is the minimum for a turbine’s start; full productiv-

ity is assumed from rated output at 15m/s. Harsh desert conditions affect 

wind turbines’ operations. GEOTHERMAL power potentials are drawn 

from references to literature on the subject. In general, theoretical values 

far exceed the actual. HYDROELECTRIC, unless so specified, are the 

theoretical potentials and drawn from the literature. 

b. O&G and COAL.    In estimation of crude oil’s power potential where 

production isn’t underway, the relevant formula is applied to a minimal 

starting future output (o/p)  of 10000 bbl/d.  Some  six states that are 

considered exceptional for varying reasons are subjected to different 

minimal starting future o/p-values tailored on a case-to-case basis. Coal-, 

NG-power potentials’ estimations follow the same principle. Distance be-

tween theoretical and actual potentials isn’t so apparent where produc-
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tion is underway and current figures availed in calculations vis-à-vis 

ones where production stopped/not yet underway. 

c. FOREST BIOENERGY.    The gap between theoretical and actual val-

ues arises from following assumptions made while arriving at formulae 

for calculating the power potentials. 

(i)The assumed wood tonnage in 1M ha forest plantation land is no 

doubt subject to variation to an unknown degree. 

(ii)The effective growing stock in forest for power generation which is es-

sentially non-commercial species is formed out of several parameters eg. 

total growing stock, other wooded land, commercial species’ percentage 

– all subject to variations. Over this, the 50% considered for energy us-

age due to the inherent humidity is yet another uncertainty factor. 

In most of the calculations, adequate margin is left for lowered energy 

efficiencies of regional factories in general, this again introducing a 

chasm between the power potential as estimated here and the ground 

reality. PEAT’s power potential as calculated here, bases upon length of 

a state’s coast line times a 1½km inland strip and the result could be no 

more than a guideline value, the rift between calculated and realizable 

potentials being anything under the sun.          

3.2.2 FORMATION OF FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING THE 
POWER POTENTIALS  
  

3.2.2.1 BIOENERGY FROM FORESTS  
 

The following units and conversions are adhered to here and stated for ready 

reference :  

  1 ha = 104 m2 

 100 ha = 1 km2 

 1 km2 = 106 m2 
  

(i) Forest Plantations. We formulate an estimate involving 1M ha of forest 

lands as plantations and compute the long-term potential involving a 30-year 

period. 
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African plantation forests grow at a rate of 20 m3/ha/a /564/. The densities of 

wet wood in Africa vary from mahogany’s 500 kg/m3 (the least dense species) 

through zebrawood’s and African Padauk’s ≈800 kg/m3 /558/, to African 

teak’s 980 kg/m3 /553/. For purposes of calculation, we take an average val-

ue of 830 kg/m3. The 30-year forest plantation growth rate stated above then 

computes into 50 kgwet wood / m2 .  

=> 0.5 x 109 twood is contained in 1M ha of forest plantation land. 

Now, wet wood’s heating value is 10 MJ.kg-1. 

 1M ha’s energy value = 0.5 x 1013 MJ i.e., 0.5 x 1013 MWs. 

For long-term (say, 30-year) power pot’l of 1M ha’s forest plantation: 

 

𝑃 =
.

     (4) 

 

where  𝑃      The long-term (say, 30-yr.) power potential of 1M ha’s   

               forest plantation (MW) 

       𝐸   Wood tonnage’s energy value contained in 1M ha of  

               forest (MWs) 

       𝑑       days (d) 

       𝑠       seconds (s) 

  

Computing through the above formula, we have: 

 

𝑃 =
0.3(0.5 · 10  𝑀𝑊𝑠)

(10000 𝑑)(86400 𝑠. 𝑑 )
 

 

Hence, P30  =  1770 MW. 

 [Taking 30 years ≈ 10000 d., and the multiplier 0.3 representing the heat to 

power efficiency in power plants /568//569/.  

 

Thus, the Formula :                                                                                       (5)  

1M ha Woodlands (as plantation forest) hold a long-term power potential of 

1770 MW. 
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(ii) Natural Forests. The derivation for power potential of natural forests fol-

lows along similar lines to (i) above. The assumptions here are as follows. 

Non-commercial species only are considered for possible power generation, 

and arrived at from difference of total growing stock in forest + other wooded 

land (million m3) and commercial species’ percentage, for each country /574/. 

The difference (expressed in M m3) is halved, as 50% considered for energy 

usage on account of the inherent humidity /557/, and the result we term ‘ef-

fective growing stock in forest for energy usage’ is subjected to appropriate 

calculation to arrive at the power potential. 

  

Taking an effective growing stock in forest of 1M m3, 50% of this for energy 

usage implies an effective growing stock in forest for energy usage that is 

0.5M m3. Using an African wood density of 830 kg.m-3,  

 => 0.5M m3 = 0.5M m3 x 830 kg/m3 = 415000 t. 

 The long-term power potential for the above is obtained through (4). Insert-

ing an EFOREST value of (10 MJ/kg)(415 x 106 kg) that equates to  

 415 x 107 MWs in equation (4), we get the value : 1.44 MW. 

 

Thus, the Formula :                                            

1M m3 Woodlands’ (as natural forests’ growing stock) power potential is 1.44 

MW.                                                                                                              (6) 

  

3.2.2.2  BIOENERGY FROM JATROPHA 
 

Available literature exposes the wild variations in yields of jatropha oil; the 

one used here /485//557/, represents the latest experience. The world aver-

age is given to be 1.6 tseed / ha / a, equivalent to 0.622 tj. oil / ha / a. The power 

out of 1tj. oil : (1000 kg)(40 MJ / kg)(0.3) = 3.3 MWhe /557/. Note here that the 

older Wärtsilä diesel generators as used in Africa register a ≈ 30%-efficiency 

(this is the factor, 0.3, that appears in the above computation). 

 

𝑃 . =
( . )( . )

(  . )(  . )
     (7) 

 

where   Pj. oil   1 ha of jatropha oil cultivated land’s power potential (MWe) 
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        Ej. oil    The energy contained in 1tj. oil (MWhe) 

        yj. oil    The yield of jatropha oil (t / ha / a)                   

 

The power potential is computed using equation (7) and numerical values 

obtained in the preceding paragraph used to get a value of 0.0002 MWe/ha.  

                         

Thus, the Formula :                                                                                   (8)  

 1ha jatropha land’s annual power potential 0.0002 MWe. 

 

Note on application of formula. The power potential calculated for jatropha 

lands is based on the land-hectares allotted countrywise, drawing upon the 

respective references. In cases where data unavailable, or of inordinately 

large proportions, ⅓d the referred arable land area is taken for calculation.  

. 

3.2.2.3 BIOENERGY - SUGARCANE-BASED 
 

1 GWhe (i.e., 106 kWhe) of power production capability from bagasse per 203 

ha /481/, implies 5000 kWhe / ha. 

However, for calculation purposes we resort to the reduced value of 2700 

kWhe /ha /560/ leaving thus an adequate margin for the lowered energy effi-

ciencies of African factories that result in less efficient cogeneration. This 

owes to tardiness in effecting equipment upgrades and improvements in pro-

cess design due to misconceptions of any energy efficiency improvement be-

ing detrimental to production plus Africa’s historically low prices of coal, elec-

tricity translating medium and high cost energy interventions into lengthy 

payback periods /561/. Such facts are hardly to change in a single genera-

tion.  

 

=> 2700 kWh / ha (the required formula for our calculations).                     (9)   

 

Note on formula’s application. The formula is applied to data based on the 

indicated references. 
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3.2.2.4 BIOENERGY FROM PEATLANDS 
 

50000ha (500km2) dry peat capacity is 450 MWe, annual growth rates having 

been taken into account (Period for reckoning : 25 years) /338/. 

Formula for peat’s long-term potential is taken from the above as :  

500 km2 peatlands or 50000 ha or 50Mt that correlates to 450 MWe.     (10)  

 

Note on application of the above formula.   

- Where neither peatland area nor peat’s power potential is found in the liter-

ature, length of a particular country’s coastline is multiplied by a 1½-km in-

land strip width and the formula applied to the result. 

- Formula is applied to the peatland area shown in the reference in the Land 

Facts Section for the country in question.  

 

3.2.2.5 SOLAR POWER POTENTIAL  
 

The solar energy potential for the relevant solar appliances with some 5% ef-

ficiency and covering 1% of Nigeria’s S.A., is the oil-equivalent of 4.66M 

bbl/d /559/. Upon application of the formula with regard to (wrt) crude oil (re-

fer to 3.2.2.7), we find that 4.66M bbl/d correlates to roughly 1 x 105 MWe. 

The astronomical order of the above figure for solar power potential is to be 

brought into the realm of practical proportions wrt economics of solar energy 

systems’ planning as well as a thought to any possible power grid links in 

neighbouring countries. We thus consider from the above ref., one-

hundredth part of Nigeria’s S.A., to be covered by the aforesaid appliances, 

and the solar power potential works out to be 0.0466M bbl/d (oil-equiv.).  

=> 0.0466M bbl/d correlates to 1000 MWe.   

Now, 1/100th of Nigeria’s S.A. equates to ≈9240km2 . 

 Land area of 9240km2 correlates to 1000 MWe (solar power pot’l), 

which is our Formula for the solar power potential.                                    (11)  

 

Note on formula’s application. Densely forested states in CENTRAL AFRICA, 

SIERRA LEONE & IVORY COAST in West Africa, the average solar radia-

tion is of an order pronounced as inadequate pricewise for electricity genera-

tion, as also KENYA where the accent is clearly on the development of hydel, 
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wind, geothermal, petroleum resources, as well as BURUNDI, a tiny state 

with the accent being on tapping the water, peat potentials - these states are 

not considered in our calculations for solar power potential.  

 

3.2.2.6 OIL & GAS AND COAL SECTORS’ POWER POTEN-
TIALS  

 

An utility with 1000-MWe output (at 60% L.F.), would have a fuel requirement 

of 2200 MWTh /483/, i.e., a “unit train load” (9000 tcoal /d) and this comes to 

3.24M t/a; 

or, 40000 bbl/d (one oil tanker per week); 

or, 6.8M m3 /d (2.4 x 108 ft3/d) of NG; 

or, 3 kg of U235 /d. /483/. 

The heat values of African coals are generally high vis-à-vis their Asian 

counterparts /562/, and those originating from swampy areas exhibit high 

volatiles’ content /563/ that boost the heat efficiency by some 10% over the 

33% encountered in ‘normal’ coal-powered plants. Also, in the case of tur-

bines drawing their water from deep waters (characterized by temperatures 

as low as ≈ 6°-15°C even in equatorial regions), the turbine condenser pres-

sure is less, thus pushing up the power plant’s heat efficiency /557/.  

Some formulae are framed, based on the above references : 

For crude oil :  40000 bbl/d  correlates to 1000 MWe                                   (12)  

For coal : 3.24M t/a correlates to 1000 MWe. /560/.                                   (13)  

For lignite : 6.48M t/a correlates to 1000 MWe.                                          (14)  

[Lignite’s heat value being ≈ half of coal’s. 

 

1 tLNG  correlates to 1380m3 (48700 ft3),  

which, in turn correlates to 20 thard coal /487/ /560/.                                     (15) 

 

OIL SHALE’S conversion-% varies 5 – 65%, the higher rate being for Estoni-

an high-grade. Shale oil heat value is about the same as lignite’s /5/. Where 

the rocks’ oil content is low, the production cost can reach astronomical pro-

portions along with high emission values /559/. Moreover, the energy form is 

in an exploratory stage in Africa and is not considered in this work.  
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Data for Natural Gas Combined Cycle Power Plant (NGCC) /565/ : 

Plant size : 505 MW 

Net Heat Rate (HHV basis) : 7378 kJ/kWh 

Gross Heating value : 35.4 MJ/m3 

Operating Capacity Factor : 80% 

Higher Heat value (HHV) : 48252 J/g. 

NG that is marketed on HHV-basis doesn’t bear universality of specification. 

The afore-given gross heating value is adhered to in deriving the formula that 

follows and the afore-given net heat rate computes to 0.0208 m3/kWhe, 

which translates to 20.8 m3/MWhe.  

Now, the annual output comes to 1 MWh / 8760 h.a-1 = 0.0001141 MWa. 

=> NG’s power potential/a equates to 0.18G m3 that correlates to 1000 MWe. 

Thus a Formula for Power Potential of Natural Gas :  

0.18G m3.a-1 of Natural Gas correlates to 1000 MWe.                                (16)  

 

Note on application of the above formulae. In the case of crude oil, the ac-

cent is on application of formulae to current production levels and these nat-

urally base upon confirmed reserves of crude. Where production is not un-

derway, or the resources uncharted todate, the formulae are applied to a 

minimal future starting output value of the product i.e., 10000 bbl/d.  

 

Some exceptions to the above system of thinking : 

SENEGAL. Formula is applied to a spurt thrice the current output as produc-

tion is forecast to grow. 

BURUNDI. On account of the state’s size and limited crude oil prospects that 

exist nevertheless, the minimal future starting output has been scaled down 

to 1000 bbl/d. 

NAMIBIA. No production is underway but given the enormity of potential re-

serves of crude, the minimal starting future output has been scaled up to 

100000 bbl/d. 

MADAGASCAR. The formula is applied to potential peak production. This is 

one case where data most relevant to the aims of this work was found. The 

consequent reduction in the error margin would naturally be enormous, com-

pared to calculated power potentials for other countries. 
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NIGERIA. Formula has been applied to 1M bbl/d in place of crude oil’s cur-

rent output levels 1.5 – 2 times that value. Reason for choosing a lower val-

ue is the problems eating into Nigerian oil industry’s production : mainte-

nance problems, flooding, sabotage in the form of pipeline vandalism and 

last but not least, oil theft (bunkering) that has bedevilled the industry the 

past years and bourgeoned in the past two years into a major enterprise with 

exports to other continents. There is no end in sight to this, on the contrary, it 

is expected to graduate and result in Angola outstripping Nigeria as the Con-

tinent’s largest producer /567/.  

ANGOLA. Formula has been applied to half of 2M bbl/d crude oil’s output 

(taking into account the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries’s 

strictures on capping of production in force at the time of writing). 

 

In the case of natural gas, where both proven and probable resources are 

of a high magnitude but no production is underway, the relevant formula is 

applied to a minimal future anticipated output of 0.18G m3 per annum. Ex-

ceptions to this are EQUATORIAL GUINEA, NIGERIA, MOZAMBIQUE - 

countries with mammoth current outputs, where also the formula is applied to 

0.18G m3/a, as most of the output is expected to get exported. The case of 

TANZANIA, which too is heading towards massive outputs, is different as 

NG gets geared to replace the erratic hydel potential and the relevant formu-

la is applied to current production average. The other exceptions are CON-

GO REPUBLIC and IVORY COAST, to which the formula is applied to cur-

rent levels of production. A word on gas flaring that would have a bearing on 

calculations of the kind carried out in this work. Some 28G m3 has been 

flared (main component : CH4) in sub-Saharan Africa (2012) - a volume that 

could have increased the electricity supply in the region by about one-third 

had it all been fed to gas-fired power plants; positive trends are being regis-

tered, thus, Nigeria, Angola, Congos, Gabon, Cameroon are in the Global 

Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership; the volume is envisaged to drop to less 

than 10G m3 (y.2040) as a result of incentives for marketing of flared gas 

and declining production from oil fields where flaring is on today /393/. 

 

Application to coal. Pending the development of probable deposits, the rele-

vant formula is applied to a minimal future output, judged as in the following 
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cases. The minimal lignitic output is taken to be 64800 t/a in the case of 

Senegal and Sierra Leone, 32400 t/a for CAR’s coal, which have modest de-

posits and no production todate, to give an annual power potential of 10MWe. 

in each case. Namibia, with sizeable coal deposits but no production, is allot-

ted a minimal output of 324000 t/a, to give an annual power potential of 100 

MWe. In cases where current production figures are available, the formula is 

applied to the same as well as to planned increases in output in cases where 

such data have been put out.  

 

Application to Methane (CH4). Annual generation capacity of 120M – 150M 

m3 of CH4 represents a power potential of 90 – 130 MW /572/.  
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3.3  REGIONWISE ESTIMATION OF POWER POTENTIALS 
 

As regards the calculations per se, a sample calculation is shown for the first 

country in the list (SUDAN). As for the others, methodology being the same 

with same equations and correlations 1 - 16 being applied, the results of the 

calculations are put out in a tabular form (refer Tables 1 & 2). In exceptional 

cases eg. changes in baseline parameters, etc., or where explanations ne-

cessitated to explain the basis for a particular calculation, the step by step 

calculations are put out. Any uncharted power potentials are starred (*). For-

est data for the estimation of forest bioenergy potentials, O&G, coal, solar 

data for estimating the relevant power potentials are depicted in Tables 4 & 5. 

The data necessary for estimating power densities are given in Table 3. 

 

3.3.1  THE HORN OF AFRICA 
 

3.3.1.1 SUDAN 
 

Φinstalled = 0.0005 MW / km2      [Obtained using eqn. (1) where ASudan =       

                             2510000km2 and PTIPC = 1268 MW /1/. 

         

Hydroelectric potential = 4250 MW (for hydel’s total tally, refer Section 2.1.1 : 

Roseires’ 1800 MW + Merwe’s 1250 MW + Hamadab’s 1200 MW).  

O & G potential : The formula (12) is applied to an oil production of 514000 

bbl/d, to get ≈ 12850 MW (pot’l). 

 

RES potentials.  

Wind power potential = 1000 MW/6/. 

* Geothermal potential’s charting in progress. 

Solar Power Potential : 

One-hundredth Sudan’s S.A. = 25100km2;; application of Formula (11) from 

Section 3.2.2.5 gives : 2716 MWe (pot’l). 

Bioenergy : Planted forests’ 6068000ha /574/. Applying formulae (4) & (5) ar-

rived at in Sect. 3.2.2.1(i), one obtains ≈ 10620 (pot’l); for natural forests’ po-
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tential, applying formula (6) of 3.2.2.1 (ii) to 486M m3 effective growing stock 

in forests for energy usage /574/, we get 1400 MW (pot’l). 

 

Estimated Total Power Potential (PETP) = 4250 MW (Hydel) + 12850 MW (O 

& G) + 1000 MW (Wind) + 2716 MW (Solar) + 12020 (Bio-.) = 32836 MW. 

 

Φpotential = 0.0130 MW.km-2                    [Obtained using eqn. (2)]  

          

SCF = Φpotential / Φinstalled = 26 

3.3.1.2 ETHIOPIA 
 

Coal : Present production levels are at 20000 t/a /20/; planned graduation in 

output over the years to 200000 t/a /565/, and applying Formula (13) to the 

same, we get a power potential of 60 MW. 

RES potentials.  

Bio-energies ex-15000 ha jatropha plantation; the appropriate formula is ap-

plied to get 3 MWe (pot’l). 

   

3.3.1.3  ERITREA 
 

PTIPC = 200 MW (198 MW of thermal + 2 MW solar, wind) /28//29/. 

RES potentials. 

A wind potential of ≈ 500 MWe along the 1000km Red Sea coast (on low land) 

except for Aseb’s 9.5 m.s-1 (10 m ht.) /490/. 

* Geothermal potential - Eritrea’s hydrothermal reservoirs are at 250° - 

350°C, temperatures similar to Ethiopia’s at eleven sites and Alid Volcanic 

area where charting is on /491/.  

Bioenergy from (i) agrowastes’ briquettes @ 400 t/a (per plant) /492/. 

=> total production from plants (15 nos.) = 6000 t/a (6 x 106 kg / a). 

The long-term (say, 30-yr. potential) = (6 x 106 kg / a) / (8760 x 3600 s.a-1) = 

0.19 kg / s (the biomass flow) 

 Power Potential = (0.19 kg / s)(20 MJ / kg) [taking heat value of  

 such biomass on a dry basis as 20 MJ / kg = 4 MW 
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3.3.1.4 DJIBOUTI 
 

PTIPC = 196 MW (116 MW ex-thermal /37//38/; the rest being as geothermal 

/44//45/). 

 

3.3.1.5 SOMALIA 
 

PTIPC = 80 MW (thermal 75 MW; hydel 5 MW) /47//48/. 

Peat : Somalia’s peatland area ≈200km2 /542/ and application of Formula (10) 

gives : 180 MWe (pot’l). 

 

 

3.3.2 CENTRAL AFRICA 
 

3.3.2.1 CAMEROON 
 

 Oil & Gas Potential is from the 200M bbl reserves. Formula (12) is applied to 

current output of 80000 bbl/d. NG reserves of 110G m3; production = con-

sumption = 19M m3 p.a., /494/, and the appropriate Formula is applied to 

give a power potential of 50 MW. 

RES - potential. 

Bioenergy : ≈ 2769000ha may be used for bioenergy purposes /495/.  

Cameroon’s economically recoverable energy ex- 244750 tbagasse  

/554/. Now, bagasse’s yield averages 10 t/ha/a /571/.  

 The 244750 tbagasse is from 24475 ha/a. Application of Formula (9) 

from 3.2.2.3 yields : (24475 ha)(2700 kWh/ha/a) / (8760 ha/a)  

= 7 MWe (pot’l). 

 

 

3.3.2.2 CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
 

PTIPC = 46 MW (54% hydel & 46% thermal).  

 Hydel power potential derives mainly from SW’s R. Mbali :300 MW /496/.  
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 O & G potential * in Sud Province along border with Chad, stays  

uncharted. The republic’s present demand is 300000 bbl/d /497/. 

Coal : 3.31M tonnes’ recoverable reserves but no production in  

evidence nor in sight in a state torn by civil war with no end in sight,  

Formula (13) is applied to a minimal output of 32400 t/a.  

RES-potentials. 

* Wind potential, erratic, is where (N) v > 5 m.s-1 /496/. .  

Solar power potential : One-hundredth CAR’s S.A. = 6229km2, and applica-

tion of Formula (11) from 3.2.2.5 gives 674 MWe (pot’l). 

Bioenergy : Planted forest, 5% of S.A., supplies energy /496/. We consider 

2000ha /574/, and apply Formula from 3.2.2.1(i) to get a potential of 3 MW 

 

3.3.2.3  GABON 
 

RES-potentials. 

* Wind potential : vaverage (in some parts) ≤ 6 m.s-1, is still not exploited /498/.  

Bioenergy : 85% land area is forest; taking planted forest area of 30000ha 

/574/ for energy purposes and applying Formula of 3.2.2.1(i) yields : ≈ 55 

MW (pot’l). 

 

3.3.2.4 EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
 

NG : The relevant formula isn’t applied to the enormous current levels of 

output as most of the gas expected to get exported and revenue therefrom 

be used to develop other sectors eg. hydel. Formula (12) is applied to about 

one-fourth the current annual output of 4.32G m3, to get a potential of 9000 

MWe. 

 

3.3.2.5 THE CONGO REPUBLIC 
 

Peat : Peatland area ≈16000km2 /542/, and application of Formula (10) from 

3.2.2.4 gives : 14400 MWe (pot’l). 
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3.3.2.6  DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO 
 

Oil : 180M bbl – reserves Ξ 24.7 years, when productions at 2008-levels of 

about 20000 bbl/d. Consumptions @11000 bbl/d. No refineries in DCR. No 

NG-resources /500/. Using Formula (12) for the said crude oil output, we get 

500 MWe (pot’l). 

Peat : Peatland area ≈12000km2 /542/, and application of the relevant For-

mula (10) yields : 10800 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials. 

* Geothermal : Resources in E, of volcanoes, active hot springs at 35°- 90°C 

/500/. 

Bioenergy : Methane reserves’s (L. Kivu area) estimated power potential, 

700 MWe (Period : 55 years), of which DCR’s share, 350 MW /572/.  

 

3.3.3  SUB – SAHARAN AFRICA 
 

3.3.3.1  MAURITANIA 
 

RES – potentials. 

Wind : 4-5 m/s (NE, S); 7 m/s (W-coast); 6 m/s (the rest of the land). One of 

the best wind resources on the Continent, that is quadruple of 230 MW 

(which is the annual needs of installed power capacity + 17%) /502/ => 920 

MW (pot’l).  

Bioenergy : (i) Through animal and crop wastes is 3.7 GWh /503/  

≈ 0.4 MW.a-1 ≈ 1 MW (max.). 

 

3.3.3.2 MALI 
 

Hydroelectric power potential = 1050 GWh.a-1 /504/  

=
1050 𝐺𝑊ℎ/𝑎

8760 ℎ/𝑎
= 120 𝑀𝑊 

O & G : 900M bbl extractable over 25 yrs., /505/; but oil production being ze-

ro, for calculation purposes we assume an o/p of 10000 bbl/d and apply 

Formula (12) to get 250 MWe (pot’l).  
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RES-potentials.  

Bioenergy : Cultivable area is 30M ha, of which ⅓d is cultivated. 

  => 20M ha available for jatropha cultivation. 

Applying Formulae (7) & (8) of Sect. 3.2.2.2, we get 4000 MWe (pot’l).  

 

3.3.3.3 NIGER  
 

Hydroelectric economic potential = 150 MW (from the rivers : Gambou Niger, 

Kandadj Niger, Dyondunga Niger) /507/. 

O & G : Reserves established by the government /508/ are as :  

 51.5M m3 (324M bbl) oil + 5.165T m3 NG (182.4T CFT). 

No crude nor NG production now  

Coal potential : 13.7M tonnes; production @200000 short tons /509/ and 

Formula (13) is applied to get a power potential of 62 MW. 

RES-potentials.  

* Wind potential is seen in Northern D’jado Plateau Region (v ≈ 5 m/s) /507/, 

but unquantified yet. 

Bioenergy potentials : < 12% of land area is arable /146/); we take ⅓d of it for 

jatropha cultivation i.e., 4% of 1270000km2 = 51200km2 ≈ 5.12M ha. The ap-

propriate formula gives 1024 MW (pot’l 

 

3.3.3.4  CHAD 
 

Hydroelectric power potential = 150 GWh.a-1 = 17 MW /160/). 

Oil : Reserves are 1.5G bbl and production averaged (2008-10) 132000 bbl/d 

/510/. Formula (12) is applied to this o/p : 3300 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.4  WEST AFRICA  
 

3.3.4.1  SENEGAL 
  

Hydroelectric power potential = (3450 GW.h/a)(8760 h/a) = 400 MW. 

RES – potentials.  
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Bioenergy potential : Taking one-twentieth of green belt, i.e., 9810km2 for 

energy generation, and considering a third of this area, i.e., 6475km2, for 

sugarcane and applying the appropriate formula, we get about 200 MW 

(power pot’l).  

 

3.3.4.2 THE GAMBIA  
 

* Hydel potential (through mini-hydel plants) stays uncharted /173/. 

O & G : Crude oil production is zero; Apply the relevant formula to assumed 

minimal future output of 10000 bbl/d, to get 250 MWe (pot’l). 

Peat : ex- 65000ha of peatland /174/), Formula (10) . from Section 3.2.2.4 

gives : 585 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.4.3  GUINEA – BISSAU 
 

Oil reserves are at 459M bbl /186/; assume a minimal future production of 

10000 bbl/d, application of Formula (12) gives : 250 MWe (pot’l). 

Peat : ex- marshy coastlands’ peat covering 350km coastline x 1½km strip = 

500km2 and Formula (10) applied to this gives : MWe 450 (pot’l). 

RES - potentials. 

 Wind speeds of ≈ 7 m/s along a 350km coastline stay unexploited /192/.  

3.3.4.4  GUINEA  
 

O & G : No crude production now. Total demand (2007) was 17674 bbl/d, of 

which consumption, 9000 bbl/d and imports 8674 bbl/d /514/. Assuming for 

calculation purposes a minimal starting 10000-bbl/d output in the future, and 

applying Formula (12) to the same, we have a power potential of 250 MWe. 

Peat : ex- peatlands (≈ 525000ha) /203/; Formula (10) from Section 3.2.2.4 

gives : 4724 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Wind : Wind speeds @2 – 4 m.s-1 are considered insufficient for bigger pow-

er generation /514/. 
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3.3.4.5 SIERRA LEONE 
 

 Oil potential : No production yet. Take a minimal future starting output of 

10000 bbl/d and apply Formula (12) to get a potential of 250 MWe. 
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3.3.4.6 LIBERIA  
  

O & G sector is under development; explorations are still on. The relevant 

formula applied to a 10000 bbl/d output gives : 250 MWe (pot’l). 

Peat : 40000ha /227/); application of Formula (10) from 3.2.2.4 gives : 450 

MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.4.7  IVORY COAST  
 

O & G : Apply Formula (12) to a 200000 bbl/d production goal set by the 

government : 5000 MWe (pot’l). 

Peat : ex- peatlands, (max.) 2000km2 Abidjo marshes near Abidjan /518/. 

Formula (10) from Sect. 3.2.2.4 gives : 9000 MWe (power pot’l). 

RES – potentials. 

Bioenergy : (i) ex- 200000 ha jatropha /236/); Formula from 3.2.2.2 gives : 40 

MWe (pot’l).  

3.3.4.8  BURKINA FASO  
          

 Relevant data may be referred from Tables at the end of this section.  

 

3.3.4.9  GHANA 
 

Peat : ex-peatlands (300km2 wetlands = 30000ha less 6500ha  

kept for salt panning) covering 23500ha /250/).  

Application of Formula (10) from Sect. 3.2.2.4 yields 210 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Bioenergy : ex–jatropha lands (1M ha) under the existing agreement be-

tween Ghanaian Govt., and foreign companies /257/. The formulae from 

Section 3.2.2.2 give : 200 MWe (pot’l). 
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3.3.4.9  TOGO 

           

Peat : 50km southern coastal plains’ extensive marshlands offer peat  /269/) 

from 50km x 1½km strip i.e., 7500ha. Formula (10) from 3.2.2.4 gives 67 

MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Bioenergy : The remainder 1.53M ha’s ⅓d /270/) i.e., ½M ha is considered as 

being available for jatropha farming; application of Formula from 3.2.2.2 

gives : 100 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.4.10 BENIN 
 

Peat : ex – coastal marshlands’ peat /523/ : 5km-wide strips of swamp are all 

over the coast; E. The Central District shows permanent swamps along 

headwaters of R. Okpara’s tributaries; permanent swamps also along 

R.Niger (NE) and around the border (Benin – Niger); permanent swamps on 

R. Pendjari (NW). A total of about 106000ha (≈1060km2) - Formula (10) 

gives 954 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials. 

Bioenergy : ex – 30000ha of jatropha plantations /273/). Formula gives an 6 

MW power potential. 

 

  

3.3.4.11  NIGERIA 
            

O & G : NG-reserves of 5T m3 /525/; consumption, 12.28M m3 & exports, 

20.55M m3 /526/; output of 23.21G m3 /527/ (Note - the first three figures 

concern the year 2008, while the last in the series pertains to 2009). For cal-

culation purposes, we apply Formula (16) to annual NG-output of 0.18G m3 

and obtain 1000 MW as power potential. 

 

Proven coal reserves are at 650M t /293/. Reduction in demand due to 

switchovers to diesel in rail transport and to gas in power plants has led to 

insignificant production. However situation may change with export demand 
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and mine revampings leading to output levels ≈700000 t/a /525/. Application 

of Formula (13) to such an output gives power potential : 247 MWe.  

Peat : ex-coastal marshlands’ peatland area ≈ 1000km2 (2008) /542/. Formu-

la (10) from 3.2.2.4 yields a pot’l of ≈ 900 MWe. 

 

RES – potentials. 

Wind power potential = 30 MW /528/. 

Geothermal power potential * - Preliminary studies have confirmed this re-

source but quantification is awaited still /528/. 

  

3.3.5  EAST AFRICA 
 

3.3.5.1 KENYA 
 

Oil & Gas production has been at a standstill for the last few years; we as-

sume a 10000 bbl/d minimum output upon restoration. 

RES – potentials. 

Bioenergy potential in Mau Forest’s 627960ha /506/. Sugarcane’s bagasse 

yields 120 MW (pot’l) /529/. 130000ha /529/ for jatropha power potential, and 

application of relevant formula gives 26 MW (pot’l).  

 

3.3.5.2 UGANDA 
  

Oil & Gas : Zero production and 14000 bbl/d (2010) consumption /531/. We 

assume a 10000 bbl/d crude oil output and apply formula (12).   Formula (16) 

is applied to a minimal future NG-output of 0.18G m3 / a.   

Peat : Peatlands’ 800 MW (pot’l) /530/. 

RES – potentials.  

Solar Power Potential = 200 MW /530/.  

Now, one-hundredth Uganda’s S.A. = 2360km2 ., application of Formula (11) 

from  3.2.2.5 gives : 255 MWe (solar pot’l). 

Bioenergy : In 3 countries’ savannah regions (of Uganda, Tanzania, Mozam-

bique), Green Resources A/S, under the chairmanship of J. Niemelä (ex-
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head of UPM-Kymmene Oyj of Finland) is planting 5000ha/a., of forests 

/532/. This is inclusive of the total planted area of 51000ha /574/.  

  

3.3.5.3  RWANDA 
 

Peat : Of the 150M tons in marshes, one-third is extractable /338/; Formula 

(10) from 3.2.2.4 gives 450 MWe (pot’l).   

RES – potentials. 

Geothermal power potential : medium to high temperature geothermal sys-

tem) and amounts to 700 MW /534/.  

Bioenergy : Methane power potential from L. Kivu (Rwanda side), 350 MWe 

/572/. Charcoal’s tonnage amounts to 75000 t/a /331/). 

 => 225 x 107 MWs.a-1 i.e., (225 x 107 MW.s) / (31.536 x 106 s.a-1) ≈ 70 MW.  

[Taking specific energy value of 30 MJ.kg-1.  

 

3.3.5.4  BURUNDI 
 

 Peat : 36M tons of peat /345/. Formula (10) of Sect. 3.2.2.4 gives a power 

potential of 324 MWe (pot’l).  

RES – potentials. 

* Geothermal potential is not quantized. 

 

3.3.5.5 TANZANIA 
 

Coal : Formula (13) is applied to the current production levels of 35000 t/a.  
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3.3.6  SOUTHERN AFRICA 
 

3.3.6.1  ANGOLA  
  

Φinstalled = 0.0017 MW.km-2[Obtained using eqn. (1) where PTIPC = 2097 MW   

                    consisting thermal and hydel; AAngola = 1246700 km2 

Peat : Peatlands ≈ 520000ha /379/. Application of Formula (10) from Sect. 

3.2.2.4 gives 4680 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Bioenergy from sugarcane’s 1M ha suitable for cultivation /378/); the Formu-

la (9) is applied thus : 

(1 x 106 ha)(2700 kWh.ha-1.a-1) / (8760 h.a-1) = 308 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.6.2 MOZAMBIQUE  
 

Oil & Gas : NG production has averaged 3.4G m3/a (120G CFT/a) the past 
three years /537/.   
Coal : Applying Formula (13) to annual average output of 42000 Short tons 

/538/ i.e., ≈ 38100 tonnes, we get a power potential of ≈ 12 MW. 

Peat: Peatland area, 1900 km2 /542/, and Formula (10) from section 3.2.2.4 

gives 1710 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

* Wind power potential’s mapping work is in progress /539/. 

Bioenergy : 40M ha is available for energy crops’ cultivation /540/. Applying 

Formulae (7) & (8) related to jatropha to ⅓d of above area, we get a power 

potential of 1333 MWe.  

Peat: Peatland area, 1900 km2 /542/, and Formula (10) from section 3.2.2.4 

gives 1710 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.6.3  ZAMBIA 
  

Peat : Peatland area : 15000 km2 /542/, and relevant formula gives : 13500 

MWe (pot’l).

RES – potentials.  
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Bioenergy: ex -jatropha (184420 ha /403/). Applying Formulae (7) & (8) from 

Sect. 3.2.2.2, we have 37 MWe (pot’l). 

 

3.3.6.4 ZIMBABWE 
  

RES – potentials. 

Bioenergy : Sawdust’s 250 MW and bagasse based of 150 MW /417/). 

 

3.3.6.5 NAMIBIA  
 

Oil & Gas : 11G bbl; field-life ≈ 25 – 30 yrs. /544/ 

Peat : Peatlands’s area is 100km2 /542/, and Formula (10) from 3.2.2.4 gives 

90 MWe(pot’l).  

RES – potentials. 

Solar Power Potential = 1500 MW /545/. Now one-hundredth Namibia’s S.A. 

= 8242km2., application of Formula (11) from 3.2.2.5 yields : 892 MWe (solar 

pot’l). 

 

3.3.6.6 BOTSWANA  
 

Coal: Out of the 200G tonnes’ reserves, an output of 1M t/a is counted and 

Formula (13)  is applied : 308 MW (pot’l). 

Peat : Okavango Swamp’s peatlands (3000km2) /440/. Application of Formu-

la (10) from Sect. 3.2.2.4 gives a power potential of 2700 MWe. 

 

3.3.6.7  MALAWI  
  

Hydel power potential from perennial rivers = 900 MW /551/. 

Peat : Peatland area of ≈670km2 /547/; Formula (10) of Sect. 3.2.2.5 gives 

603 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Geothermal power pot’l = 60 MW /547/ (each cost-effective steam well gen-

erating 4 – 5 MW). 
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Bioenergy : 18M liters’ EtOH implies a power potential of 20 MJ/l /548/.  

 360 x 106 MWs.l-1  

      = (360 x 106 MWs.a-1) / (31.536 x 106 s.a-1) ≈ 12 MW (pot’l). 

 

3.3.6.8  MADAGASCAR 
 

Oil & Gas : The present output is about zero and consumption at 21000 bbl/d. 

Potential peak production rate of 300000 bbl/d and a field-life of 50 yrs., 

/549/. Using Formula (12) on 300000 bbl/d : 7500 MWe (pot’l). 

Coal : The present production is zero and in the future is to be geared to 

3½M t/a. The coal consumption (2010) was 11000 t/a /550/. Per the relevant 

formula in Sec. 3.2.2.6, 3.24M t/a of coal will fuel a 1000-MWe power plant 

and we take this as the annual power potential from the island-state’s coal 

resources. 

Peat : Through Eastern Lagoon’s peat spread over 5000ha /552/; per Formu-

la (10) from 3.2.2.5, 45 MWe (pot’l). 

RES – potentials.  

Bioenergy : 10000 – 15000ha (jatropha land for cultivation) /551/, the rele-

vant Formula’s application yields up to 3 MWe (pot’l). 

Through sugarcane’s bagasse from 50000 ha /551/, the relevant Formula 

(9)’s application gives : 15 MWe (pot’l). 
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3.3.7 TABULATION OF RESULTS 

 

* (indicates uncharted power potential for the particular source) 

- (indicates no resources found todate) 

C (indicates coal resource)  

P (indicates peat resource) 

 

TABLE 1. POWER DENSITIES OF INSTALLED & POTENTIAL POWER 

CAPACITIES WITH SCALE - UP FACTORS. 

 

THE HORN OF AFRICA 

Country Φinstalled 

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2) 

Scale-up    Factor 

(Φpotential / Φinstalled) 

SUDAN 0.0005 0.0130 26 

ETHIOPIA 0.0008 0.0421 53 

ERITREA 0.0016 0.0057  4  

DJIBOUTI 0.0085 0.03804  5 

SOMALIA 0.0001 0.00429 43 

 

CENTRAL AFRICA  

Country Φinstalled 

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2) 

Scale-up Fac-

tor 

(Φpotential/ Φin-

stalled) 

CAMEROON 0.0017 0.0690  40 

CENTRAL AFRICAN 

REP. 

0.00007 0.0078 110 

GABON 0.0015 0.0703  47 

EQUATORIAL 

GUINEA 

0.0011 0.7481 680 

CONGO REPUBLIC 0.0004 0.0879 219 

D. R. CONGO (KIN-

SHASA) 

0.0010 0.0694  69 
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Country Φinstalled  

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2)  

Scale-up Factor 

(Φpotential/ Φinstalled) 

MAURITANIA 0.0001 0.0032  32 

MALI 0.0002 0.0055  27 

NIGER 0.0002 0.0032  16 

CHAD 0.00002 0.0038  195 

 

WEST AFRICA 

Country Φinstalled 

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2) 

Scale-up Factor 

(Φpotential/ Φin-

stalled) 

SENEGAL 0.0028 0.0131  5 

THE GAMBIA 0.0047 0.0772  16 

GUINEA BISSAU 0.0006 0.0271  45 

GUINEA 0.0015 0.0493  33 

SIERRA LEONE 0.0007 0.0267  38 

LIBERIA 0.0017 0.0253  15 

IVORY COAST 0.0037 0.0608  16 

BURKINA FASO 0.0009 0.0035  4 

GHANA 0.0088 0.0359  4 

TOGO 0.0015 0.0091  6 

BENIN 0.0005 0.0235  47 

NIGERIA 0.0064 0.0457  7 

 

 
EAST AFRICA 

Country Φinstalled 

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2) 

Scale-up Factor 

(Φpotential / Φinstalled) 

KENYA 0.0022  0.0384  17 

UGANDA 0.0036  0.0213  6 

RWANDA 0.0036  0.1525  42 

BURUNDI 0.0014  0.0286   20 

TANZANIA 0.0006  0.0127  21 
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SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Country Φinstalled 

(MW.km-2) 

Φpotential 

(MW.km-2) 

Scale-up Factor 

(Φpotential/ Φinstalled) 

ANGOLA 0.0017  0.0467 27 

MOZAMBIQUE 0.0029  0.0246   8 

ZAMBIA 0.0033  0.0334 10 

ZIMBABWE 0.0056  0.0391  7 

NAMIBIA 0.0006  0.0061  10 

BOTSWANA 0.0002  0.0079   39 

MALAWI 0.0025  0.0242  9 

MADAGASCAR 0.0045  0.0379  8 

 

 

TABLE 2. ENERGY SOURCES’ ABSOLUTE POWER POTENTIALS  

 

THE HORN OF AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW) 

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

SUDAN  4250 12850  - 2716  *  

1000/6/ 

12020 32836 

ETHIOPIA 30000 

/17/ 

 1000  60C 1220 5000 

/18/ 

10000 

/460/ 

 1188 47468 

ERITREA  -  *  -  130  * /491/  500 

/491/ 

  64  694 

DJIBOUTI  -  -  -  25  

800/43/ 

 50/38/  *  875 

SOMALIA  

120/59/ 

 1500 180P   690  * /55/  * /55/  248  2738 
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CENTRAL AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW) 

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

Cameroon  23000 

/493/ 

 2050  - 514  -  * 7261  32825 

CAR  300 

/496/ 

  * 10C  674  -  -  3919  4904 

GABON 6000 

/74/  

 6200  -  -  -  *  6629   18829 

EG  2600 

/84/ 

18000  -  -  -  -  386   20986 

CR  2500 

/97/ 

 8440 14400P   -  -  *  4737   30077 

DCR 100000 

/103/ 

through 

/108/. 

500 40C 

10800P 

 -  *  - 51553 162894 

 

 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW) 

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

Mauritania  -  1250  -  1115  - 920 

/502/ 

 43  3328 

Mali 120 

/504/ 

 250  -  1342  -  *  5218  6930 

Niger 150 

/507/ 

 120  62C  1374  -  * 

/507/ 

 1284  4120 

Chad 17 

/160/ 

3300  -  1389   *   *  218  4924 
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WEST AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW) 

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

Senegal  400 

/165/ 

 750  10C  212  -  100 

/165/ 

/172/ 

 1103  2576 

The Gambia   * 

/173/ 

 250  585P   12  -  -  25  873 

Guinea-Bissau  184 

/192/ 

 250  450P  39  -  *  57  981 

Guinea  6000 

/203/ 

 250 4724P   266  -  -  893 12133 

Sierra Leone  1200 

/207/ 

 250  10C  -  -  -  144  1918 

Liberia  1000 

/219/ 

 250  450P   120  -  -  998  2818 

Ivory Coast  1200 

/570/ 

 5004 9000P   *  -  *  4431 19635 

Burkina Faso  150 / 

/238/ 

 *  -  296  -  -  631  978 

Ghana  1243 

/257/ 

 3000  210P   258  - 2000 

/250/ 

 1079  8567 

Togo  224 

/267/ 

 -  67P  61  -  *  170  522 

Benin  760 

/280/ 

 700  954P   120  -  *  117  2651 

Nigeria 12000 

/528/ 

26000  247C 

 900P 

 1000  * 

/528/ 

 30 

/528/ 

 2115  42293 
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EAST AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW) 

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

Kenya  1120 

/529/ 

 250  -  -  7000 

/529/ 

 2700 

/529/ 

 1314 22385 

Uganda  2000 

/530/ 

 1250  800P  250  500 

/322/ 

  * 

/530/ 

 234  5034 

Rwanda  500 

/327/- 

/329/, 

/332/ 

/333/  

 2500  450P  28  700 

/534/ 

  -  1085  4014 

Burundi  130 

/341/ 

/342/ 

 25 324P   -  *  -  148  798 

Tanzania  3800 

/351/ 

/370/ 

 4500  10C  650  650 

/362/ 

 200 

/535/ 

 2211  12021 
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SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Country Hydel 

(MW) 

O&G 

(MW)  

C / P 

(MW) 

RES (MW) Total 

(MW) Solar Geo-. Wind Bio-. 

Angola 18000 

/377/ 

25000 4680P  1349  -  5000 

/386/ 

 3343 57372 

Mozambique 13000 

/536/ 

 1000  12C  

1710P  

 867  *   * 

/539/ 

 3910 19779 

Zambia  6000 

/541/ 

 - 13500P 

1200C 

 814  *   * 

/413/ 

 3628 25143 

Zimbabwe 12750 

/543/ 

 -  705C  422  -  - 1431 15308 

Namibia  *  3500  100C 

 90P  

 892  100 

/429/ 

 20 

/425/ 

 252   4954 

Botswana  -  -  308C 

2700P 

 652  * 

/465/ 

 - 

/437/ 

 1091   4752 

Malawi  900 

/546/ 

 -  15C 

 603P 

 124  60 

/547/ 

 -  1166   2869 

Madagascar  7800 

/448/ 

 7500 1000C 

 45P 

 626 350  

/469/ 

 2000 

/551/ 

 2980  22301 

 

TABLE 3.  DATA FOR CALCULATION OF SCALE-UP FACTORS 

 

THE HORN OF AFRICA 

 Country PTIPC  

(MW) 

ACountry  

(km2) 

Φinstalled     

 [MW ]  

 [km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential 

 [MW] 

  [km2] 

SCF 

(Φpotential  

Φinstalled) 

SUDAN 1268 /1/ 2510000 0.0005 32839 0.0130 26 

ETHIOPIA 929 /19/ 1127127 0.0008 47468 0.0421 53 

ERITREA 200 /28//29/ 121320 0.0016 694 0.0057 4 

DJIBOUTI 196 

/37//38//44//45/ 

23000 0.0085 875 0.0380 5 

SOMALIA 80 /47//48/ 637657 0.0001 2495 0.0039 39 
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CENTRAL AFRICA 

Country PTIPC 

(MW) 

ACountry 

(km2) 

Φinstalled 

[MW] 

[km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential 

[MW] 

[km2] 

SCF 

(Φpotential 

Φinstalled) 

CAMEROON 816 

/493/ 

475440 0.0017 32825 0.0690 40 

CAR 46 /68/ 622984 0.00007 4904 0.00708 110 

GABON 400 

/498/ 

267667 0.0015 18829 0.0704 47 

EG 31 /88/ 28050 0.0011 20986 0.7481 680 

CR 148 /89/ 342000 0.0004 30077 0.0879 19 

DCR 2475 

/499/ 

2345408 0.0010 162893 0.06945 69 

 

 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Country PTIPC 

(MW) 

ACountry 

(km2) 

Φinstalled 

[MW]  

[km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential  

[MW]  

[km2] 

SCF 

(Φpotential 

Φinstalled) 

MAURITANIA 180 /502/ 

/503/ 

1030700 0.0001 3328 0.0032 32 

MALI 330 /131/ 1240192 0.0002 6930 0.0055 27 

NIGER 270 /144/ 

/145/ 

1270000 0.0002 4120 0.0032 16 

CHAD 32 /159/ 1284000 0.00002 4924 0.0038 195 
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WEST AFRICA 

Country PTIPC 

(MW) 

ACountry 

(km2) 

Φinstalled 

[MW]  

[km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential 

[MW]  

[km2] 

SCF (Φpo-

tential  

Φinstalled) 

SENEGAL 548 /512/ 196190 0.0028 2576 0.0131 5 

THE 

GAMBIA  

53 /513/ 11300 0.0047 873 0.0772 16 

GUINEA-

BISSAU 

21 /179/ 36120 0.0006 981 0.0271 45 

GUINEA 361 /202/ 245857 0.0015 12133 0.0493 33 

SIERRA 

LEONE 

52 /515/ 71740 0.0007 1918 0.0267 38 

LIBERIA 198 /226/ 111370 0.0017 2818 0.0253 15 

IVORY 

COAST 

1218 

/228/ 

322460 0.0037 19635 0.0608 16 

BURKINA 

FASO 

252 /519/ 274200 0.0009 978 0.0035 4 

GHANA 2111 

/520/ 

238533 0.0088 8567 0.0359 4 

TOGO 85 /522/ 56785 0.0015 522 0.0091 6 

BENIN 60 /280/ 112622 0.0005 2651 0.0235 47 

NIGERIA 5900 

/524/ 

923768 0.0064 42293 0.0457 7 
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EAST AFRICA 

Country PTIPC 

(MW) 

ACountry 

(km2) 

Φinstalled 

[MW]  

[km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential 

[MW]  

[km2] 

SCF (Φpo-

tential  

Φinstalled) 

KENYA 1286 

/529/ 

582650 0.0022 22385 0.0384 17 

UGANDA 850 /313/ 

/321/ 

236040 0.0036 5034 0.0213 6 

RWANDA 96 /533/ 26338 0.0036 4014 0.1525 42 

BURUNDI 40 /339/ 27830 0.0014 798 0.0286 20 

TANZANIA 595 /356/ 

/357//358/ 

945087 0.0006 12021 0.0127 21 

 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Country PTIPC 

(MW) 

ACountry 

(km2) 

Φinstalled 

[MW]  

[km2] 

PETPC 

(MW) 

Φpotential 

[MW] 

[km2] 

SCF 

(Φpotential 

Φinstalled) 

ANGOLA 2097 

/373/ 

1246700 0.0017 57372 0.0467 27 

MOZAMBIQUE 2400 

/382/ 

/390/ 

801950 0.0029 19779 0.0246 6 

ZAMBIA 2500 

/400/ 

752614 0.0033 25143 0.0334 10 

ZIMBABWE 2200 

/415/ 

390757 0.0056 15308 0.0391 7 

NAMIBIA 500 /555/ 824292 0.0006 4954 0.006 10 

BOTSWANA 132 /432/ 

/433/ 

602957 0.0002 4752 0.0079 39 

MALAWI 304 /441/ 

/442//443/ 

118480 0.0025 2869 0.0242 9 

MADAGASCAR 2646 

/445/ 

587039 0.0045 22301 0.03791 8 
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TABLE 4.   DATA FOR CALCULATING FOREST BIOENERGY POTENTIALS 

 

THE HORN 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

/574/ 

Effective growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) /574/ 

SUDAN 6068000 486M 

ETHIOPIA 511000  99M 

ERITREA 34000 - 

DJIBOUTI - - 

SOMALIA 3000  84M 

 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

Effective growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) 

CAMEROON -  2518M 

CAR 2000  1359M 

GABON 30000  2282M 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA -  134M 

CR 75000  1589M 

DCR 59000 17736M 

 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

Effective growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) 

MAURITANIA 21000 2.5M 

MALI 530000 86M 

NIGER 148000 - 

CHAD 17000 65M 
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WEST AFRICA 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

Effective growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) 

SENEGAL 464000 39.5M 

THE GAMBIA - 9M 

GUINEA-BISSAU - 20M 

GUINEA 93000 253M 

SIERRA LEONE 15000 41.5M 

LIBERIA 8000 342M 

IVORY COAST 337000 1316M 

BURKINA FASO 109000 118M 

GHANA 260000 145M 

TOGO 42000 - 

BENIN 19000 26.5M 

NIGERIA 382000 500M 

 

EAST AFRICA 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

Effective growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) 

KENYA 197600 286M 

UGANDA 51000 500M 

RWANDA 373000   2M 

BURUNDI 69000  10M 

TANZANIA 240000 618M 
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SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Country Planted forest area tak-

en for calculation (ha) 

Effecive growing stock 

in forest taken for calcu-

lation (m3) 

ANGOLA 128000 9751M 

MOZAMBIQUE 62000  610M 

ZAMBIA 62000 1212M 

ZIMBABWE 108000 292M 

NAMIBIA - 87.5M 

BOTSWANA - 380M 

MALAWI 365000 177M 

MADAGASCAR 415000 773M 

 

 

TABLE 5.  OIL & GAS, COAL  AND  SOLAR POWER SECTORS’  DATA 

 

THE HORN 

Country Crude oil’s 

output taken 

for calcula-

tion (bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion value 

taken for cal-

culation  

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

One-

hundredth of 

country’s 

S.A. consid-

ered for solar 

potential’s 

calculation 

(km2) 

SUDAN 514000 /6/ - - 25100 

ETHIOPIA - 0.18G 200000 /565/ 11270 

ERITREA * * - 1213 

DJIBOUTI - - - 230 

SOMALIA 20000 0.18G - 6376 
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CENTRAL AFRICA 

Country Crude oil’s 

output taken 

for calcula-

tion (bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

(1/100)S.A. 

considered 

for solar po-

tential’s cal-

culation (km2) 

CAMEROON 80000 /63/ 19M /494/ - 4754 

CAR * * 32400 6229 

GABON 248000 

/74//80/ /81/ 

- - - 

EQUATORIAL 

GUINEA 

359000 /84/ 

/88/ 

1G - - 

CR 302000 

/89//99/ 

0.17G /89//99/ - - 

DCR 20000 /500/ - 128000 /501/ - 

 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Country Crude oil’s 

o/p taken for 

calculation 

(bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

(1/100)S.A. 

considered 

for solar po-

tential’s cal-

culation (km2) 

MAURITANIA 10000 0.18G - 10307 

MALI 10000 - - 12401 

NIGER 10000 0.18G 200000 /514/ 12700 

CHAD 132000 /510/ - - 12840 
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WEST AFRICA 

Country Crude oil’s 

output taken 

for calcula-

tion (bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

(1 /100)S.A. 

of country 

considered 

for solar po-

tential’s cal-

culation (km2) 

SENEGAL 30000 - 64800L 1961 

THE GAMBIA 10000 - - 113 

GUINEA-

BISSAU 

10000 - - 361 

GUINEA 10000 - - 2458 

SIERRA LE-

ONE 

10000 - 64800L - 

LIBERIA 10000 - - 1113 

IVORY 

COAST 

200000 

/232//233/ 

1.3M /517/ - * 

BURKINA 

FASO 

* * - 2742 

GHANA 120000 /251/ - - 2385 

TOGO - - - 567 

BENIN 28000 /281/ - - 1126 

NIGERIA 1M 0.18G 700000 /525/ 9237 
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EAST AFRICA 

Country Crude oil’s 

output taken 

for calcula-

tion (bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

(1/100)S.A. 

considered 

for solar po-

tential’s cal-

culation (km2) 

KENYA 10000 - - - 

UGANDA 10000 0.18G - 2360 

RWANDA 10000 0.18G - 263 

BURUNDI 1000 * - - 

TANZANIA - 815M /352/ 

/367//368/ 

35000 /366/ 9450 

 

 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Country Crude oil’s 

output taken 

for calcula-

tion (bbl/d) 

NG’s produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(m3/a) 

Coal produc-

tion taken for 

calculation 

(t/a) 

(1/100)S.A. 

considered 

for solar po-

tential’s 

calculation 

(km2) 

ANGOLA 1M - - 12467 

MOZAMBIQUE - 0.18G 38100 /538/ 8019 

ZAMBIA - - 400000 /414/ 7526 

ZIMBABWE - - 2.4M /420/ 3907 

NAMIBIA 100000 0.18G 324000 8242 

BOTSWANA - - 1M 6029 

MALAWI - - 55000 /444/ 1184 

MADAGASCAR 300000 /549/ - 3.24M 5870 
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TABLE 6.  COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION DATA FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART 

WORKS /576/  &  AUTHOR’S OWN WORK 

 

COAL PRODUCTION 

Region State IEAWork’s/576/              t/a Own Work’s     

t/a 

The Horn Ethiopia (2011-’13 av. value)   25000 20000 

C. Africa  DRC x (2011-‘13 av.value)      NIL 128000 (y.2008) 

W. Africa Nigeria (y.2012 av.value)         2M 3.2M 

E. Africa Tanzania x (y.2013 estimate)     270000 34000 

S. Africa Mozambique 

x 

Zambia  x 

Zimbabwe 

Botswana 

Namibia  x 

Malawi    x 

(y.2012 sum of all grades) 

3.5M 

(y.2013 estimate)    400000 

(y.2012 all grades)    7.8M 

(y.2012)                     1.5M 

NIL 

NIL 

38000 

 

1000 

5M 

1M 

5M 

55000 

 

PEAT PRODUCTION 
 
Region IEA Work’s /576/                    t/a Own Work’s                t/a 
 
Whole of Africa 
x 
 

(y.2012)                             15000                                  3000 
(when 25-year potential 
been calculated to be 
around 75000t) 

x    signifies marked divergences in values of  /576/  and own work’s.  
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4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
 

The results of the calculations and estimates of power potentials in Section 

3.3 appear in Tables 1 – 5, at the end of that section. An assessment of the 

results follows in this section. 

 

4.1 REGIONWISE ASSESSMENT OF SCALE-UP FACTORS 
   

4.1.1 THE HORN OF AFRICA 
 

Ethiopia and Somalia show huge values for the Scale-up Factor, while the 

small states of Eritrea and Djibouti on the Red Sea Coast sport small values. 

Ethiopia’s largely unexploited RES – potential that runs into thousands of 

Megawatts and Somalia’s excepting hydel, show vast development potential. 

 

Eritrea and Djibouti are in a similar position with regard to the ‘scale-up’ work 

required, except that concentration in different areas of RES is demanded. 

 

Sudan is a class in itself by virtue of its sheer size. Its power potential how-

ever is estimated to be about 70% of Ethiopia’s - the S.A. being about half of 

Sudan’s. Ethiopia’s total potential is boosted by its comparatively larger wind, 

hydel, geothermal resources, whereas Sudan would be expected to draw its 

strength in the future from its Oil & Gas and forest energy sectors . 

 

4.1.2 CENTRAL AFRICA  
 

Sky-rocketing values of the Scale-up Factor are seen in EG, CR, CAR, nor 

do the other 3 states sport any ‘reasonable’ values. 

 

Only a fraction of the energy resources has been harnessed, resulting in 

minimal installed power capacities. The total power potential is boosted by a 

variety of energy forms, eg. in the Congo Republic, Gabon and Equatorial 
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Guinea, O & G; hydel in the case of DCR; bioenergy in the case of DCR, 

Cameroon, Gabon, CR, CAR, in that order.  

 

The Scale-up Factors of CAR, DCR, are expected to rise further once  

tangible results from their oil fields start pouring in.  

 

4.1.3 SUB – SAHARAN AFRICA 
 

Neighbours Mali, Mauritania share nearly the same Scale-up Factors. Land 

areas are also not far apart, Mali’s being greater by some 200000km2. Both 

are states with active petroleum deposits but not being realized at present. 

Mali is expected to be more of a biofuel state than Mauritania. The enormous 

solar potential of each state that stems from being directly under the Sa-

haran sun is not necessarily exploitable for energy form -specific reasons. 

 

The other two nearly equal-sized neighbours towards E, Chad and Niger are 

worlds apart in Scale-up Factors, their installed power capacities differing by 

a factor of nearly 10, in Niger’s favour. Both the states exhibit solar potential, 

and Niger especially, bioenergy potential. Oil and gas levels boost manifold 

the energy potential for Chad. Chad’s chance for aggrandizement lies in the 

quantification of its geothermal and wind resources. 

 

4.1.4 WEST AFRICA   
 

We resort to a ‘grouping’ of states as the Scale-up Factors are of 3 different 

magnitudes. The states are placed in rising order of their Scale-up Factors : 

 

SCF         The West African countries                       Group  

4 – 9         Ghana, Burkina Faso, Senegal, Togo, Nigeria         I 

10 – 30      Liberia, The Gambia, Ivory Coast                    II 

30 – 50      Guinea, Sierra Leone, Guinea-Bissau, Benin        III 
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Some states show higher densities of installed power : Senegal, Ivory Coast, 

Nigeria drawing their power from O & G, while Ghana from its own O & G, 

the West African Gas Pipeline and hydel resources.  

The installed power capacities are at a lower level in other states, pointing to 

more openings for industrialization process (depending on the assessed 

power potential for a particular state). The energy spheres offering scope for 

work to factory builders can be seen from following set-up of the countries. 

 

Gp. I’s Scale-up Factors are due to: 

Senegal’s mainly unrealized bioenergy potential. 

Ghana’s mainly unrealized O & G, wind, bioenergy potentials. 

Nigeria’s mainly unrealized O & G, hydel, solar, bio-, peat potentials. 

Togo’s mainly unrealized  hydel and bioenergy potentials. 

Burkina Faso’s mainly unrealized solar, bioenergy potentials. 

 

Gp. II’s Scale-up Factors derive from: 

Guinea’s unrealized O & G, peat, bioenergy potentials. 

Ivory Coast’s unrealized O & G, bioenergy potentials. 

Liberia’s unrealized hydel and bioenergy potentials. 

The Gambia’s bulk of unrealized power lies in its peat sector. 

 

Gp. III Scale-up Factors of gigantic proportions owe to: 

Guinea-Bissau’s mainly unrealized O &G , peat power potentials. 

Sierra Leone’s mainly unrealized hydroelectric power potentials. 

Benin’s mainly unrealized hydel, peat, solar potentials. 

 

4.1.5 EAST AFRICA  
 

The Scale-up Factors of the constituent states are on a comparative scale. 

Uganda’s is smallest, the installed power capacity being high, but still using 

up only a fraction of the massive resources available in the peat, O & G, bio-

energy, geothermal-, hydroelectric power sectors. With regard to Tanzania’s 

Scale-up Factor, Φinstalled ‘s low value is to be noted vis-à-vis the sheer size of 

the country. Plenty of energy stays untapped in the RES, O & G and hydel 

areas. Tanzania’s northern neighbour, Kenya, next only in terms of S.A., has 
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a good installed capacity deriving from RES (wind, geothermal) as well as 

hydel sources. More power from RES (especially geothermal, aeolian), hydel 

and O & G sources awaits harnessing. Of the 2 small land-locked states, 

Rwanda offers a fair field for industrial activity given the abundant resources 

in nearly every energy sphere. The other, Burundi - its water power, peat as 

well as bio-resources beckon the project engineer.  

 

4.1.6 SOUTHERN AFRICA   
 

Of the states under consideration, Botswana that sports a high SCF, looks to 

be low in potential that is based upon its solar resource (which is again a 

costly proposition) and bioenergy, besides peat, in the land’s only swamp 

marshland. In practical terms, the state’s massive coal resources offer pro-

ject potential of no mean order. The country with the next highest Scale-up 

Factor, Angola - the installed power capacity drawing from thermal and hydel 

sources, hold potential for development. Zimbabwe’s installed power capaci-

ty derives from its thermal and hydel energy sources. Rich project potential is 

seen in the state’s coal, bio-, hydel-resources that are of gargantuan propor-

tions. Its neighbour and northern counterpart from days gone by, the former 

N. Rhodesia, now Zambia, has volumes of energy in the form of bio-

resources, coal, peat, water power that await the project engineer’s magic 

wand. Similar sized states Namibia and Mozambique, on opposite sides of 

the Continent, are a study in contrast with regard to future power potentials 

that is quadruple for Mozambique owing to its water resource whereas the 

future for Namibia that is for the most part desert, is in its atomic potential - a 

power source that is not dealt with in this text for reasons put out at the out-

set. Malawi and Madagascar that almost share an SCF by way of magnitude, 

are also a contrasting pair : Malawi, the tiny land-locked state and Madgas-

car, the island-state, nearly quintuple Malawi’s size. Given the absolute pow-

er potential per this particular study, the smallest in Southern Africa, it would 

seem that the least amount of work would be demanded for Malawi to realize 

its maximum power potential but even this ‘small’ job can offer gigantic 

scope by way of projects given the volumes involved in dealing with peat po-

tential (603 MW), hydel potential (900 MW), coal (nearly 1G t), geothermal 

(60 MW), bio-power (1166 MW).  
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4.2 AN ASSESSMENT OF ABSOLUTE POWER POTENTIALS 
 

In the HORN OF AFRICA, with the Nile coursing through Sudan, hydel part 

accounts for 13% of Sudan’s total power potential, with O&G taking up 40%. 

Neighbouring state of Ethiopia which is also home to the Nile, hydel potential 

is around ⅔d of the total potential; RES takes up about ⅓d, of which wind and 

geothermal enjoy a major share; O&G and coal account for a meagre 2% of 

the total. Eritrea’s total absolute power potential’s major constituents are 

wind (to the tune of 72%). Djibouti’s potential’s foremost constituent (90%) is 

geothermal. In Somalia, O&G’s share stands at over half the total power po-

tential and the parched land that it is, hydel’s share at 5%, is the smallest 

contributor to the total power potential. Countries exhibiting highest total ab-

solute power potential (rough values) are, Ethiopia - 47500 MW and Sudan - 

33000 MW.  

 

In CENTRAL AFRICA’S Cameroon, hydel source garners 70% of the total 

power potential, O&G’s share a meagre 6%. CAR’s bio-energy resources 

account for about 80% of the total power potential, with the rest’s main com-

ponents being hydel at 6%, solar at 13.7%, and coal at a fraction of the total. 

Gabon’s power potential is almost equally divided between O&G, hydel and 

bioforest. Tiny Equatorial Guinea’s O&G sector nearly monopolizes the pow-

er scenario there. Between the Congos, there is a vast difference in the en-

ergy forms’ contribution to the total potential. DCR’s is overwhelmingly 

hydelcentric (61%). CR’s contributors are hydel (28%), O&G (27%), peat 

(48%), and bio- energy sector (31%) — the same share as in DCR. Coun-

tries with highest total absolute power potentials are, DCR’s ≈162900 MW 

and Cameroon’s ≈33000 MW. 

 

As expected, the SUB - SAHARAN STATES’ hydel sector is hardly a con-

tributor; the capital-expensive solar sector garners the lion’s share of the to-

tal absolute power potential. The O&G sector fares well (excepting Mali, Ni-

ger), accounting for nearly 38% in Mauritania, and over ⅔d in Chad. Bio-

resources of Mali, Niger account for 70% and 30% respectively, of their total 

absolute power potentials. Mauritania’s wind resources are admirably placed 

at nearly 28% of the total absolute power potential. States with marked total 
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absolute power potentials (rounded values) are, Mali - 6900 MW and Chad - 

4900 MW.  

 

Scanning the list of values for the WEST AFRICAN STATES, it is found that 

in all except Ivory Coast, the hydel source accounts for over 14% of the total, 

being nearly half of the total potential in Guinea, Togo, with Sierra Leone 

topping the list (62%). O&G too accounts for over 13% of the total, with the 

exception of Guinea, Liberia, Togo, Burkina Faso and peaking to 62% (Nige-

ria), 35% (Ghana). West Africa is clearly not coal country nor endowed with 

great solar potential, but bio-energy sources are aplenty — nearly ⅔d (Burki-

na Faso),  42% (Senegal), 35% (Liberia), 32% (Togo). Wind energy is of no-

table proportions, at 23% of the total absolute power potential in Ghana only. 

West Africa abounds in peat potential that ranges 2 – 67%, covering 8 states 

of the Continent. Countries showing highest total absolute power potentials 

(rounded figures) are, Nigeria - 42300 MW and Ivory Coast - 19600 MW. 

  

Where EAST AFRICA is concerned, RES holds the key to Kenya’s develop-

ment with its geothermal (30%), aeolian (12%). Its big southern neighbour 

Tanzania’s portfolio differs in that RES’s contribution is about 30% of the to-

tal, hydel’s about an equal amount and O&G’s well over ⅓d. Uganda, on 

Kenya’s west, holds more hydel potential at 40% of its total absolute power 

potential and RES’s part is nearly 20%, followed by peat’s (16%). The small 

adjacent states of Rwanda and Burundi are seas apart for the former 

abounds in geothermal, O&G (62%), followed by bio-resources (27%) of the 

total. Burundi’s peat and bioforest resources’ potential estimated at 40% 

each, and hydel’s at 16% of the state’s total; O&G potential is also seen. 

Countries with largest total absolute power potentials (figures rounded) are, 

Kenya - 22400 MW and Tanzania - 12000 MW.  

 

SOUTHERN AFRICA is a power house of hydel, O&G and bio-energy 

sources. Namibia’s, Botswana’s hydel potential may be discounted, the for-

mer’s forte being its O&G sector, at 70% of the total power potential. Bot-

swana’s major sources are peat (57%), bioforest (23%). Angola’s future lies 

in its O&G + hydel power potential (75%); highest wind potential of the 

southern region is seen here. Mozambique, sited on the opposite coast, the 
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Indian Ocean side, has nearly 80% of its power potential from the hydel and 

fossil fuels’ sectors and is one of the foremost players with regard to coal on 

the continent. The land-locked state of Zambia, thanks to the Zambezi water-

ing the land, hydel, bio-, peat resources share 88% of the total power poten-

tial. Neighbour Zimbabwe’s hydel sector is the single largest contributor to 

total power potential’s kitty, at 88% of the total. Hydel power potential is 

around ⅓d of total for the tiny land-locked state of Malawi. Hydel potential is 

flanked on either side (in magnitude) by peat (21%) and bio-resources (40%). 

The large island-state, Madagascar, boasts hydel resources to the tune of 

35%, fossil fuels coming next at 38% of the total absolute power potential; 

Wind power potential (at 2000 MW) is second only to Angola’s. The coal 

outputs of Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe are set to increase but their depos-

its being in the interior, exports would stay restricted to neighbouring states 

/575/. Countries sporting the highest total absolute power potential are, An-

gola - 57400 MW and Zambia - 25000 MW (rounded values).  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
 

5.1 MAIN RESULTS, SIGNIFICANCE AND AUTHOR’S OWN 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE WORK 
 

The qualitative part of this work is significant in that an overview of energy 

resources of 41 states of the African Continent is put out in a single text, in 

the Land facts Section, negating the need to pore over many texts / docu-

ments. Maps of the energy belts for each energy sector and sub-sector, 

based upon data from the Land Facts Section and from fresh references as 

well are set out in separate plates in Appendix 2, and the project man or 

business man can discern at a single glance, the areas of his focus. The 

Continent’s energy resources are detailed out regionwise to facilitate their 

site-identifications in the maps of the energy belts. 

 

Quantification of the project potential - an object of this work, is through 

expedient of formulas hammered out by the author for estimating the power 

potentials of various energy forms and applied to calculate each country’s to-

tal power potential which is the sum of individual power potentials of the con-

stituent energy resource-forms of a particular country. The densities of in-

stalled power and power potential, which are a country’s power content (in-

stalled as well as the total potential vis-à-vis land area of the state), are ar-

rived at. The project potential of each state has been quantified through a 

parameter, the Scale-up Factor (SCF), devised by the author and arrived at 

as a ratio of power densities, Φinstalled and Φpotential, parameters also devised 

by the author. Therein lies the author’s own contribution to the field of project 

engineering mensuration. As a consequence, the ultimate object of this work 

that is to quantify the gap between present state of industrialization and a fu-

ture state that is based upon estimated total power potential of each country, 

indicated by the SCF-parameter is realized. 
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5.2 DISCOURSE ON MAPS OF THE ENERGY BELTS OF AF-
RICA 

 
The project person who has the idea of working on a particular sector of en-

ergy resources in Africa, would do well to first view the maps of the energy 

belts [Appendices 2(1/7 – 7/7)] and get a qualitative picture of his ‘work site’ 

–to be. In the case of hydro-power resources, he would find a concentration 

of the resource stretching from the Continent’s SW-part through Central Afri-

ca till the Nile Valley in the east (highest absolute power potentials being, 

DCR - 100000 MW, Ethiopia - 30000 MW, Cameroon - 23000 MW); in the 

south, only until the northern borders of Namibia and Botswana. In the case 

of oil and gas, the entire coast of the Continent - on the Indian Ocean side in 

the east, and Atlantic side on the west, and Red Sea in NE, are seen to sport 

the resource, offshore (biggest absolute power potentials being, Nigeria - 

26000 MW, Angola - 25000 MW, EG - 18000 MW). Onshore sites appear 

scattered about in all areas except the southern states. NG has lesser SOX-, 

NOX-emissions per kWhe than coal. But environmental considerations are 

not the issue in Africa for some time to come. The infrastructure demanded 

of NG-utilization eg. transport pipelines, NG-production & distribution sys-

tems, in case required, ammonia production for NOX- removal - the whole 

gamut of works hold quite some project engineering potential. But this 

source, due to its low energy density presses into the transportation costs. 

Oil projects are easier in the sense that buyers are readily available whereas 

gas has to stay in the ground until such time as definite commitments to its 

end use including modicum of transport to end user is sorted out. In Mozam-

bique itself, project costs can turn out high as the gas resource is very dry (a 

low share of NG-liquids - a factor that oft influences project economics con-

siderably) /575/. Coal patches appear mainly in the southern countries, in the 

west in Nigeria, Niger, Sierra Leone, CAR and DCR in the central part, and 

Ethiopia in the east (marked absolute power potentials being, Zambia - 1200 

MW, Madagascar - 1000 MW, Zimbabwe - 705 MW). The relevant map 

shows geothermal resources to be restricted to some of the southern as well 

as east African states (most promising ones being, Kenya - 7000 MW, Ethio-

pia - 5000 MW). Geothermal’s cost of generation compares well with fossil 

fuels’ and is not characterized by variability factors associated with some 

RES, that it can be considered for baseload generation /393/. The solar belt 
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envelops all areas except the central part’s states that are characterized by 

dense forests (the greatest rounded absolute power potentials being, Sudan 

- 2700 MW, Chad - 1400 MW, Niger - 1380 MW). Wind power is over Mauri-

tania and Senegal in the west, sizeable chunks of northern parts of Chad as 

well as Sudan, along the Great Rift Valley sections, Ethiopia’s east and a 

great part of Somalia. In other areas, aeolian power sports a scattered vis-

age (Ethiopia - 10000 MW, Angola - 5000 MW, Kenya - 2700 MW, register 

the highest absolute power potentials). The bio-energy belt extends west to 

east through the Congos and in the south covers the former Rhodesias in 

the main (DCR leads the pack with its about 51500 MW, then Sudan ≈12000 

MW, Cameroon ≈7250 MW). Peat potential is omnipresent barring the Con-

tinent’s Sub-Saharan states (highest absolute power potentials being, CR - 

14400 MW, Zambia - 13500 MW, DCR - 10800 MW).   

 

5.3 DISCOURSE ON QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE 
WORK 

 

Stepping into a quantitative realm, the sheer magnitudes of the Scale-up 

Factors only substantiate the scope for all around industrial activity on the Af-

rican Continent. The possibility itself of bridging the gap between the power 

densities of installed and potential capacities is an entirely different kettle of 

fish, dependent upon any variety of factors obtaining at the time and juncture 

of deciding matters of project investment. The Scale-up Factor simply points 

to the chasm between power densities, Φinstalled and Φpotential, and is indicative 

of the work demanded for uplift of a particular country in the form of founding 

of factories to exploit the available energy resources and realize promised 

power potentials. Smaller values of Scale-up Factor too can translate into 

herculean project tasks depending on the energy sphere that is to be scaled 

- more demanding engineering activity being expected in wind, coal mining 

projects, the latter field usually accompanied by land / infra-structure works 

to facilitate the logistics of material transfers. 

 

One cannot conclude without a reference to the margin of error. The values 

arrived at for the absolute power potentials assume more the nature of 

guideline values. Biomass’s poor suitability for power generation negates the 
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inclusion of many of its forms in the estimation of power potentials in this 

work. Natural forests’ power potentials’ estimations are just for the sake of 

obtaining maximum theoretical potentials and may even be brushed aside as 

the wild forests’ multifarious uses for purposes other than power generation 

is overbearing and given the power dynamics usually in force not likely to 

change in the next generation. Plantation forests due to the intensity inherent 

in cultivation practice are adjudged a sure and worthy power source. The 

power potentials have been calculated taking y.2010-values for woodlands 

as plantation forest as well as natural forests’ growing stock /574/. Although 

this particular reference also gives the annual change rates (%), plantation 

development in the long run rests solely on decisions of the government of 

the day and any expert estimates of positive or negative development of 

planted forest can’t be adjudged realistic, hence considered unreliable. On 

this account a certain degree of uncertainty is inherent in our estimates of 

the long-term forest potentials. 

 

Standardization of agronomic practices for jatropha cultivation is still in pro-

gress and wild variations in the yield of seeds even for a particular tree type 

as the improved psychic nut tree that is common in Africa, and jatropha oil 

therefrom is unfortunately the norm. Application of the formula derived in this 

text that is based on facts from a recent reference on the subject are frought 

with certain risk. In peatland power potentials’ estimations, error margins to 

the tune of 30 – 50% are the norm due to application of ill-surveyed / classi-

fied / quantified data that leave one guessing as to exact location, areas and 

thicknesses of the deposits.   

 

Hydroelectric power suffers geographical limitations in that the dams can be 

built only on river fronts with no habitation, hence the values in this report are 

probably not exploitable to the hilt.  

 

In calculating the solar potentials, the relevant formula has been applied to 

all cases irrespective of the average locational solar insolation as the particu-

lar formula was derived based upon Nigeria’s solar insolation values. Solar is 

the costliest of energy forms and full potential is hard to realize in economi-

cally backward states in the not too distant future. Desert conditions do with 
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the cheaper, less efficient “thin –film cells” that use lesser amounts of Si- / 

Cd-telluride /477/. Basing on wind power either is not competitive sans sub-

sidies but can be resorted to where local production is necessitated in the 

absence of long-distance transfer lines. Costs are however expected to de-

escalate and governmental support to increase. A lot is dependant upon rev-

enues getting pumped in from lucrative industrial sectors eg. mining, O & G. 

While wind speed is a fair indicator of aeolian energy’s production potential, 

the accuracy of extrapolations is sacrificed as assumptions are necessitated 

with respect to wind turbines - their size, efficiency as well as land usage.  

 

Regarding oil shale, coal-bed methane, credible values are still unavailable; 

with regard to the O & G industry as a whole, speculative data for pricing 

purposes are planted often in the literature. In general, the formula for esti-

mating long-term potential is applied to current production levels, based on 

confirmed reserves of crude. Then there arise cases where production is not 

underway or resources uncharted todate, and the formula is applied to a 

minimal future starting output decided upon by the author, based on a coun-

try’s extent of proven and probable O & G resources as put out in the re-

ferred literature. Gas flaring would have a bearing on calculations with regard 

to the total power potential estimate of each state’s O & G sector and the 

consequent Scale-up Factors.  

 

The figures quoted from the literature for total installed capacities are subject 

to variation, depending on the source of reference. Also uncharted power 

capacities of some sectors (indicated by an * symbol in Section 3.3 Region-

wise Estimation of Power Potentials), the coarse assumptions made in the 

derivation of formulae for calculating power potentials - all render a margin 

of uncertainty to the calculated countrywise total future power potentials 

and consequent Scale-up Factors.  
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